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CARRY AND TRANSMIT THE APPwCD dEfLT iC%L,SHEAR L•oADI ►,3G,Tj4 E: A-5 .5Cr-IDLY WAT
AN^1.YltD A'.5 A CAf%MLCVCR BEAM OUIL•'r INAT ITS , ATr ACHfAV pJ'r TIC THC. r'rr_o1^'rPLA°rE.
THE BAFFLE A55r.MZL.Y M AMTHrtcr STAGE ' MEMpCR AND THE STF 4JC-T4JML. Ir,LTCGr-tl-rY
OF TNC ATTAr—wmV►J'M AT THE VARIOUS imTCRFACES WAS ES-rABL• ISHE`O. THC C?V 'GrCA%.L„,




CR vri GA6 L- %l L'7A,cD CorwCiL G05SET's W CMC ci,-McKLD FOR Cc;oMPI1.Cjzwr- t uc•K#-iP- a
Ar40 L.Or-At. IT-CD QCI,JD'tJG VMV- 15'sES. 5A-r.rSFAGTORY ATTACNMLNT WTRL: Fo unJDT'D Uve"•T







ANALYSIS OF THE. DETFCTOR ELEC'rrto0NltC5 Ie.IC.LL)0r-D	 THE MAXI
IM',lM,I3Er. oi"G STrtCSS ON ALL-THE PRIrdTEnb GPirVt r BOARpS. 'THr 5C>ArtDS Wt:rtE TAK ENITp
DE UNIFORMLY W:oQ CD sCyuArtE PL^►'rES SuPPpR'>•tDnrrt-4E FbuR cot'w^it? a,^uY. THC AccEL-
ERA'rl0W5 RESULTING r-2O" I lr1E cOMPurCfL rtuwlS WcrtE T^v-r- J AS INPur% -c® T►-4L eo^Mt>s.
TrtA"sPA l3s 1 81L1-rlrs %^JERC ASSV-I%tD ACrtcss rHX bnAMD3 AND-rwr MAK Dt'MAM1G STRESSES
WEME C^L.CUL.A-rCl>. THOSE SMAMt.S MGUNYCD TO TWC RIGHT GU'5SET of THC ti.,6CT t.0w1Gs
P^C:KAGE WERE tDON5ERVwTIVE6 .Y ^SSVM1:D zd Be cA#1TILGVERED F1zDNA 'S{1GcavSSET. C01.1-
SGQuCN 'rj.Y THE ^TTACHIIJG bc-'TS WERE Al an AsSU ►A6D 'rc URfLY CCNIDINCi LOADS, 1-txAL-
MED BENDtNC>,
 GCr.Ipi rea s WCtLE THct-j coNslDcrtrb O ►.1 THB GUSSET.
AP4ALYSES' wErtr. MADE Fort THC AT'rAc.HM"—r CyF ln>-= P/M roaC TO THE cor^+tCfzTECt.
HOL.,Srrwl AND-r"r- `T't'Ar-RmErJT OF''ri4F-r-WTttt C C l.Ee-rrtomics PACKAGE taT4tE Freprs"r
PL^T'C. IN ALL A'1rACHMErJ'P' AwAL.lVS=Z IT t^JA'S Assur-,►EV T? A-r T1{ G	 wL. iai;
-rortQuv:D UP Tp 807o pF THE ecL:r tAA-rcmj^L'+rIELD i;-r rwo-3G-nj . MARGINS OF SAFETY
w[rtc SA156D UPON -THE- rwrta ot= THIS PMICL-OAP TO 1-Hr- t.AA%Crr•AwAA APPI.ICD %..OAD, A
COERCICIE"'r Or- t= rt IC.T1013 WA3 A.35VNYCD tar--rWC :N THC Nnh-ri#4G SQMIF^I--t,5
 Ar•JD TMC
rrtic-l'(ord PortcU AT IEACrt OF 'rl-M FAI9M Wr-R
 
LOCATIONS WAS DC°t'Lftn^tlNJEtD. THer r=rt lr--r,,z J
C-^PACITY CF THE r-wriRE icotk r vjAS T1tFN CSTAj%l.ISHVS>ANPD MARC-3I0-33 OF SAFET`r WERE
CAL-C-01-AV" BA5EC UPo ►4'n4F- R^TI© OF Tt41S Frt IGT 1 0 pJ CAPAGI'VY TO -rHE APPLICD SHEArt
F >tXCE T6NDJNCS TO SEPARATT THE .mi paT. THE sw/ A LEIZ pF -rt1C TWO MnrtC^ / r+S OF' 3AMI-y
WAS R t0rL'MI> AS 012 Iraq CRITI CA 6 MM 't HC A'rrACHPAC.JT.
THE FRONT P%-A-rc WAS INI-rlAv-%-Y Ar.sALYv-CD A3 A SCUP RECT^ r- Q> VLA4'C Fr LA'r PLATE
OF CONSTANT TN i Gk.NC:SS C THE N11t•I lnnuM PI-ATV- 'rH ICK+JESS WAS ASSurnC . b	 au cv4v:5,rA .i,'T
ONEZ'rHE C+JTIRC P6,V'rC SORFACE, wt'TMt .ALL,. CD42xE3 '5m -IPLY 'SOP PCPr%-- =:P,, THsr. wEiC--,Wrs CA;
A&L.'r" C Ct.Er+nC- rS mcmusxrF-D 'rm-r"C p6A"m tAIErtC ASt74jrnED rb BE (jtJ%P0R p^L.Y i?+"Srrtsh
wrap. THts WAS A eOIA%VMVA-rlvE APPROA C I-t'S/NCC M.aS'T Ot:' THC C-QdIPNnt.^T A-tI°ACNI•^C..YT'
PoIN1Ts AMC' :oCwtCD AT OR t+1CA.f% -TO TMr. SOPPORTM THC FM;O,%.T P4A'TC tNA3 'THC:PZ
#%r4ALYCZb ^3 A 0WtICz OF` I.CCAwECD B¢A MS Arap P6A rCl c.Jr.It 61t CONCErJZTiATt'b L-oAQS AT
IrHr. A rTACRM6rJT POI.JTS OF THC BAr-r&.E AwcsAsk y,, TMC. DETmG'rc)M ELt-C►rLp..,IICS A naD
T'NE PACyrc u MotjN.-r Pi.os cArtA-rs,,4G Swr pomT. THE MOTC>R	 ta ANA THE
FiCxJa IAL. MAMW. PCTEG'1 1 OR SRACIMT v=rt .0 AI.SCP ArJA6%(V.V.D By coNsCILVAT IV=LY ASSvrn+r+G
SEG`t'10N5 C!?FECTIVC Foti QC^.1ptiaCs 3rftt^SE=. A SIMiLA(t A pJAI-YSiS vjn3 mmr-OtvvNcto rorL-rNC
TRt pLrNG " "+RRbR H00:510AG.
THE LOA►_D3 APPLILD To"rw wAVcLIr. NGTN'CAM ASSE.MBLy RE:3vVr 1~rtc^^m THC
MOTOR, cuTPVT TORQUE. THC C,4.-AS ArT,, KE`/CD 'T;zi MC. Mwrc7R SHAF A"D 'THE
DOWE 1.1 Pt "+ NED -ro TP L CAM WCrt.E CHC.CKEA 'P O-rt : MEAR, STRC?SCs A3 'r1MCY TrL1N
N11'r-rco TH[	 ASSUMING rwss TWI3TIr.IG MOMIANT To BE r`=:rm-ret7 r.*Y
rcXtcr. z / THC Grt -ri,.tG ARM At-JD C0 .u►R wr-rZC PouND •rO gC C-APAGt-C O F INI'T 	` a;y
T1 1C APPLIED Mr-"DINGS It%CSSCS R1=svL-TI,. yG 9=rxA-"*,A'T"r- C-OUpLE Fortc4S.
THE UV5 H0us I N 0 WAS Ar.JA14Y%CC BY ASSur+nINC^ A M pp €L C.co7vz% -5 ,r Ca OV A
15c^m ( CcSN3TANT ET-) UN1F'0RML:f LOADw Bu-7m.- r-4 SUPPORTS A"D OVERHUNG AT
Aecru-4 E	rips. 	 CaNcCNTRATEO k-oAb A"D MQi ,-Mt- T ^rT^ME FcORWAR-D E"D Rr-prLE'-%L'r.)T
-1Z
THE er-ftc-T-s OF THE rrz.O""r PLATE AND ITS M0.3"'TF-0 C4 "ro"z- p4T IS (e^AFFt-r;- I C-,(tAT I "C)II
r--rr-.) A,^D A 51mit.AM cc,4c-=-4Tr<ArE-P L-OAD AIIJA	 AFT
r-#*Jp Ke pmEse p,4,r-m4c r-FFeci-3 OF THE Mommort Cs LL A-s-3emi3L.•e. -V'Hr. NEWSY c2 i-s
WEIGHT Rr-L-ir--4c. >
 AND TmHC mt"imuNj ►mrwe-r sKto srH•cKt*Arsds wAtr USED #"A COWSCMd4 ^
A'rl'*4r- 0VrCrCJ-Alv•JATICh-,J OP 3SC7riOrJ ?rZ.0P`CrrriC-:5-AmpLz KAArxc. iAs of SAFETY wartc.
Fowp4D Fort THE 8Zp4DwG 5Tmr-6-5r-l-% Rc3uLriv4G rmomr" is L-CAM4NC3 C-C)?-Jb&'rtOm-
THt A-r-rA f-"mzwrz AT THE FORWARD AND AFT St-JIDS wVra: r,-AA p•n,#-jF- p AND 3 ►-town
TO BE ADC-QQA-rC.. LOCAL-IT-CO bE p-jl>s pJQ 5TrtCZZr-'S	 A-rrACt4flACv-JT6QAL:0:5
WCMC C-AI-r-uLATVC0 Ar -rHL "cpuSs pJG FL ► P.JGF-z AP40 rowwt^ yc BE	 A
DETAILCO LO^05 ANAWf-S IZ THMOOGO-i THC ISOLATOR M0U?Xrl#%3Ck ► r_E:"r WAS
RESULT OF WM 1--Vi WAS A Dr-rErtj,3 t p-3Ar l 0t-1 CF -rmr- LOADS VwmPr-D i p rrO'rmt-: mc:A Sj&JG A-r
THE Potp-jTZ OF ArTAC.Wb.-)C"rvJ 1-rH"rHr- MOuMT3- (JsjDrrr-Ti4 IS coNmi-rioP4 THE HAINDWACtC WAT
=HCC"P AND THE SCAM10-3(l '5*MrLS !SC0- t p4TIAS HOUSING wrarLyz comPu-m-o. IN ADtwrl-p-1, IrHr6
HOW5 6 04IG WA3 C4-4CC-KCD OvT F< lrt HA?'JDI-I ► V-. L-0^0:3- 11Q Al.LC-AS4r Z T14 C. t3AArtc.I ►as OF
SAFETY f>E-rrhr%Jl-^f"F-Qk NNEMC Ai-AFL.F-.
THE A"ALYZVS OF -rmr- (DI-TICAL- r-L.F-Mr-WrS f THE F-sr-m-T
%Nr-ftC S imsi..Arx trJ "cps-r ResPcc-m. Fort; F--Ac-rrA-rtctj IN THE PLANE
THE PLASTIC EOTT'Ot-JS ZLJPPc)rt.riAjG THE MortMADM IS ^jF-rtE A55L>Mr-D -r0 BE. :spRIpQGs,
THE r-FFrx--rijE s pFkt.,ac. c-c3-"s-r^,4-rZ %Nr-rtm CA%,000A-rC:0 A"r> -r ."F- F-Vc pr-c-rEt:k D. y"^" iC-
DmPLAcemr-w-rz of THE mirt(tcirts WERE m-Mm"swrb. THp_"= 0,PuNC.5"wr-rZr- A5:5,-)mEt)
To Er- FRci-cpAVCv(rQ A bVrLCCr%QP4 1.25 TIMES THE J> Ya►3AM1C- 0I3PL.&CF-Mr--I-4-r) 1p-j
C>MbErt TO PMZV=pA-r C44A9MM1 ►kJG DOMI"Ca V 115MA'rl OW	 HE c-0%451"F-b E:Frrc-rs OF
PRELOAD AND 0YP-JA"jc- L-o .^ 0iwG vvcrte
ZTftCS'SC:mS It-i THE 8QWOp4= A"C^ . 'r"Q f-lsnfLC)rX'S WCrXQ C %4AWJATCP. Swis&.Art A-jo% wmp-rtQtA-,
AND ^Jt-JAL-Nf*V-= WrJ%g "ADC. MOIL L.Q ►btP4G r4CbRMAL^-rO THC t--%rtm'0jZ 5L)fZVAc-C ,5. P'62
*rHi ,s moDr- or c-)Sct-rA-rta , w4 ,rHc meraxaPkIS AfXr-:5UPP0MTCDP BY rHM= PAirt ,5
 
of PAR^64-CL,
pitEL-OADEP I'SpmIr4ca3 9 (Tr415 A=-WMPrl0#4 LAJAS MOO Wlri-j> al- I C--*4TL.IV I " -rHC CZMA-ri POCip..
ANAL.%431"C AP40 A04 IMPACT' L.OAC)fMG COWDI'rI004 WAZ KYPQrTVAC5%2rtp), THC Grt-A-r;Nc,,.,JAS
,AdQA%-YtC0 A5 A PLATE Awo T►41L Ribe;r-b Ebr-rc.-r r ► wrtm4orL AZ *rHrttr .7jWP6*j 56)PPcrLTC.>
159A"Z Pam r4cmill-MAL L.OA011`4G. C,=f-JS9-rtVA-r-Vr. , * IMP 61 F V t#ACa A,7SQt-^Plr'mN5 WCrtrA- MADE
F;=Pm ,rHr- ci-A"rs %JHIC-H R=Lb I>C)WPJ "n4rr. 1-isR.MOMS. 7'Hr, M-SAvriolim To -r-Hr- "irtmmrtZ
PVNA"jr- I-C)AID5 VVr-Rr- IN TOMAJ APP6%Cj>"V0 '*NC CLAMPS WHIC64 VVCrtL AAQA6*VMDA3
31"Pi.-Y lor pomrcD OR CANJT%6V-VtrLCV SCAP^'S.
Af-4At-yzr-s WERE	 zrtuc--rvrtrz .jH--cf,4 "afi"se THE f' .jkrtrL40MS (THC
MIRROR Cf" " `THC CASt cr Tmrrl5CMT t-i l rtrtLm A,-jo-rHt(3rxA-rtvj .6 80X, IN 1-HE CASE OF THC
G",r4NG).AC.,A IIJ oco"zr-r,,jp rtqt A-5 ,s vrvip rta P4,L
 k-w--rtF- MADE IN MOM %.lp4G rv4r- ,5-r fzLjr--%)r1.r- -5 ip,aTa
Br.AtNnS Wk'rlrlVArtICX35 C?4b	 fAAr2C-114S of SArF-T-( lEXPCR%r-PJCr-0 VJ=r-tr- ALL. %-ArZC>r-.
THE mirmort CCLt.RC-ArtcojrKv4A'5A$-JAI.YtZPA-SArttc- -rApAcut.ArL FLIT P%-ATLsimPL-If -svP-
PCCCMDON A64-r-COMEMCS UpjDr-M A vo-jor-ofti-ALN visirmiev'rep Przc-s%urtr- . -rH t:
 '5Tlrr9: p4"-)G3 V-'rFC:CT
or r"c tit-immsim ftr-% p4rc>mcAsJG Alb'5 WAS #.CC-bLL-C-TCQ. IT vlAs Cap•3r.MVAT1*4CL.*( A5S4Jf--'%C:D-rHAT- AT'
THE: nmr, OF SIM DCOM -JrTrt$CW A)w spjTcamm- Pmr.% ,s%)rtc, c*r 1.0 PSL ex is-mv c>pj -rHcr ccmcm ove
To ptFFERCtaTeAL RArcs cW PRv-s-StirtE L0'Z5 LAJITH IN A"D WIT14OUT THC 5Mcrft-Clmr-MMp
Tme CA, - I 6A-rr- l> ^Artr-, Ip4 OF Z,^Pr-TY VmA% 5ArI5FAc-'r=MY.
k
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C. DESCRIPTION OF 5TRuCTURE.
FRoKA A 5TrtoccTtX'-AL STAN9POINTr, T1-1C UV- SPLCTrt ot-j> rr-m MAY BE THOUGHT To
CONSIST OF FIVE MAIN AS5EM5t-IES OrL ELEMENTS
I . BAFFLE ASSEMBLY (1232-0300).
2. DETECTOR ELECTRONICS .
3. FRONT PLATE ASSEMBLX (7232- 0200).
A. HOUSING (`1232- 0107).
5. EBE.RT MIRROFZ A55EMBLY ( -T232- 0150)._
1. 8AFFLE ASSEMBLY.
THE i5ArrL.E A55EMBLY PRavIDES Foe THE ENTRAruCE OF LIGHT To THE. SP£CTRo-
METER OPTICS, Vr IS E55ENTIAL-LY A THREE- STACzE MEMBErt OF RECTANGVI,.Art. CRO1a-
SECTION AT-rAcj r- o -r0 A BASE WHICH r ►.I -rurLPJ IS CAr.1TILEVERCD OFF TWi: r:moaT
PLATE BY Six PRCI.OADED FA15TCWCRS At-JO THCMN%AL. STANpo1°'t"S . THE REC-rnr►► t3vL-Aft
CROSS- 0£GTr0N OF -r"E FIRST 'STAGE IS MAD1r UP OF Fvvrt BAFFLX PLATLS ('mn.-
0308),	 0306.,0307)AN0 FOvR rNT£t'tMEDIATc R^VLT
STRIPS (-i232- 0315). THI: c rto55- SEcTlor-1 vAr21E5 F1RVM APPrtoXi"ATCL.Y 	 iNcHE5
x 3.00 INCHCS A-r -rHE BASE TO APPMO-KoMATCLY S -65 lac HES x 6.a 1 ,PJC.NC;s A'°f TNC
INTCMFAC.IC W I -rH TI-tE Ir.l-ri"r;LMr-VIATC ESA I.E (T232- 03097 art SEc-o"A STflr~yC. THE
1-r- we rH Of:- -rIAr CPrrinr- A55E p A6L7( IS ABOUT 10 tAci4r-v.
THC BArFLE n .A-res , . 05 1^4 cHCa -TH IGK I H^vE FI ►aS o2 R I ES r4onmAL. T'c3 T}tE Di2Ccr--
t olJ OF TNE. c" ,rcm:NG we--vmT Fort 'THE rumase Of DLF LE-C.TIr•1G THE L.IGH"T' I r-'1 A rR1L -
5CRIbCD N ANP4CM. THE F INS Arm . 021 e mc441LS THICK AND A RE CQ UAL-LY ZPACCD
.50 INCNCS .APO%Mwr•
THE cwtNCR Gusswrz WHICH TIE THE PLA-rCS TaGETNErt 5-rlt' cpj -n.M LLaTtrtE ^55cm-
13LY. THE GUSSET c moms - SEe-TIcW I S APP t.07CIMATELY -rNA-r oiF A,a 0r.4rgVAL-- LEGG.GD
Ar4GI.E. THC MCMf',1LI°t:, I5 TAtct-Xo AND AS SUCH prLovIDE5 LE5S ARC: / ► 5-T - C DISTANCE
FrzOM THE 6A5C 1 NGITIt.A5 C3.
THE 6AFFLt DAZE (-f23',- MIMS) 15,A MAC-1.11"M PLATE vjrrH A GCr -MAL FMCTAl-sGuLAR
3L.OT TO Aul.dW ForLTHr. PASS AGE o+=' THE 6EFI.ECrED LIC-,R-r. THCRE At-tE Trt rtEF HE'LJ -
COIL IMsr4-cr5 IN EACH of THC Fount, corwC rts TO AccoMMODATE THE A'+rACHMEraT c f
4 C: GUSSETS .
TN[ I.4TCrv^ED1A-m vAFFLC IS 1. 47 we"es LONG ( OF VARylo4G RCC'r:R^ IGvLArv, CROSS
SELTIOn1 Ai--o r,-^NGCD AT IT'5 INTErtt-'AC,C WrrH 'rHE BAPFL.E Top ('123 -osia),ImAc"PAc"-r
TO -rHc B.Al--, ,:C TOP IS by 24 RivCTS Aj jD Tt:, ,r-Hr- FIrzST :sTA Gt A'S EMBLY By 20 r't.%,/CTS.
THE 8ArrLE Ts.P IS -rHE "rHIItD A,%JO Fim& . 3T^C--,E OF TNC CWt:rAL.L A55CMGLY. A-r rrS
A-rTAC-HMEr .JT "r'OTV4C INT1ERr/IcDIA'rE 5-rAGE r THEC-rzo5S-5, EcTI0N IS RECrArJGuL-ArZ.. AT
ITS FRtC Eww+P '1-144- ToP KAS ArI IrtMCGUL.0 ('rrtAPEt:o , DAL) OP641N1G.
A L.t_ THE MErN1CCt1z OF 'THE BAFFLE A'ascmedL•Y ACM FAar2IGATIED Fr-oM 60 (01 •-Tro
A Lv PAI r-+L^M MW-AY.
q14
2. DETECTOR ELECTRONICS.
THE r EG'rrz-c"%cs ASSoca &TEo w1TH Tl+► C sPCC►-RDMETCR. ExPEfkIN^EaT^lt>: P^c1c--
AGED to., A BOXwH 1" ► g AwSO GANTIt.EVERED OFF TAr- rmoaT PIATE.TF(rtEE SID r-,s
OF THE Pox At2E Fmo V IDED BY THE Moe., e^rroP46 PLATe= ^7232-2o I ,^^, rr11r LEFTC-x-^ ,SET
('7232- 2015) A"D T C cc>wVE(Z-ic- 4ouSIPAG (Z232- 2013). A "r"REE-SIDEp codCR
OR WRAPAROt51.3o ('i232^ 201T) DEFIMES 'T-!E (ZV-MAIftJ DI`r)-'0r'n4E PACKAGE.
THE C.OPIVIlrLTErL ►-1C>oStr• CG 15 A MACHrt.1ED 202.A -T'651 ALU-,sI"uM AL-L-0'( rAC:"Br:m
To W MIcH THE PIM Tu5r- Ar.ID Tt-IE LIFT AND IC^NT G^^SETS ARE MOU tJ'tCO . THE
HOuSeN0 ,4 LS0 HAS ^ REGC35 IrJTt^ wHtct-IT1tiv CoNVEts:T>t:RANnR1=GU^A'roR tio.^ctD
ASSEMBLIES /A RE PL.ACCi> IN ADDtT rON To Two DG-DC c-01.1YErure p. HcAT S,r-ws. A-rl- ,4(.010 INCH 2o24 -T3 /^^uMrr.su^n At..t.OY CovCft 6t^^o5L5 T}tG R^^ESS. RF SHtEW ►►.► Ci
FOR -rHC PIM TUBE 15 AL .-So ATTACMCt)o -rO THE Cta ,4VCrX"Mi M Hot ,5iNG.
THE LLFT Gu55ET Pr2.aNIDES A MourNTNC3 SortrAC.E, Fp[L'TViE VARIOUS ELECTRICAL
COr+ ►.► ZCTORS USr&D rrJ THE UNIT.
THE RIGHT Gusse'r (7132- 2o14) Prz ovIDES Forr- - kAF- mov aTtNG flF 51% I.EX.u,.l
51AN00IF4 ('72'2-2046) WHIGM Artr- THE Su ppc>rL r5 7trR THE TNREG 1:t.GCTrr.oNtCS PC
BOARDS, A IbRAGICE.T 02 CL OP (-T2-SZ.- Z O-19) 15 UTILIZED 01V THE C tOTERMDST toA m>
30 THATTHE Ae5ErroBLY OF I3oARAs AND S'rAvjDof=FS VS NoT	 oFFTur- vzic- -rr
GuSSCT. THE #G- 32 BoLT ,5	 STAr+DOFFS ARC H ► C^N-S'rr ►,GTH^
HEAT TtteA-rEp Ba-my LINM C-oPmTt. Borm	 Afte 2o24---r351 A,.um ►rjui.A /.t..L o. f.
THE f1. .Ar.,GED MouNT,I•, C^  PLATE 2024 -T?151 A1..a m% p4VrvN A"cY, 15 A °ITA C-HE D -rCa
-T:Hr- Ftto1.IT PiATt, Ir FotaR Pt.Acg ,5. BOT44 LEFTA ►aD RIGwr Gu3SCTS TIC AaTO'11•tE
VEM-r1CA1- wE83 OF THE MOtJIJTI ►.IV PLA,- 7";. A-r rACNN1ENT OF 'THE GpNsiem m,
Hot.ISwG THMXe OGH A HorLIboN'rAt► WEB IS A,.SO Prt.oVoGv-rD FoR.
Tvir Wr;tAPwr><.out:Io IS Atd ALve^o pJLuroI At., I (Gobwri.) sHEers , o37- ,ntcHCsTHIC-Kj
THAT IS FAS-rSjQVD Tb T'HC GUSSETS I TN¢ to avERTGft HOc^51NC7^ w^,o t"I3E MOtt^TtLsG
PLATE.
1
3 . F R 0 N T LATE.
THE Frzo riT
 PLATE ( 7'L3'Z- 0201) 15 A MAC"i,- i CC ALUM, -so" (bO^o1 ^ Tt<a, ALLOY
MEMBER r AOTCrn.IE D -rD THE 0 ► A#4C
 C OF TH E UVS HOCY31NCa AT Tkie F-C^,RWARD E ►ND
13Y 14 - *I-- 8-32 scREws, IN ACDYTIO ..a T"D PrU. VtDo4CI Tari Su rzFAGC. t--ort. -n-m AITAcH-
mE:p4 -r OF `-r4r- SAFFLC ASSE- AbLYANp T1+C DCTI$c-TCR E t .cc-ruor-jtc5 mcwAGE, THC
fRo ►.i'Y PLATE suPPOrurs THE MtrrorLNoVSitrG ( •7t3Z •-oz^c^ GRA•rtkaci 60X A53EI-ibt•Y
	
_	 ('7232- o21S) At-DTHC TrxiPLILIG Mrrtmorz I-IouseNc,s (??-32 - 02?I,O2-7z)-
THC P LATE is REC: A,-4 Gur.AM IN SWAPE ( APrrs_aX.I -AA,TC r.Y B.9  lN cHD z sY '1.3 ► .^ cN^ s^
AI►+D NOMINALLY • 12. tN CHCs -rH IGK w I"t-H RG tt-iForZc.tsa(G. RIB5 oN ITS uNDertSLirtF^c-E:.
IN'r,4r- AMr-AS eaF LGG ► Lmr-D NIGH LOAD INC, CA-MACHME,.j -r FOtrJTS,?HC. PI.AM- TPICK -
w53 t5 iN G
 `crASEDA,-JO "PADS" Arm PrtovtaGD• 7HE:MC. ,ARC Ft-l.1^G011 i n1'°i:rL-r5 IN-r He
PI-ATE: AT THCS E AT TACHMENT PQI.w17'5.
Two zoerwrr FLA p4GCs NCArt -rHC =f-: fVTE(Z of THE &.00-)G CDC-ZS ARC CA0 r.MLEvErtEjp
Fftoi"t ii-tE P L TG . I PQ -rurt--.1 / O NE ca= T14 ES E F ve P.3G E s H A'S "4 C, MoTOrc M ou "J-r CA NMI -
LEVER^D GR ^ rr A -D BaT►-1 FIJAr.1GCS Stu p PGitr -rHr_ Gru, %Tt ►aG ECG /E5sr-m6t !.
THC Ca2ATING BOw^ ASSEMDLY CONSISTS E'55r-NTIAL.r,.Y OF A itCGTAr.I[,uL.AR MtrtmicnP.,
(GnATir-+c, F LAPJK t -7232-• 0001) "AaC <:X--A GLnSS- LIKC M.ITCRtAL C£R-VIT ICIV
	
F;	 SuPPGR•rCG om KEL-P-81 FLA,5TIC 80TTOP45 OR PADS W rM4iN T'HE: cc^nIFIrF-S OF TKO:.
RCc.TANC,uI.AR G-rwrwC. BoK ( -TZ3Z- 0 ZZjo). THE PADS ArtE iN'rF-GmAL. pArtTS c=F THG
Grwrit.IG C6A"p AssCMDi-ics '1232-02r7, o218,. THte G r-tA-r !r-I C eox is Arj A^urn^ a^rn
ALA-OY (to"i-Tt,) h4Ar-H1NINCs wvi%CH is svPPQrLmt> BY BL.ArtiP46s AT tT5 CNGS. Lmr- 7HE
Frt-o.)T pi.ArC, THC GmA- ,rtr,tG SoK 1:5 M^DC UJ tTH UNDMSiDC STIFIr .a1nIG R tBS. 1T5
POSrr IOt4 CA N BC ADJu:±TCD BY MCANS CT AN ATr^CKF-I> CAM A53GMB>..'t'-
4. UV5 HOUSINC.D.
THE tw5 H005I +G ( -TZSZ-0io7) is "ACHt"ED FROM /C	 (3sr.-ALLOY)
! r- -lbuR OF VArXYI NU RECTA t4GV LJt rt C4tO55- SEC-T t ot-.► , THc HC)mJSINC= is 6.500 ti-4c-Hr-t;
BY 8.1?.^j tNGHCS(it-45,Dr. DtMENstdNs) A-r THr- FORwArLD Cr-sDA ►.JD 6 ,313 s pit-"C-5 P:`(yan
9.4'38 It4c.r+> S AT THr- AFT F-"D AND APPRC%oMA"MLY 15	 HG IV0 MINAt-
TNtCIWE55 i5 .19 rr+CNES 6vT THr-M+ ARE A Ivvti,n M OF WZIGR-r REut 3vINC^ POGKCTS
	
_	 IN WHiCi^^,TLiE S%LAt^j TMIGKi- aC:'S 15 RCDuc-m -ro .04- ttiGHc$. •THC HoVStNC. IS ^1.ArJC,tiU
AT I-M %rtusA" AND AFT ENDS Tc PRpV{DC MOUWTtWG surt¢ACE'S Felt T^+G F-' oi-3T
!'LATE ANR M irtR.oR CCUI. AssEM6LY #ZESPEC-r %gri.y.
THEE r- ARE: MACHilliCD PLAT AREAS AT RG"n A EP-4Z>5 OF THC HCO051 ►JG V"J"r-Y"tr- 'rh?
I 15ot.A•rrarr,MOCK
 NAcxt..3'rS A•rc Tb e.0 AMA cH1 c? Ar)D % r 'oNAL- tr A-r5 ort, F'.A.p Arti=A.3
/V7,.>3 PMLNVIDED T=0rt •7-NL OTtLI -ATteON OF- "ANl:>ItpiG PIXTURES-
	






5. MIRROR CELL ASSEMBLY.
THE ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS cF THE: M,RttOR CE LL A35£MB&.Y 02152- 01'50) AMC THE
MIRRoR^-EU..('7232-OIS1^^ "t'NC I- gi.R.?	 ANDTHt M,MM=rL(:ZLL.
C.pvvm OR Ar-r END CAP (-7232-0152)•
Thar mimmoR GEL.L IS AN AL-u"tfJuM AL60Y (60!01-Tb) MAC14ftiiNGtv64IC-04 SLIPPOM-Mc
THE E BE2°r WkirMnTk BY MIANS OF -'WVVMA L KEL-F-W P LAST IC, SwIrTof.►S orL "SP2%NCa5"
PCtELOADEV To PREvcs4T CHwrrErC O WCs OF Tl4C t-*rU%QM DuR,NC-a V%ErtA'roovj .-rv4r_ EaTirtE
ASSF.mBILY BOLTS TLS 114E AFT END or-'ME UdS HOJSrNG.
THr. EbETiT Mimma-L. LIKE THE GPA're"G BLArJIC, I s M^DE Ftom CER-Vrr 100. ITS
MtraZonro SurcrnGE fS GONCAdE AND rrS BAcW_ FA« 15 ReBBEp 0. 5Tf!"FN1^55 PuRPOSE:S.
CLAP Assrmmeurts ('j ZSZ -0 1 53, 01 ,54) Amr- $o^-rGD -ro 'n-+E M,2rtcN c-euL S-rRoc--uf;:
AND Now TMC mixmorZ f1J PuAcE AGA%P4 "r MOTIOP4 NORMAL To 'n4r, COP-rMAL SuRFAr-Z.-rHr.
MIRrtQM CELL CaV >< R IS A TM," (.01 s o-col) ^t.Vnrf ,,4ww, ,%64-oY C (,Od1-T1i ) r6ATE, APPrxaX-
1M/►TCLY Co-b'T s -c"vs by 1o.0o INCNGS, uSED To CLo5F- t" 'rHE iCPT ENp CqF 'rHE
/ISSEMBI.Y. THIS P"-rZ IS /A LSO PrtADVIC£D IM I'r'H AFfNP-vRCIJQ A185.
It_
o. DE•51GN CRITERIA (RE
 a )
UV5 DESIGNATED AXE5
rU.	 PYROTECHNIC DETONATION INUUCEP SHOCK SPECTRA.
A. CSM /5LA SEPARATION,
SHOCK RESPONSE SPECTRA BASEP ON A 1t6 OCTAVE ®A ► ,J P ^r+AL`f5I 5 AnIV
Q = 10 AS FOLLOWS
20 TO	 8CO CPS + 12 db /OCT. INCREASE
800 -ro 1000	 cPs 1.700 G. PK.
b., 51M DOOR JETTSor-4.
4
-5H OCK RESPONSE -SPECTRA BASEP ON /l I fro OCTAVE BArJ© AMAI.YSlV At4 l>
C,^ = 10 A5 FOLLOWS
I 20 TO • 900 CPS + 12 db /ac.T 1 NCREA5E
900 TO 10000 CPS 2AOO 0. PK
Z. LIFT- OFF AN D MAX. Q FLIGHT.
A.	 RANDOM YIBRATION. 0. r7 MIN. PERAX15 DURATION)
Y-AX13
20 ro 200 CPS + G db/or--r. Ir,,cREASs.
200 To 1000 c p-5 0.07 QCP5
1000 To 2000 cPS - 9 db ( oET. DECREI►SE.
X AN®7-- AXE5
^- 20 To	 GO CPS + 3 db/oc-r.	 1N Cr-c.EA5C
60 To	 16o CPS O. 03 Gs,/CPS
160 To 240 cps + 12 db /ocT. iNcrzEASE
- 2,10 To 1000 C ps 0. 15 G2/C P:5
1000 To 2000 C ps — 9 ca b ioCT. oF CrtEAs5;
I" ACE>ITIC r-j, TO DEM0M5TrCA'fE C/ ?Al511.I`r Y TO WIT3.1STA?4tJ o THL'rRA,45o.•+lC.
FLIGHT ( MACH I ); COIJOITIoN. THE LIFTOFF ArID- M,-,K GL ItAnIPOM SPEGTFLA
SHOUL-b br- INCREASED BY%► FAc-rc)rx OF 2.5 Fort 10 SEC. IN CAGH AX.M.
B. 51NUSOIDAL VIBRATION. ( 3 ocT. /MIN. sw E.EP RISE Ae+tP F'AL.L. EA CH Axls^
X ^wD Y- AXES
5 -ro 35	 c ps 0. Z^ G. PK.
Z-AXIS
5 To 14	 cps 0. 27 G. PK.
14 vo	 IS	 c ps 0. O2r I ►V. D.A. 
Is" 10	 c rs 0.40 G. PK.
20 To 35 	 crs 0. 7.5 G. PK.
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E. MARGINS OF SAFE=TY
THE MiN IMUM NMARGINS OF SAFETY M. S.J ARE CAi cut A-TCU FROM THE'
FOLLOWING RELATIONSHIP
ALLOWABLE STRESSM.
	 LIMIT LOAD 5TRESS -,% F.5,S,
WHERE F.S. = FACTOR OF SAFETY
WHEN "r"r- ALLOWABLE 5TRU-55 IS CAF Tt HC. "ATURE O F AN UL. riM,ti-r- OFD.
i FPAcA rurtE 5TrtE,4G-rvA j -T"HE FAC.TCR OF SAr irT'( USF P 1 5 1. 5C). V% /H1~ j-•1
TH E .ALLOWADLE uTrLr-S5 t;; THE YICt.-F' S'r r(L pjG•r}-1 OF 'rH rrt^rt:rc ► ^L^.t;Ir
FAc-r^^M OF SAFETY u=>=d 15 I. I'j, Str4cC THC u:5E OF THE 1.50 r^Nb
I. 1 17 rAa-r SRS OF SAF1 -rYARE PArtAt--Lzi. rttQUIRt=MC ►^'rs^ THr- PrcoCZD:^.._
15 no Es*rABt-t-5H WI-41C" CASE RESULTS IN TWC LOWCR MARGIN A,.JD REPO«`r'





TABLE OF MINIMUM MARGINS OF SAFETY
iTE M CRITICAL LOAD ( STrtESS) AL1.OWABLE LOAD ( 1,TRESS) Ni. S•PG .
BAFFLE A55Y. GUSSET. COMPrLE5510N INTERivET SUCKLIP4G '4'q LARGF
---RIVET 5HEAR. 5HEAR SHEAR (uLTIMATE) -15 LARGE
BAFF LE PLATE SHEET. SHEAR BEAR ING(Y IELD) 45 LARGE
LOWER 6AFrLE. BENDING TE N51LE (ULTIMATE) ^{r0 L/^RG
ATTACH. - BAFFLE TOP TO INTER-
MCWATC BAFFLE. COMBINED LOADINfs SHEA r-t	 TEI•IStLE 51 LA R G V-
ATTACH.- ltWrLRMEDIA"rL BAFFLC
TO LAC)WC^ bArVLE. SHEAR BEARi"G (YIEID) .5J LARGE
ATTACH•-GV%5 TTOBAFFLE RASE. SHEAR FRICTIOP4CAPACITY 5(o L.ARGF-
BAFFLE A55 'Y.GU= CT LEG. BENDING TENSlLE(YIEL.D) S? LARGE
ATTACH,- 6AFFLE BASE TpFRONT TENSION °I" E N31LE (YIELD) 60 + 0.(00 
P LATE.
STA ►.IDOFF, commtsSION COIv1PrtEsSIVE GI LARGE
A3 TimiWG CIrLCutT PC BOARD. B E NDING FLe.KuFRE G5 ♦ 0. 4 r,
BOArCO BOI.T5. COMBINED LOADING _ _. TEM31LC (ULTiKIATC) ?4 40. 39
BOARD STA"ooFFS. COMPRE55tOIJ Co"PrMZSrvE LA RGE
RIG14T GUSSET. 5EN0INGa TENSILE (YICW) G9 LARGE
SUPpomT BRAC KET(PC 503.). . FASTENCR TEN3loM 'PENSILE ( YIELD) 7(0 +0139
MTACH. °F'/m—rUBGTa cc*Av. HsG. SHEAR FR IC-TIOP4 CAPACIT Y( '79 LARGF-
ATACH .- E LEC .T.TOFRo nfrP LATE - SHEAR FRIC'r10NCA PAC ITY $44 +0.&-A-
MOUWTIr-AG PLATE FLANGE. BENDI ►.IG TEWSILI; (YIEL) 8 r +0.-75
DC-DC CONY, HEAT SINK	 I . EMENDING OF S r-REW TLm151LE (YIELD) 5 LARC r-
DC- DC CON V. HE AT SINK # Z. BENDI NG OF scrLEW TEt l31LT- (YIE.LDD) 9 LI^RGE
ATTACH.- GUSSETS TOm'rG./LATE. SHEAR L HEAR ( VLT. ) -T Z +- 0.1 I
AlrAC". ° Trt^WS ,T2 TO HOUSIPS G. E Er4 DIn+G OF SeRCW TE,+31 LC ( V I 	 L.D) 9iZ +0.4-7 
REGo"R 130ArtD. BEI.IDING FLCKuRE 93 LARGE
coNverm-m DOARD. BENDING FLC w.O tF. 94 + O, 59
CONVERTER. HousING. - SErsDINV TC►431LE (uLTIMArE) 95 +0.9S
FRONT PLATE. FENDING T£N5,ILE (ULTIMATE) 9G LARGE
CRONT P LATE ''BArrLE-br-AW1", B[r.IDI ►NG TEp4*3ILE(ULTI"ATE) 97 LARG-
rRoNT PLATE LOCAL LOG. !SENDING TLn131LE(uL.T1rMATE) 99 L-ARGV.
LUG uND¢R LLI:CTMoNIG •S. BE"	 II-SG TEP45ILE (UL.TI I-9ATE) 100 LArZG F-
Gt;AT ING
 suPPottTBEAM. 8ENOING TENSILE (u LTImA,'r lag. 1LARGE 1
REF.
ITEM CRITICAL L0AD(STRt5Z) ALLOWABLE LOAD(5TRr-5S)- M. S.P
ATfACII.- "OTcwM Mou p4T T--a SHEAR FRIG'roCIP4 CAPACIT'Y 104 LAfZGE
GRATin+ G Su^pORT.
MOTURMOufM5TRUCTuRE. BENDING TE NsILE(uLTI MATE) 105`` DIRGE
FIDUCIALMARK PET ---.BRACKET. COMBINED L.oAOIrIG Co"PrmssWG(YIELD) 107 LARGE





AT#PAG SSA^=K. COMPrtv5SION COMPRL6slVE (YIELD) I	 I +0.24-
GRATt"G BOX. BCNDI NG TEr4ZILE CU UTiMA-rE) 1 14 LA RGE.
GRATIr+GCLAM r. 6EN01r► G TE=M5tL-t 115 +0.55
TRIPLING MIRROR HOUSING. BENDING TE=N01'LE(UL'T1MA-rr- 11 10 L.ARGE
Al'rACH.-µoUSIr .JGToFRANT "TL SCREW TENSIOI^J TENSILE. Cy IELI7) 1 1 7 LARGE
CLAMP. TEr.ISILE (ULTI1-iATt 1 18 L,ARGc
MIRROR PAD. COMPRE551.C► r.1 COMPMESS I,lE I 1 °J LARGE f
TRIPLING MIRROR. COMPRESSION LARC-5E
WAVELENGTH CAMSHAFT. 5Nr./IR(Torts,	 r4> SH MAR (uL-romATL 12 I LA RGE (t
CAMSHAFT cpwCL. PI N. SHEAR SHr-AR( ULTrMA"tE) 1 21 L.ARCaE 1{
C.AMSrIArT KEY, f c"I> Ir^IG TCNSILE (YItLD) IZ'b LARGE 1
GRATING ARM AXIAL PIN. SHEAR SHEAR ( uL-r,MA-rE) 124 LARGE-.
GRATIr.IG ARM. QENialNG TC ►JSILE CULTIMA-rF- 125 LARGE
G RAT iwG ARM COL LAR. BENDING TEP45ILE (ULTIMA'T'E.) I Z G LARGE
UVS HOUSING. 6CNOING TENSIL.E(uLTIMATE) 1 28 LARGE
A1TACl1 ° FRon+T PLATE To HOLM NG. 3HEAR FRICTIoN CAPACITY (30 + 0.45
HOUSING FLANGE TAB. BE:NDIrJG TE P4 15ILE (ULTIMATt) 1'31 LARGE
ATTACH.- ISOLATOR MOUNTS To HSG. COMBI Iv6Q L.OADI "G S H EAA ANDTCNS I LL 145 LAR G E
A1TAcH.- MouNTS TOt4 R6KT. COMBINEDLaA©In1 G TENSILE (Ylr.L-M) 149 -x-0.09
ATrACN.° AFT PLATETo "Ot tOG. SHF-Art FR I CTIOP4 CAPAC ITY 150 LARGE I
Nou)SIP4G HANCtaNG PADS. BCNDIfJG -'ENSILE (ULT,MATE) ISZ L^RGE^i
EBERT MIRROR. -SENDING TEN3lLE 15$ -F O.C^O
E15LRr MIRr2O R IGO +0. 32 JJ1
r.rlrcrhrt PAD. cc)"Przrs51c>r4 CornMC sivE I SS LARGE. I
MIRROR CLAMP( SICC). St"DING TEt451LE (ULT,rAA-rE) 1GI L-ARca
P-91RRCla CLANIr(CC ►JTCR). BEN011-iG TENSILE(ULT#.-IATr) Ir.2, LARGE
MIRrLOR Cr- SENDING TErJSILE JG3 L RGE.
r►- IrtfLC?RCCL.LCoVE `R. 8ct4r>1r4 G TENSILE (Y%ClLP) 164 "'0.'45








F. MATERIAL MECHANICAL PROPF-RTIEZ5. ( R CI;. G)
I,	 ^	 I
ALUM. ALLOY	 ALuM.^LLOY ALL)".KWY
!	 60161-T(o SHEET 2024-TA 	 35`-T4o CAST.
F .42000 Psi. 64000 Psi. 30000 PsL
3	 TU	 r
	
FTy	 3600© PsL 42000 rs	 sLL 20000 P
	
FClj	 35000 Psi 40000 PA 20000, PSI.
	
FS 	 27000 Psi 40000 Psi. 25000 Psi.




88000 Psi 17-4000 Psi GBCOO Psi.
Fbr (el P= ^•5)	 50000 Psi. c900x^ Psi, 340
00 psi.
Fbry (elv = 2.ca)	 is 000 Psi -79000 Psi 4OOoo mL
X VALUES GIVE" Flit 5NEE-' l^ PI-ATE (t=.Oio-. -49	 ALL *~Lots r-s= ,c"-r o t.LY TNC





THE DYNAMiG "ODCLS USED TO DIESCRtRC THE SPIECT'Ftome—
 'EFt ARE SKOwm
ON PAOC IS 2.7T Ar D 25 . -THE INDIvIDOAL 3PR1 p4C-25 A"P M'A33GS AFM DEF'I"rb itj
"! TABULAR FoizM ON PAGE5 28  AND 30. THE MODAL. DIZPI.ACEMENTw OF/!Li_ M^S".1
PoINT3 PoR CACH" MODE oF •
 vtBRATIOr3 ^RE TABULATED a#4 PAGES 3!"33 FOR EACH
OF THE THREE MUT0 A%0-•f PF- MFF-t-Jp IWLArt /AKE 3 CAF E)wGtTAtr0#1. For. THE SPECIFIC,
P/IODE1. 3 5ELCCTCD, T'HE:rL .E WCRE s iX SIGP.JIFI CAN)Y MODCS PorL X ANic> ?'- Ax Iv 5:X-
CrrA-ri pN okNiD TEN 31GwtP I C^NT MODES Fort Y- -AKFS C:)cCITATIOtJ.
COr1510Erwriord or THC 5PEGTROME TAR AS A SitJGLr_ DCGILCC of r-rt=-POm SYST'LM
AT TNC FvAJDAMC ►4TAL. F12CQUUr4CY LENDS -to THC ca"PArti oN OF SHor-K A,.jp Vr R,^.NDOM
Vi r%ATiQn1 ACr-r-LF-m-rit'SHi RESPoNSCs TAC uLATIrD Or-i PAGC '!O. THE mcspor+sr.	 -rKE
INNV'r 3HOGK SPEGTMu' •1 I AvvumcD T© BE AT 'TJ-im 3Ptc-rmos-imrcm C. G. • I 15 THC. W EIGHTED-
AvGFtAGE 'rtcmPUt.ISE Or*A6LTHE INDNIDVAL. MASSES ( I.E. G e 27WLGL /`,WL YvHCrtr-
WL is THC WCIGHT OF APQJ"M" Ar.ID GL tS THE ACGCLERATION OF in-IA-r PAR-ricULAft i`rCM).
THC 3ir rr.Ar..IDC " vigrwriopi
 RG^Pc. rJSEE^ I ALSO AT T}.{E C.G. ArLl: ' DCTe: rtA.11rJCD 8Y -ntC
GLJt.1SICAL r-0rt A w I,. I ( G3 17 = 3f 0. 57CfnG^5a ) AS A vrv "tTION of rmrRuCNcY, -MA,-A5 -
M v ,s5 %b i w ,ry ArID POWER SPEC *rmA L. DENSITY.
1 HC CRITICAL RESP0r45c To BQ'rH SHOCk Ar-il) , rt^Nl>oM V16MAT10N rrvPQTz- ArtE
TABIsLATCD a" PAGE III Fort TMC GJr,npor rr3T PARTS © F THE SPCC.TftOMCTCft . For
A GIvCr.t iT6I^^ AwJD A* 1'5 CAF v16rLAT iaw `rHG GItEATCR. OF THE TWO ACCCLCMA'r[C "^ i-
15 OSED II►J Ti4G ANA6Y5C5 T41AT Foi i.oW.
5CCTI0w4S 1.0 AvJ* 2.0 PRCCE ►+tT TNC -rHmorC/, E(;ZuATiop ^rap BASIC ASSUI•'IPTtcrJS
v3GD IN DE'JERM ► r.Ilr.iCa TMiitz, RESP01,456 AOCCt^flA°r'I0r4S FOfZ S?{C W ANA 2Ar.7 ►7C^M










Xte Y AXES EXCITATION
PRING CONST. LBSIIN. 1
MASS PT. COMPONENT WEIGHT, LB5. Kx KY
I MOUNTING FEET 0.68 3.35x104 3.35 x 1 04
2 U V5 HOU5 I NG 10.80 1.71 x 10 5 2- 43 -K  105
3 AFT PLATE A35EMBLY 3.00 3.26 x 10 5 5.25 x IOs
+ AF	 -	 AT CND C, P O .35 x	 51.'74	 10 P,oxl	 s2.	 O
5 EBERT MOkROR 3. 2.0 2. 3G x 104 2. 36 K f04
Ga FWD. PLA'T'1t" AS5 ` Y. 3. '87 7. Gr- 1. 10" 1 .2-3 x IOc,
7 MOTOR ^ HOUSING 1.07 3.25 x 104 2.72 x 1 05
6 ORA71MG 1 .4G G. 38	 10 3 2. 33 X 105
9 51-IT MI RROR 0. I 'ro 3. 07 x 103 4.40 x 104
10 SLIT MIRROR 0. I6 3.07 x 10 3 4.40 xle
I	 I F- NTR AN C1. 5!` UTTER 0.04 4. 20 x 105 2.73 X 105
12, E5AFFLE 3.21 1. 20 x 105 3.37 x le
13 'DETECT. E[_EGTR0NIG5 4.48 9.25 x lcr 9. 2s x 104
14 PG BOARD5 0.75 3. 27 x 105 2. 4 3 x 10 3
15 CONVERTER 1.5o 2.69 x105 1.86 x 10





10	 ! I 	!z
F^-^ 2 Y 	 15 1 1p LV	 9<




























K7 C ass . / iN.)
3.35 x104
2. 62, x 103
3.54 104-	 l
1.70x105




.4. GO x 105
2. 00 x 10
'^. 38 x ► 05
2.69 X 1o5
2.43 -c ► 03
0.92x106
8.82K106
1 .08 x 10 4








4. -75 x 105
k
z - AX 15 EXCITATION
MASS PT. COMPOKIENT
I UVS HOUSING
AFT EN ID OAP





8 P VVD. PLATE ASS' Y.













22 ENT. SHUTTER N5G.
23 E I^JT. S H UTTER
Z.4 5L IT MIRROR
25 5 LL IT MIRROR
DIODE I MODE 2	 MODE 3MASS NO
X-AXIS Y-AXIS IZ-AX15 X-AXIS Y-AXIS :Z-AXIS X-AXIS r Y-AXIS ,7--AX15
31.535 88.205 93.206! 209.$39 (15.887 . 180.370 2^^.085r IZ8.422 271.'TOG
^	 1	 i
! 0.903 O.-f59 0.964 o.(.91 O. S 13 ^1 .076
	
0.252 i	 3.090 ;	 0, -71 ,4  {
2 0, 962 0,787 1,094 1 .018 0.8^ 1.93	 0.522	 3,G 12-94.575
3 0. °20 0."?G7 1 ,04 13 0.822 0.829 1.554 1-0,091	 3.27.4	 2. 523 {
4 0,922 0.768 1.05h O.829 0.830	 1.593 - O.o92	 3.287	 2,678
5 1,041 0.860 1 .054 2.107 1.018	 1 .!- 4 .TZG 1	 5.857 	 2.635-532
6 0.923 0,770 1.0% 0.597 `^-0.817	 1,593 ^	 0.353 =	 2,985	 2,678
7 0.950 0.773 0.9c.4 0.70 1 0.821	 1 .07C* j	 0.464	 3.024	 0.714
8 1. 148 0.774 1.000 -20. 239. 8 0.824 ^	 0.999 ,- 0.539 	3.04 7 ! 	 0.9217
9 0.540C 0.773	 `' 1 .003 0.780 0.821 i	 0.964 s	 0.5(:^- f ;	 3,021	 1.024
14 0.966 O.-T73	 (.006 O. -T80 0.a2l	 0.9 T3	 0 - 5G7	 3.021	 1.044
11 0.923 0.771 1 X08 0.527 0.817	 0.983 ;	 0.353	 2.98?	 1 .069
12 0.945 0.834	 I.ssz 0.6T8 0.940 -°37.229	 0.43$ 	4.325 -o.'7-7 f j
13 0.99 8 0. Bp	 1,000 0.988 0.74(.o ^	 0.999 i~ 0.98 I	 0.398 ~ 0.997
14 1 .00o 1.1 -n !	 1 .002 0.999 1.2134 1.009 ; 	 0.999 -102.161 ' 	 I . o2o
15 1 .003 2, 3-T6 1,000 1 .014 °- -7.000 1 .000 ;	 1 .023 '- 0.245	 1.000 1
IG 1.000 1.000 1. 000 1.600 1.- 00 1.001	 1.000 ;	 1.000 f	 f . o04
1.055 f	 ^. '" f/ iJ i	 F. 13417 1,014- -
8 1.001 1, O04 	 .^' ^ 	 ^	 1	 1, 010t. ^,.
19 '^ 1 .001 /- / '^ 1.004 1.010












23 1.000 i .-
1, 000	 -^ 	 '"24 1.000 1 . ao0





















q l X-AX IS Y-AY,15 Z-AXIS X-AXIS Y-AKIS ' S-AY,15 )(-AY,15 Y-AX15 Z-AKIS
335.128 2Z4.47 1^ 01 4?-3.4sa 27 A.170 "711. -790 485.07Z 335.90G S39.Z9&
1 -0.)39 OF, 041 0. 15(.J' 0. 3 &Z -0.3(ol -2.035 -0.7a3 -o.sq l - 0. BGZ
0 3S2
23 0.899
24 1.000 1.000 1 loco
W 
JS NO. I MODE T MODE 8 MODE 9 MODE 10
1C Y-AX15 Z X Y-AXIS Z X Y-A 'XI5 "Z X Y-AYC15T
f M, H--^,,,_ 868.585 "705,$23 1159.517 1405.21, -



















13. SZ8 1-8'78.421 li -135.2A2	 j%
\	 'Z. 1 94





292.859? - 0.25F^ ! 1520. X99





641 {	 ' 268.5SO ''
i O 13.G4 1 268.950
1	 r - t. c3
i
11.. 156! ! 137.295 ^` 323.243
1 2 	 i/
13	 Ix
0.207 ;	 1	 ;- 2.a89 .
r
- 3. I S5	 8.4 2g XX!-
{- 1 I.13a
24.4409 ^  ^ ''
- it .223 	 ,-'
- 36..159 ^`
14 i 0.533 ;	 (\ 0.573 O.5B3 X--
15 0.185 73.21 o 0.231- 0.220 ^	 1













4.0	 SHOCK SPECTRUM RESPONSE.L
A COMPUTER PROGRAM o4AS STET UP F-OM'THC CALCULA'rlt>rJOF I AIDDAL. PtG%PofISES
of A wtuvr i- DEGR>:E-t'F-FREECOM 5Y'5TENf TO A SHOC K
 Sr'Ee.TRoj> j . THE PrtOb (Uwl w,,5
` BAZED ON -rHT: NASA r MSC S01-UTION ;=^oR. SYvrr_m RESPON5ir 5. BASIC TG TNC
ANALYSIS: IS -r Hr- AZSt)1 . JPT 4 Oa 'rl4A"r Fort A GIdEN NA'rUr%AL. FrLEQuCNCY ^r,ID DA SAP-
ONCh RATIO. THE RAT 10 OF THE PEAK. Cat1•1CrLA617_ED R O'S PaNS^E (X K) OF A MI ► LTI-
OcGrtEC-OF'- Frt.EEflaM ( MDOF7 ) SYSTEM TO T-HA"r OF A
	
FrtC1"pon- (SDOF)
5Y5'rCM wvrbA TNC ZAmC rj A rormi. rmr-_gor_"c y yV ILL Br- THI" SAME A5 -rHC (1tA-roO OF
TH'E S 'rE^DY- STATE GCNERALI ILED (2ESPOIJ'fCS OF THE TWA S 'I'3TChN1S WMCN CXG-rr_D BY
A unJIT 510,US0-IDAI- I5ASE, MO'1710 ►d 1NPOT.
5UBSCRIPT5
• L =	 CaRIQ P91NT nlc31^18ER.
EXC vrA-rt0 KI A X 15 OM DEFLEGTIO ►.l / X15 j E %THEFt Y.,Y, ort
K =	 MoDE NuMBCR.
I'L =	 TOTAL. NuN1otErt OF GRID Poit-vrS.
m ^; =	 MASS AT T"S: L' GRID POf , Ji IN THE 1" DIRECTION .
Lj K =	 MODC SHAPE FORTHIZ I,TM t?RID Fo Ir.lT IN THE i" ookr-c-nor4 wort rHr- K T'l MC+nE.
M K =	 GENCRALI7_I=D MA-5Z FOrt.,.r c K TM MODE ( t^)7 (rnl {4 } ).
^i K
	
PERCENT` OF crC 'rI CAL. DMnlPu-IC. foszTHE	 K'H
 ,MODE	 ( r./Cc).
A jK =	 AC-eLZRATsO IJ I"PQTAT T'HE B. SE INT1iC ;TN D11'tr-c-no I Fort T14C KTMM40C.
K =	 GENERALmEC KESPoNSC OF 'rHE K TH PAcDor- FOR AN, MWC_rrATloei Iti TrtC j_4AXIg.









2 M K4 K l I
Ft71t A SDOF LYSTCM TH IS rtE twaLS 'ro
K =
	
	 IF = 1	 (2)
24 K
Fart RAT101r4G TV4r_ Gr p4t:"AL.%tCD Rt SPOwISCS^'TNE MoDC =t+APCS rorLT'Ht TWO
i
:s y vmMS muST BC NortmAwzm -rtic ZAML, IT IS COp4vCwi"-r Mom TH/s Discus's l0 ►J TO
h
- --- ---A
ASSUME THAT AL-4- M1OpC SHAPES AMC NCRN ALwv-Cp -ro A mA-x%.^uM OF 1 1 AL.THoOGH
LA-MCL IT WIL4- Sr. 5K0w?.1 -rwA-r-ry11z is Not NecE S3o%rtY IF wt Qmwy VJAPZ r Trf sYs-
T6 P%A lLEZPof%3S C5 { k K } .
FOR. A U1JIT INPUT, catoAT ►or•1 (1 ^ e c-GOME3
so	
1
^,,^ =	 'M M Lj q)tjK	 (3)JK•	 2MVI;K 1. = 1	 yI
	
AND GC %JA-riaVM (2) E3EC.ONIES	 ^I{
K
Now, YNC SHc)-c—K +PIWGTrtoM VA .uC Arr A GIVCN F • rtCGa0Er1c-- Y IS TO-M PEAK RC':PcaN3E
OF  SDOt~^ WITHTHCwp+DIcATC0 VALuE MF rj, :sv2UCGTED -ro A 3 PI~c%FiF- DAmPL.VTUDG-
TIMC Hl3'fcUTZ.Y . Lr-r E^ jK 1wDIC.ATE PEAK iG@r.1CRAwTc-: p SHOCK RIsSPON SE. Paom -rKt
1BASIC ASSom p
 no4




^ 'y',	 ^ K J K / y:
..	
JK	 F-:,K	 K	 C5^
Forte 5DOF' w IAN =




51NCE THG zmock REsPOwsm SPEcrft,t>r -^ is THCTftAp4c,chJT RCSPOi.ISE CFA JDOF^
RK IS DIItCCTLY 0f3TAINABLIM FROM 'n4C 3HOCic Srrx--r tuM PLOT.
IF r7 r5 TF1E 5^ME For't'TNE 5► fc:-CK 3PLrCTftaJM A^,C> THE SYSTt.M t ,.jor- 'tCONis.D=- tATto j,,
: m ,i
?IK	 2 M K '(->K	 _ 2! mi; C^LsK
K 2z,K
FROM VGZUA-riows (G) iIND (7)








IP, jK l w ILL N^YE THC u ►a1T S OF R K
^I
F'OR A SPEC IFIG G2tD rOt^1T, R jK MAY BIZ !'LOTTED ^CGA tN3TTH1` MODAL rmcool
TO Prt-aDUC-C A RE-5rONSC *5P EG"ritU M RzZ'iHA-r Grs:.tD poiKar- oo THE J -Ak115, A1_'Tv- i c•t:_.
THt5 Wtt..—,joT BE A ' zKoC-C me ,5PONSE. 'SPC%--*rrtl.JM OF SDOF IS A IS D15CUSSVP EARL!'
Fort--r Hr- GASE WNCrtE Om^x- NOT E-:Q UAL TO ^^ Bu-r SAME VnL-UC N:
WHERE	 IS THE uNNG(,--4,^610E0 MODCSt4APG
w H r. RE: t M^ 15 A55 -A ATIT t Y.
Now cq oA.-ri c" N (9) 2C C.0"M5
11!.JGG -rHF JAS CANCC1. t "THC stsTsM RE'= Po ►a3C ►NIw BE THE *AMC rtt:GLA DL -5'f- C11'






M. DETAILED ANALYS E:s .
2.0 RANDOM V15RATION RESPONSE.
A co"F-oTER Prtoc re.ANi WA3 SET UP TO S IMI LArtWf or- ,mmMIwE RESPONsCS
OF 'rHE SY5TEM ^S A rtE3uL .-E' OF THIS (MPo5r- > RANDOM vienA-rio" SPEGTRut-A
TiaE 1.UN► PEO-1-AA55 MATHEMATIC-AL mc^DQL'S UIV ED I NTHr- S HOCK 3P9.GTrw"
A"AL-Y31S WERE AtSb usEp Fork rt "o c=D " vlar 'rioN.
THE BASIC ASSc " p—rIcaIa MADC IPVTHE rtANDO" VIBRATION AtAk-V 515 IS THAT
THE FL -r i0 OF- THE Ggr lEiLA1. IY.CD SC-- Rr-5POPJSL FbR A MULTI- DI:GRDE-C*"'
FTZE EDOM SYSTEM ( MDOF) TO THAT OF THc	 r-or? A SIn.1GL£ - D:"r^tt !" -cam
F2ECDorA SYSTEM (SDC5F ), Sc:°rH DE'rERMI#+I;p Fort. -rHw. r'	 MODEMS FcZoAI_"ro-rr•IE
RAT10 OF THE STMAt>Y- 5lr-A-rE GE1.1ErtALr?-E9> RC5P0 , s,-33E5 OF THE TWO 3Y5'TEMS
WHEN EXC ITCO BY  UNIT	 BASE mor lOnl INPUT. THAT I$
s•[C Ge"r-nAL1zr-D Vi- Resbn15E)wlaaF = (GA3)r3 _ X MDoF	 (^ )
( 3C- REsroN5r)sc>oF 3 (?f(2)fnrQrSor I	 x sooF
WHErtz Jnr. = FFzQc:k0LNG`l OF r= MODE, We.
Qr = (1/24r) = MAG N IFICA'TI0rJ FAc-Ti=PM.
So t- = POWER aPCcrrL►L DENSI'ry FOR. Tfr4r-	 MODE.
THE RIGHT- HAND SIDE OF ECZ0ATto+J ( I ) Fins A6MEA0Y BECrJ CVAL .UATCA (5LE
3CGTI014 $ 1.0) ANC 3HOvVN TO Br-
ML
X3DO1F	 (4 it [M4]J(A'rj
JUST AS rr WAS CoNvr—"vcNr-r0i r>r-tuoTE THE DENOMINATOrLi(PYIMR(^l
BY Mr AND Dr.F1r.1E. IT AS "THE GEPacRtidl qr-p MASS ASSCx +ArCZ %N VrH THE rTM MotDE,
THG o4omEr^.-rotz -ZI Lois CA14 BE OF-ri JED AS n4C PArt-rIGIPA -r$0" PACro R Fc 4,z
THE rTM MCVDE ^NP RErrLcsr-PATCD BY
T°r 	I` L (tr
EQUAT ION ( I) M AY br- W R ITTEM AS
(GA3)r Tr 3,1- fnrQr sor = 7r (X)3Q 1 r 	(4)M 	 M C 	1^^	 r
WHIME [(X)3Ar r- 3	 J11rQr5or
3a
THE 3( - RESPoN5E5 OF THC Ir+DrvlDUAL MA55E3 F ,DrL "rHr— r2! moc)c eAN
Now BE PcTERM1rJED FreoM '1-ip-4E Prt>t)ucT cx= --rNr- GGNECU^.I^c^ 3^°ACCe^^R
-
A'roc+r-1 MiD THC MODAL. 0ISPLACEMEr.1TS OG THE MASSES
3Cr X L ^, = ( G A-3 ) r x ( 4> Lr)	 C 5)
2^m! Crtc 'T ir = NoRMM.ILCD p 1 5PLA CCnnENT OF M ASS 4 FOR	 rn r.Mooc.
THE SpLUTION OF THE i2-A#JZ0t-A V tBr?-lA-rltpN of MULTI- pLGr'.E>t-OF- ti R^L'RC^N1j
95`I5TEMS, IT 15 opSSCPtV EJD TkAT Tr M— MAG" IFICArIOP4 FncToRS HAVE Rr-Gl or.t5 ov Prt --
NO u t-3CC-D Pr-AK* INTT4r- rJLICinH6oM1.4000S of THE C-Gc.rzzs poP-jP	 c -,u
ADD IT(::)r-t AVI-Y l I-HEE Frzeh^.uLNc	 r: MC roux ,jt> Ta Pr F^rr. 17 s lc)or—.jt-{ AF, ,,%RTTo iLl -;-r-,FY
/^SSc>, Mr NJG NO c moss -PS -,0j>ucT Co,.JTM BUri0 p l - 'c' -n4 r- T -rAL- rZC-zPO	 Tt4r-CpMrU7Crt
5C7t-UT r Or•P THUS C=tvcs Ti-Ar- SIQ-- RGS PO":5L c)P `rHC	 PAA%5 SU"MC:D OVtfiTNC
MGODE•3 OF s118rtAYto#4 AS
^^C• - ^ _ K	 es	 2
THE 3G" REsPa ►asES For-L-r"C n^ASCES Arz.0 'rABu"'FED o,ry PAt,rj;:- 41.






[c x) q-1 G
PARTICIPATION GCIJEItALl'iE P
MASS ►^r_t=/► --rort, Tr
INPc^T
X I 91.535 O. 075 31.153 0.05147G 4. 0892 s7
X 2 209.839 O. 220 80.786 0.013-208 1 . G50350
X 3 2(c6, 085 0. '37 5 118.770 0. 003019 O. 2.18353
X 4 335.128 0. 375 133. 29 1 - 0. 001053 0. 0331,3G
X 5 429.458 0: 375 150.889 - O. 001'73 1 . o82d31
x 6 485.072 O. 3Z5 160.361 - O. o0286U O. 256753
Y 1 68.205 0.032 19.(J-76 0. G82Z97 0. 092.429
Y 2 115.887 0.060 31.353 C).051354 0.259553















Y G 335.90 ► 0.175 91.161 _ 0. 00 ri-704 O. G2A6^.=2
Y 7 463.585 O. IT 5 10-7.670 0. 0000.4- 0. I GZ I S ;
Y 8 705.823 0.17 5 132. 1+4 0. O i 6003 7. 10742
Y 9 1 159.577 O. 1 1 7 137.303 -- O. 06` 853 S886.9921a6,
Y 10 14 05.216 0.063 111. 8072 0.044432 IS1'73.433594--f
I 93.266 0.075 31.447. ; 0.094051 O. 094A,99
2 180,370 0.120 55, 316 ` O. 028073 2. SO2640
z 3 271.706 0.375 120.018 O. 008210 8. 228740
F- 4 329.380 O. Tr 5
 
132. 143 O. 00-4A35z O. 529AO2
z 5 '711.790 0.375 194.2551-0.00 -642.5 O. 3292.5
z 6 839,298 0 • 375 210.938 - 0, 001072 0. 636150
FLCF. OC31G14 C"ts ylM UAl PAGCS 20,21.
I^+I GL = 10
UVS AXIS SHOCK RANDOM
X 24. 4 31- 11
Y 20.4 20.9




FOR THE EN ,rtRc sPEGTRomCTCR AS A Sir4GLE DEGREE of FfLEEDoM SYSTEM THE
3Q' RANDOM VIBRA-reON ACcE,LERA'T10 ►J5 ARE CALCuLJLTE,1a FROM THE PgLA-OW--
t "G FkELATIIpr,►jSHIP
j
3d' _ 3 2 ^nQas	 ( REF. q )
THE POWER SPECTPA.L. DENSITY., 5o
.*
 
WILL ► r.Ic-LUDE A rACTOfL OF 2.5 (ft.EF.
TO ACcOuiwwr F-oM TrtANSONtC FLIGHT CONDITIONS. THE ASSUMLD TRANS;MISS -
tb% Le T`(
	
^,3c ^x = 3	 .nx= 91.5 (Q= IO) 2.5(0.030 	 — 3 I . I
(c-q3Q	 20,
	
). = ;3	 Jn ^=88.2 ( Q^10 2,5(0.014)	 =	 9rl
'3 2 ^^^=93,3.J(Q= 10)[2. (0. 0 1 O)l	 = 31.4
(COMPARISON OF SHocK AND 31- RA ►.ij^oM %iirrr.A-riC'N ACC DLCF;ATt0f-I
J? E5P0rySES FOR UVS urJIT AT F'w"D^t,4-." rAL FttE:C^c)CNGY.
Ii
COMPARISON OF SHOCK ANP 3q KAr.1P0fA `'fiBRATrpN AccEt-r-RATioN
RESPO"SCS FOR UV5 COMPONE114 °S
A- AX15 Y-AXIS
COMPO"ENT SHOCK RAf4POM SHOCK MAMPOM 5H0GIC FeA "C:10rq
DETECT. ELECT. 2.5.4 ^^ 32.1 Z.7. 4 18.0 {^ 28 .2 c^
.7
r 5.7 ¢
PC 80ARDS z5.4 32.2 17. 2 33.3 3G.
,0 J
47.9
CON VERTER 25.5 32.3 c► 	 i 64.5 27. 3 31.8
PKA TUBE z5.4 32.2 ,	 .	 1 24.8 25.8 3 1., G,
BAFFLE 24 - 4 30.7 27. 1 19. rj 25.7 31. 5 
MIRROR 26. 5 34.2 ZI - 0 20.1 27.1 3.4. 1
MOTOR *1.  8 3 1 .9 -4 4 . ,2,' 16.9 25.7 31.G
AFT END CAP 23. 4 23. 5 •460. O 16.8 28 .1 ;^Q<« .I
SLI'T' MIRROR 34.9 33.0 45. 3 16 .9 25.7 ► 31 .4-	 1GRATING 29- :2 39.0 5-4. 3 17.2 87. 5 34.0"	 4
FWD. PLAT E 23. J 2.9.5 37.0 16,7 25. G 31. 4-
5 H tJTTE R 23. 5 29.5 37. 2 I'G , 7 25.7 31.4-
}
1	 4z
3.0s "I^! Y; OF tAFF LE ASSEMBLY.
r,^F. r,,-%Y 1. r-- r DV^G. -r? =- 03co LAFFLF- At^,-Ftr1P.LY'
^— :JAFTLE PI^ITE-`^ (LW ,"122^- 0?O^j
•rp^c-C^Z -"OP (DwG'1232-0^10)	 ` ^T _	
'11;^- P -Ac `..(C'^^G.'72'^:-O'^;_:
I	 !`	 I
1 NTEP^ . • ['p1AT1` F'.hC i"^[ ^^^V j -'1?3:: - C,> -.r^
Y-
FOR A"AL`(Ti c-AL PJR%> O:ES ASSUME B^Fr l-E TO BE v,jiroP ►.iw LOADED Cam. ^^Lv'_(Z
Br-AM NVHOtL AVErZAe-aE CRo S :- ZCCTiON iS COP.,',r^-JT OvER iTS F- -rirlC LE jCC T ► 1.
6
AVG. CROSS- SECTION OF ASSCMBL.Y
i
I*rE" Dr-5CRIPTIO• AREA,





L	 I	 GUSSET 0.1100 -2.6-40 -1.690 -0-2904 0.71667	 0.0000 -0.11359	 0.3142	 0.0000
Z	 G055F-T' 0.1100	 2A640 -1.690	 0.2904 0,77(6 (67	 0.0000 -0.165 1)	 0.3142
	
O. 000O
Gu:35CT 0-1100 	 2,. ,640	 I.690	 0.2904 0.7667 0.0000	 0.1$59	 0.3142	 0. 0000
4	 C3USSET 0.1100 -2.640	 1.490 -0.2504 0,7067 0. ooc)O	 0.1559 
	 0.3142	 0. (50 CNO
5	 0.05 x.5.o5 0.2525	 0.000	 1.400	 0,COW 0.0000	 0.33166	 0.3535 	 0AN5	 0. Oocx0
G	 0.03 x 5- o5 0.2525	 0.000	 1.400	 0.0000 0.0000 0.5366	 0.3535	 0.-4549	 0.0000
7	 3.25 x 0.05 0.1625 -2.550	 0-000 -b.4144
	 1.0567	 0.0000	 0,COOO	 0,0000	 0.14-30
8	 3.25 x 0.o5 0. 1625	 2.550	 0.000	 0-4144	 1.0567	 O.O000	 0.0000	 0. OOCO	 0.1430
1.2700	 0.0000 5.1802 	1.0732	 0.0000	 2.246(.	 0. 25 O
(1AXX(MA)	 0
(ZAY)/(ZA)	 0
=x-x = Z: Ioy.-y + 22AY' -	 Z AY	 2. 533
ly-y =	 I:A>(' -	 M AX-	 6.2 53 1-4.
3.9 DYNAMIC LCADIWG Cot-4 r> rriotq .
FROM THE Sl-for-K SPr-c-TRuM A"D RANDOM vtBr.--A-r t O"Al-4AL.:y5r-:s,THr- Pr-AK
30.7 g
G y =	 27. 1 t ( REF. ro. 41
=	 31.5 4
NOTE RAP4DOM visrtA-rio" t5 5r-f:#4 *ro BE MORE CrtrrmAL. TRAM SHOCK
rom -rRE iArFl-E AZ:5F-"BL.Y ^ ►-j s(=or" THE K^ Y;- v,mrc--rc),-js.T"F-
H I GH lo*j f4J7 PCtwCM ZPrr.C--rr4A6- DCoQVl -rtrS AMC AFP ►-ir-:to P.<>rz- DPJLY 10
Stcoo-sz> s Pijrt/%-rio@4. Tmcrtr-F.,onc THP- Nc.)tAbr-m or cyc- v.=-s ^-r
ST- LF-vrL cz cot4zot>mvb r4 cGL iG4bi-r . IF -r"v- 3q- PEAKS Arts CAL.-
CA-PLATED BAZED Of4 90 srcCpabs 1>#.jrLA-rtor-J wtrHat.)T -rtir. 2.50
TRANSC," I C L.4DA> FAc--rcm, THE K-, ► PJD	 L-CNCt-S
vjowL-b be rzct^^wccv^ Lay AF^c	 THr-	 rt. OF-rort- OF
CYCLES A-r"c	 NC), L09-4GEM
BE SNAAL-I.. IT is -rHo3' Am.:Svt*-,%r-;r TKAtr -r"Hc "Armor sS CNF 5AV'E:*rY MAY P,.':




3.3 SPACING OFRiVET5A-rTACHit4GC,3u-S -5tT;S
Vt-4A5(	 '^N	 3. 4 LbSl^
V	 THE DYIf) I—IIC, t-0ADlr4GCOr-JDl-r'C)v4 IS
13.4 (3 O.-T)IT IT
104-.4 1,85. (LIMIT)i. NA	 "AX
y
(V,,Avt)	 3.4 (Z7. 1) -
(v ". A 'K	 92. .l L-2s. (umrT)
LET	 STATICAL- wa"cm-r OF Arzr-A OF 2 Go-S-Sr-TZ AROUN47 N. A.
GLx = A 3Z 	 0.220(2.(.40) = 0.,581 IN 3
QY = A7 ^i 0.220(1- (690) = 0 372 ir<3
SHEAR FL-OW
	





'Y(VMAW)j'Y" Q-f 	 (0. 1,'37'2 )
2.x.)33;
RIVET S PACING .4 = I. 6z IN.
Le: T P MAX. SHEArz portcr- C>rnJ RIVET
P5	 as.
5.4 IWTE:Ri ,4r- -r 5HF- r-T 5OCKLtt-AG
Simcc aocwcL , p4c. is ^N uvr. TYPE rA twmt Ul r-
A = bt	 o--20(o-o^; )
Ps	 Le's -wL.-r.)
A = 0. C) 1
5KIi*J THICKP4CS:;
.# t/ 15 THA-r
OF hAFFLE PL.ATC.
Ps /A) r (32-B^/- 0 1
fc. -6-2z' 5 Plse CUL-Q
	
FROM I;lr--F. 1)	 MAX. rts-4r--r	 FOR
VEriTior-4 OF SHEST go-jTr-rtlVET B0CK1-j j•jC7 '  THE,
ALLOW- z)-nzr--SS Fort ZoIA -T4AL.AlA--Z)v. 15
&-sumc; FOR	 -T L, A L4,0VJ. 15 rtatmy-r-D BY rtdvr•o






27125   psi.









3.5	 SHEA R OF R IYVTS
FO R AV-	 ft 1 V ET 5	 P	 .=
^	 s AL^ow
I 040 i •85 • R E. F. G 1
^,PP L I ED LOAD, P5 _ 32.85 LBS,




PS	 32 . 85
3.ro
	 5EAAING IN SHEET





FOR i 0(vl -'rQ, A`,ALLO V P LATE-, Fj,r,4
 
^










3 .7 X- Ax t 5 Exc mxrloN
FOR THE OVERAL-L SECTIorl
VV = wL = 3.4 Les	 MMAW	 - wL = '1 (3.0(20) = 34 . N:- Ls2v	 STAric 2	 2
2P
P	 x(I'. mAX)Pyw = 1.5(34)(30?q)
X^^wtnx^ DYN 	 1566 IN,-LBS.(U6T)
Lx 20"^ 
IYY = ro.Z53 : N .	 (REF. PG. A3
C Y = 2.750 jw.
.f = 
Dy 
= 2.274 ► n13
Y
^.^.t MAX.BENp-raG STREsc
fb = x( MMnx)DYn!	 1566 - G90 CSI W IT",
x	 y	 2.214
Fom 60rol - Tf4 /^LUNi.H^^K sNEET^ P-ro = 42000 PsL
M.5. LARGE BY INSPECXIONI
NOW ASSUME VEitTICAL. SHEAR CARR1Eb BY	 X
VYE-BS ONLY At-JP BENDING MOnnr-NT REACTCP
SY AXoAL C.OVPLC FOrtctS o/4 THE 4- GuSsC 'T5. 	 v
-. 0fjE 0 
	
W18-r" ar Web NN161. BE -"EGKf.F
	 1	 t
FOR SHEAR e.VC. KLlwtCi Ar+P AFTER SOMC CON-	 1 P	 ^Y
sEVA• VE ^SSVMI"r t O ►JS AS TO S17.0 AND MEANS	 V	 I
--- -
	 t  	 +	 e s zso
or SvpPorc-r 1°MC Gosse rS w ^t. DE cHEciceD ^oR	 ^,/ 	 t	 x
CO"PREs51-1 'E DOC-V- j6J G>	 y
FROM. EQs, OF rgOILABM,OM	 1 
zM = O = (WL(2 2.Pexo	 ,	 t
	
Z P (5.2BO) = I O.00o W
	
P xP = O. 55W
xWpYN = 1. 5(3 . 4 Lez ,30.-Tq ) - 156.6 Lg s . (uLT.J
DYM	 DYN





31.2 SHEAF: BUCKLING OF BAFFLE PLATE
-'	 —'	 FRO M REF. Cl F I CT. 15. 1
FOR (CL/b) `z' ,,x7.29
	
K	 EDGE C07-" F ictCr.1T = 4.9
ta= e lL
 
sae , 	( 5lMP1~Y surrcaRTCU EDG-CS^
I	
SHCAIX 5Ur-K6#P4G	 ► 5^wowne,
l	 tjLt	 F3« = K^(bl
•	 ^	 0.05 z
).GO
b--	 Fs cr	 IX2,500 PSI
FOR 4061- T6 At..ALLO% PLA M, F^0 = 277000M .
-S HGArL Bu c ►4ur4G P40TA rr't0b l;M.
FORA rLCcrA#-JGJt.Arx 9C LTc>r-J
3 V	 3 Z8,3fs 
- .O	 8U	 445 rsi..(t):.-r.}2 A	 2( S}t5 2)
M.5. LARGE BY WSPECTIOM
3.? .?r GOm PRE551vE f ucV LirJ6 OF Gu zS r-T
	CON5trwA-rIVCLY ASSc.1ME PDYN- LOADS GuszEr 	 Gc m p rZESS,(Z)r.1 O%JF-m tT5
ct-4-roRE LE,4GTN. ,ASSuN ►E GUSSET Arxr-A AS C NEN ON PAGE 4 ,3 IS 0.110 ,Ni
Pt,YPJ
	 i, 8. 8
A - 0. 1 10 `  	 1350 rs i (u t`T )
ASSUME G!vSSET IS Equ^ t_ LZGGCD t-JGUr. GoNS-rnNT O+ICR 1TS t.t"...1CzT -K w 9-rH ONE






•	 FRco6oi F ► G. 14.28 Or rtc	 FOR ( CA /b) = tc, V
4= c.(.	 K _ 0.385
CQuwAl.CNT •SLC"DCrt."E.5 XA-rtO
	
J,	 J —K t( 121P ) LQUIV. = x b z 101
rmowi rIG. 14-32,0 Fcer = 10000 Fs L
	
M.5. ^ Fccr• _I= IOOoo 1	 LARGEf^ 1354
48
3.8 Y- AX15 FXCITATiON




wL = (3.4 X ZO) = 3 .4 sN- uss.
Y(KAMAX)	 I. r7(34X27. i) = 1382 +N- LES,(pL-r.)
D`fM.
IxX = 2.733 ON. 	 ( REF. PG . 45)
Cx	 1 .750 IN.
I. 447 .N3
3.a.I M^k. BENDING sTRE 55
JL> = Y 
( M M^x)rev4 _ 13g2. _




FOR 6061 --TICS AL. AL.LO I( SO-IrCT, F'tu = X12000 P51
:. M.5. LARD BY IN5PEGTION





^;Mo = 0 = (wL/2)- 2FeY
2P(3.380) = 10.000\N
^-	





Y^IDY^ r 1.5(3.4 LBs.)( 27. I CO
1	 - Y^-	 Y	 Y W oY N - 1'38.Z Lbs. (o t--r.>
x	 :.y pYN	 1.4 YWD^,N
V	 "' "o" 
P	 Y ^>^ 	 204.5 LEs. ( u LT )1^
11! Y 	 V = 0.50 Y w^^ .Y DY►J _
p
rA9
3.8.2 SHEAR BUCKLING OF BAFFLE PLAT E
—~^—^	 FROM RCF Cl FICA, It. 1
FOR (aJ b) = 3.38
1	 K : EDGE c.oEFFICIE"T = 75.2
`	 Q=C Y =3.35
" 
( SIMPLY	 -D SUPPORT	 E EPGS )
t 	 SHEAM BUCV<LIWG ^"OWABLE 'IS
t	 Fs = E (±,-)'cr	 K 
z
	
cr	 L I.00 ,^
Fscr, = 130,000 PSL
FOR 60 (61-TIa AL. A6koY ZHZF
—'f, Fsu = 27000 PSL
5HeAR BUCKLIP4G NOT A PROBLEM
FOR A RCG ,rAt4GUtAR sEc,rlo4
	f 	 3V	 3 G9.1- 	 ,
	
S	 ZA	 2 (-05 (3.38) CU 13 P 5 L C u L-r. )
M.S. LARGE BY 11"-15PEGTIO N
3.8,3 CO MPRESSIVC. Buc.KLl"GOF GusSET
REFER To PAC r-4"T FOR DETERMiNJA-r1OPa OF 8OCKLI"G ^LL®VVAf3Lj:,
pAl = 204• 
•	
IB6o PSG, (ULT.)0.110
Fccr = 10 000 ps i.
tai. S. = F` `r _ I = 10000 _ 1	 LARGE








1.'S (3.-4 Lzs .x31.5 q) = 160.7 Lb3. (UI.T.
A55umE ENTIRE L.OA4 C^RRIC D BY Gv5'—>=-M 014 L.Y.
Zi7YN. PER GuBSET = # Z wp rN
	
160.7 
P 	 40.Z LB3. cuvr.)
TH IS 1-OAP 15 CONSOPEMABL'r LESS THAN THE COf'cRESPor+v,r^G Cx^CSET
AKIAL- LOAD' POM BOTH THC X hrNP Y Ak)=5. THE RE FOR E ^h XIS
LOADIWG IS NO'r CRITICAL.
M.S. LARGE: BY 1NSPEGTIO"
i3.10 ATTACHMENT OF BAFFLE TOP TO INTERMEDIATE BAFFLE
TOP BAFFrE tw6.72.32.03(0)
A	 INTERMEDIATE BArFLE ( DWG. NO.7232-0309
/	 ATTAr-HMENT OF ToP BUFF= 4.E MoD
	
/	 X	 IrJTEP.Mt£DI^T^ BAFr ►-E 13 M^aE
	
/	 -	 -	 -	 TH ROuCaF-i 2A M52047D-AV>2- 7
R NETS. S HF-Arz^1.l.owAISI.E IS
/	






Y	 P	 o ^	 aTAwow = .1 S %L, ow 'v 5 L.BS.
A	 ASSC>ME we IGHT QF -rc>f PAF-F)- r-
WTI - 0.94 ass.
►  2.079
X-Ax13 ExcrrAT,ok
XC ^ITaJ pYN = 1.5fo.94X30.'i,
XC Td ^pYrl	 -43. 5




TEN z 1L.I3 wA, r• R t-4 T
MFt	 X(VdTe)Pym	 SECTION A-A
M>K = 2.0T9(A3. 3)
 = 9o• 0
 1rr -L03• (VLT•^
'' x P.r =	 I 1 ."15 s?.bbl









1.5(0.94x27.1) 	 3$.2 0s (uLT.)
SHEAR LOAF PE R RIVET
Y P5 = V^ wTB) C"m24	 24
TE N31 LE LOAD PER f2 wET
M Y ( 2. 070 [y(WT. vYN]
M Y o 2 .0`?9(38.2	 (um)
P _ 
Q -4r	 _ 79.4- 
_ I
 'T.30   LB -
Y T - A.^90 - 4 .590
Y PT = tM Y PT1 -r	 2.5 L .cuI-T)
M.S. I.RRG VE 5Y INSPEGT ► Qi-4
A
153
3. I 1 ATTACHMENT OF INTERMEDIATE TO LOONIER BAFFLE
^i
W= WEIGH-' OF TOP BAFFLC. + Ir4 Tr-r%mECIATE LSAFF'LE
W = 0.9 4 -^ 0.2"i = I. 2 I L^ s.
0.94 (2.073+ 1-410) + 0.2 —t ( I. ,4 '70/Z)	 2, 92I .N.(0.94 t ^,^7)
x(r^ DYN).	 I. 57 ( 1.21 )(30.7) —	 5S.7	 ix.)
y(WD YPJ = 1. (1.2 i)( 27. I) _	 X49.2 L85. uL-r.
^^ VVpYw) — L. 5 (_1.21 )(3 I. 5 _ _	 '57.2 L05. (vLT.)
3.11.1 Z-,- 11X 15 E XC ITAT I t')rJ
(VVDYv4) IS RES ISTED BY Ecru^ L 5L-IEALL FortcES ew 2C PLAc.ES . THE
APPL.sVP SHE^rt LLO.AD PE R RIVET 13
^ _ C W cY ►^	 SZ.2
 
LB's CULT.)
^.	 s	 20	 20
M.S. LARGE BY IN5PEC7,10,`4
FEW
Ji
X- AY, 1:5 r-xc-iTATtog
Y,(WDVI-J) ROACTED IM SHEAR BY P. r-,crtcr-s
oN ror AND so-rroNj SQr?-F',ACeS A-5 -SHOWP4,
MOM C" -r	 X (V4 D YP4	 R C A C--rF- 0 BY
W^(Vs4 ov,4)/12-	 055.7 /1 7.)
BOTTOM	 P, G.
Sij rtFACr-	




((..40(,	 5.7 (Z -Z I
P2_	 G.3 Lbs . (ut-T.)
3.11.3 Y-AX,15 CxciTA-rioo
P,	 -.1 ( V D,.) " I- A e- -rC- f% . -. :t; w r.- . r-, P. y
Pz
F.^r-.Ac -rrD 5-rr-4u p L-L SHVArt.
FORCE'S Pi
001TOM 5LJrt •AC-CS AS 5"Cl1,'JI4
-f
P?-
P7	 G. Z L$3. CoL.-r.)
Z:m 0
23.2921?	 49.2(Z.52. 1)
THE MAXIMUM SHEAF, L.O.Ar 0 A" Y C^ Iv C P-4 R IYET O ccorZS r> m I P- 1 (3










P.5 — MAX. Z HEArc.	 d.83 (u4-r.)
p5A = ALLOWAP,L.0 SHCAft LOAD	 =	 106.0 05. ( REF. PCB. SI'
r
PSA !^ =	 10(0. 0 _ 1 -	 >.^RG^6.3 0
3.11.5	 BEARING ON 5HEtT (RAFFLE: PL -rE
Abr =	 Bt=^>^^NG /l2E/l
Abr -	 0. 062 (o, 057	 =	 0.0061'.4? 1
^.	
Ps	 6.30
f br- _	 -	 -
	
2030 rsL cu^-T, 3
Abr	 0.0031











_ `	 LtiRGEJf br 2030
3.11A.	 5H EArL '-j EARCUT
AS = SH EAR 'rEAt-tou^rAnLrLA =	 2et	 _ 2(. 1 570)(. 05 )
--	 A5 = 0. 01 
_	
P3
_	 O^—°- .. 420 ps L (o Ur.)S	 As 0. 015
tr	
e
FROM REF. C	 FoR 60Lt-Tb n ► . ^^^aY
Fs u = Z'T000 Ps L
'
FS Z-1000M. S. 	 1SS
_	










GUSsLT (vwG- X2'2- o ^o^)
MAT r ^. 60G I- T o AL. ALL LOY.
Vora	 X09. 1
•	 -'A .b a-57
2	 2
jj.
PRE PAR ED n'r -
A"PROVED:
E, t	 5G
3. IZ. ^TTACHME.-J?" OF GU5sET TO $A-5E
THE CRITICAL_ LOADrr-IC.3 Ct3rJ0ITrO^1 t;;
DUE TO PYR OTECMNIC S"000K ( `f -A X l5
E74GiT^T o O+-J) . F20M P^vC 413 IT IS
SCE..i -r').4 -r ',^AGN FASTCe4E:rZ "tjST
C^r_!ty A ..& AA 1AL L.OA D of ( Pvf.., / 3)
AowP 'T' 4E G05 5ET Tp EnaE .JOr.aT
M UST' ►4^vC A FR^CTOt^^` CI.PNG^TY
> ( vDY - /2).
A)k1AI. LnA ;> PfR !^G.R.E`y
PA _ - P°'''' _ 204.5 _	 68.2 ^p ^
3	 3
FR IC lC ►.1AL. cpAcE PER joir-jT-
3. 12 .1 AT	 NMCn1T LOADS
Tvic ScfZCwS C:A ►-t-E.D OV-r AMC N0. 8 - 32 UNC 300 ScR^CS G RCS . Frzor..l




AssuN,c sctuw Tor p-QoCP -ro 90% OF —ELV
PTY - 0.`J(420) = 37S . 0 as.
M.S. = P T Y -! = 68 0.2 -1=	 LARGE.P,,
ASS V :^ E A GOE FFICiC—'r OF r'rtrCTrON N = 0.20 BCT.i.^Ct• ►J Gv` •` CT nruD E/^^E
FR +C'fro p-1 C ArAC ►TY DER Scrze v
FFJ - ^J x PTY	 d. 2 (3Z . 0) r 75. r, Ls 1
FRtCTto,4 CAPnc ► TY of JOrNT IK
vFJ = 3 FFi	 3 ("15. ^.) _	 226. 8 LDS.
Fp
F	 2,F'j -! =	 6.8 _ 1 - Ln R^ ^F	 6
4
PREM. RED RY-
3, j2,. A-rTA =H?,4F-N r` OF Gus:5ET TO DAZE
THE cR sTl C-At. LOAD. P4 C3 caNDITI0-1 IS
. 359	 pur ro PYrz pTEcHNIc st10GK (_V °i►x!z
ERGITAT-Orj 	 FROM rACaE 4Z rT IS
.IZV'ryp.) 5FEr-J "T'NAT BEAC H FAST6i•.IErZ "%JST
CA17 rtV A "A AX%AL- LOAD of (Pwr.4^3^
APP THE G055ET ^ 6^sE ,!OMIT
.317
MUST HAVM A M%C.-r%®LNA` CAPACITY
. 
667
204.5FA	 _FcYA _	 6^.^ tea.3	 3	 --°






GCySSCT (DWG.-t232—	 L8 s -^	 3^	 ,^;	 ^q . to




THE ZC91:%VS C-A%-%.ED ours Arm NO. 8 - 32. UNC 300 SER+ES CRCs _ F-Rom
REF. P-	 , THC	 Yir&."' I.CIAPP CA'PAC ►'rY OF THC FAZT9 pQCM iS
P	 420 ►as.TY
-a Assomr- scrccw Tertgoe® -ro 90% oP
P.	 0.	 ( 4 20, =	 Z78.0 LES.TY
PTY
	
3't8.oM. S	 _	 _ I _	 _f -	 LARGE.
AzsoN11L A coE:rF	 c: " ,r or 1F't•t+C.ToON	 00.20 BCTvjrr ►.J GvSSE-' ^ND BASE.
Fmic.-ric; oN C APACITY rF-M ScfZEW
f
FFJ	 =	 1 x R,ry	 0.2 (3't &- 0)	 _	 "75. 6 a a
FTtICTIo,4 C^Me ry OFJCWT'IS.
^.!	 =	 3 FF j	 3 ("15.6) r	 226. &
FFJ _t	 22 6, &_	






.,	 ^... .^	 ^... ....	
V7
i
I 3. 12-2 BE_ND^NG S•tYtC35 ,l^1 G^S^cT LEG
CONSE tRvA,-r % g CL.Y ASS•uME t?IvE oR , mC P^  t_ciADS Td :S TRESS A PCrt'-g or+ OF -rHr—
Gusse r LEG AS A c^NTsuc-4ER BE^". ASSUP,,,%e Aa cm;e•'rlvG vjtn TH c)+r tLCG
Et OAL, TP 0.110 I04.
Pw = 69.2 Las^^T.)
E = 0.359 -0.17.5 = 0. '434
6 M	 G0.23 4( 6 £3.2,{	 s
^?50
	f b = 8170 rsL
FROM RCF. C , FoR 	-'r(o AL.. A%A^Y
FTY = 35- 000 1-13L
FTY ` _ 35000
	
L:. RGF}^	 81 ^ Q
3.12.3 InJs E rtT3 IN BArFI=- BAzr- C RED.~
KNDW ING THE BOLT MATCfCIAL. Uvr op-A^ TE TENOiVE Z-rrtt7-ft1c+" ( F-ru = SS,000 P-1
F=oR 340 SERIES CRES /AND T •HC 3KEArL STRGNGTH 4F"T'i► L>= 6A =E PAfLCN'r WA-ra I ,AL-
(Fsu e25000 PSL PAR t.^ofi l Teo AL.n^LOY PL^TC^ P T'NC RE^OM^N ►CtiDE D M ^PV ^Mu M IP -^'lC fL'1'
	L.ENGT)4 IS B CT 'wrew	 A-J0 i T'1MCS TIC Mc"oAJA6 606T D ' AP^E'rGrL . Ma — .207 IP4
Fo(i A 0.8 SGRCW,. -rHI'S L,-.G,.4 OF T1 mt:^m CrIGK^GMC^^1T, F''iOV,eQES :,uf "f-^C^L'NT
STRC^/G'rF"1 . 'YO S[Zr^ L THE BOLT W gT'MOUT t>4%MAG#PJG T),4r W5I`2T OR -raiE P.-%rl r-%T
MA
	
TErtIAL . Ac7u^L 	 Is . 270 -N. so ym,%-r No Pn-0	 ;^'RE




2.500 —►-^ `- `'
.
LE-r W$ a TOTAL. DAFFLE
5,-15 0
W EIGHT 3urPORTED $Y FWA. P d►-rE	 4- .07 LB:^.
UTIL.IZir4Co A 1.5 LOAD FACTOR Ao-jD T^,4E GRI T' ic.AL AC,cELCr(ATi0a1S GNEa 0 r
PAGE 41 , 'rHr- ut-TIMATC DYNAMIC LOADS Attu
(WOYN)x = I. 'f (Q. 0T X30. 7 ) -	 IB'T.,- lbs.OLT.)
(WDYN)y = 1.1 (A.07Xz-7, I)	 IGS • 4 LrS.(uL-r.)
(W D-rr+) t - 1.5 (A.07)( 31 -5) =	 192. 3 Las. u L.T.
THE G.G. OF TPIC TOT^L, SAFFL.E ASSEi-o+BL.Y ' IS L.ocA'Mo A r A DtsTxNcE
9.3 iw1. /ABOVE THE MOVNTlNG SurzF^C.>r . A-r Tli Is ;: wD. PL1►TE 1wrrm-
FACE, THC	 BEN04NG M=MC N -175 A,rtC Pre.oO-jECD
(M^,►^) x
	= 9.30 (Wi)Y ,4 ) x
	=	 1743 ^N-L^Rs, (u^^► -)_
4.
( Mwto-) y =
.




t	 1 is	 ..	 E.	 •i 59	 a	 _.
\a	 "
~l`7
3.13.1 X- Ax15 LOAOIN6
THE SHEAR LOAD PEr° FAZTEraER IS
(W DYN x _ - 18PS = ^) 	 "7.4 =	 31. 2 i.ss
THE FA3TE/,-3ER5 ArtE 4' 8 — 32 uNC ertES (300 3CR1Es). THV Mw^MuM"
YIELD LOAD CAPAcrTY MO ►31 P.M. a IS -4 20 =- Assuw,E PCtE ►.o tiDrNG
UP TbOF of t-D -Are A C.o	 1 I NTT or Frt ee 1OP+ BET^N[ PJ90^ Y	 D	 EFF G E	 T	 E T'HE
FWD. r"-rE i"D THE S-r^r4DC>FF of A. 15, THcRapcmE, THE Frt &GTloN0%L
CAPACITY AT is Clj PICK UP P©twT is
f r
	






MoYa	 EMo — O	 0f; + 2.500(.2Pz)
-- 	 — C M cy•^) x
5.750 PI + 5.000 P. _ 1 743
'o"	 2Pz
PI fLOM GEoMCTZir
2s00	 Po _ 2.975




5.'750(2.300F) + 5.00OPZ = 1743
P2 = 95- G Las'
Pl = 220.0 L55.	 PC,
MAX • TE NZ : I.E„ LOAD 15	 220 L&S. BA S E p 01-JA PRE K7AD OF 9CP7. Y-rLp
0.90(420) _ 






^i^• 44:,,^. 	 1-^ sr^i•,	 r...	 nV
3.13.2 Y- A 15 LOADING






Tk cs IS LESS cjxi-roc-^L THAra ,FoR X-AXIS LwCApING .TH QZ. ROM M ICTIOr4 CAPAC ITY,
M. S. LA RGE BY I WsPECT(OP4
THr- momcNT (M oy a)y w11•6 BE REACTED OWL.*f BY TH C Foul-t scRCws 3.2.5"APATt.T.
.. mm-o z
 ZPT^ ( 3, 250) C MDYr1-,v
6.500Pr^ = 1538
PT	 2 3 (o	 ca5 ( oL-r
M.S. -1 = + 0- (00
3. 13.3 Z - Ax is LoAy NG






 ------ -^ = 32. 	 t vcT




























C.OMPRE531YE STRESS IM 6TANDOFF 1
^^	 ( REV-. RAY LEE' DWG. 7Z32- 03l 3► ^
THr- STAr-spoFF1S 1.OADED s o.s COMPOM551c4 BY :A ForzC- SQUAL Tn TF{E
PRE LOAD W. 'n4f- #$ - 32 uMC. 'ScRC:v,,^l WH ICH IS `TAKEN A-3 90076 OF 'n^•/E
^
M I r4•e wl ON{ Y 1 E Lb LOAp
--1V
_	 PC 0.90(420) ,= 3T$ Less.
A : [(0,4-55)' -	 O '176''
A = 0. 1 6 8:




s 	 2250 Psi. (ULr.)G	 A	 0.166
FOR 2024-T4 ^L. A1.LCOY
=40000 r5L	 (REF. 
	)FCAJ	 CP
,.









X- AXI 5 EXC ITATION
I
A. 1.1 M BOARD BEND ING S-rr F- sS
ForL THE MQ-rort- DRtVr- E^EGTROwI^e:^, BoAPIp^
THE PEAK. 0 7 M E FEAX ACCEIER^-rIQP t Fort W.—
Axiz °1.c7 oov4G IS
	
i+ 	 Gx _ 32.2	 REEF. Pte. 41)	 s.
e
	
1 1	 1	 IT 1S ASSUK+ED_,TN^T T14IS e5 'THE a#tPu-r-rm
THE 150A". IT 15 rorzT"crt ASSuMCD ?HAT
--^-ZR 2. THE TMA@4$MtS$1f316i-ry ACRo55,,TH£'R(3A1tj3P
S
	
1 ^	 1. Q - 5	 A. O. 25 LB. 6oARD, "TriE
	








,y—iFIF —~^ %3	 p A ~OVO4 + GO. 3Z Lb+. (UL—r.)gOAtt.D ArtEA Is AFlPM.* x ."A'rEL.y
A = 3.25{3.45) = I i.21 ,.ti?
N	 i^
Mo'rOR DRI 14C MCCTROWICS BOARD	 (W DY.1/A) = 5• A- !'Si. ,,
ii
FrtoM RLF. THE; mAximultool SE"1>14 t.IG
^noMcrsT oc^utz Ar Xoo, Lj _ (A.1t)
MMAX - 0.1 S2.7 (I CIO*
	
C)SINCa OL	 3. 25
M MAK. = 0. 15ZT(5.4X3-%5)z
	
M MAX 8.7 !N- L.S/ I I-4	 0r	 X
6 IM-1c	 6 ( $.?
	
Sb 	 Z	 (o.072yL
	
t	 _
	S b	 12700 PSL (Um)	 (^ a.
Mom REF.	 7-HE DOARD fLE,cuft^L. sTttt..1G-ni es











(04y am. ^,	 ^.-	 ..	 t , ^•	 • 	 ..	 .
- 	
i



















yw 384 EI 4 S EZ
L5wto4 — 8 PL,s
----
Lt	 9 AP	 384 El,
Fort. 6E^114" BE
2P
B	 °	 Ea	 5(JJL% + 2 PLz
y eE 384E-Z 48EZ
SWL 4 t 16 PL ,-
 384E,L
y°„o „- 9 8E
5w14 — a PL 3 5LA L4 + I G P L 3z	 t





A%5uMswIG A BOARD vyr:iGHT W 0.500 L.6s
LO VV
L2. = 2. 125





_	 W = ---
	 = 0.0349 ushea.2(6J 100) 2.12
(O ."^0349){ (6.100)4- (2. I25)^ ^8 {(b.100)'+ 2 (2..125'}	 0.1208 Las.
FROM Eqs. OF CquiLlertl4m
^j
R^ _ R p 	C g L^ P) = o. o^^o	 RF ,= Rc
Re = RV = 1(WL, t 2P) =	 9 mss.2	 ^^ 15 ^
TW E mo-rort DrtivE ELrc•-rrt.or4 ms ocAmb ` W 141cm %a L g G►4s 0.250 LAS. IS Suollom-rEto
	
AT POINTS A^ B I E ANQ F. EACk4 R9Ac-rl*&4	 06Z'5 cAs,
	
THErtEidRE, Tl4E 10-TA . rtr.Ac_T,OwIs WILL. d1a	 ^^^^	 ^\
R,n, = ER"F = ;,0. C,  + 2 (O. 0*60) = O. 154:5 S. = R3
E Re, = ERE = 0.0C.125 + 1 2 (0.	 0.3T83 Lis. = R 
2: Rc = E' R'p = 2(0. 0460) - 0. 0920 Les. = RI
MAX. APP6iCD DYo4Arnt6 lboUr 6OAJP^
Rd s (Oe 3?83 u ,32^?LC^xQ =5) _ 60.9 us. t?^r r Lo^^ ^
PY = 1.15 [ 40.9) - ?0.0 Las. (Yecup)
P^ = ^,,: of 60. g) = 9 e \ 4 t$5.
	
si i ^^':	 .N	 l/
r 80^R^ IS T44AT S'rfCcvs' w-mvivi AI r,13 Fwdw1`"T^•IE`6'r ►..^o^'sy`OF BEAM gE.




(0.r034 3X 2.	 4 24 (6X 2.I-IS)
M Mix, 0.020 + 0.12$ = 0. Oka its- L=/
THC p► V^d^+►MSG MpMEN! •S
1.5 (32.2 t XGtz 5)(0.149) .: 35.7 -mss Wwr )
h° 53 uME "er Ar^ti" BG 1 3 .0'71 „ Ytt ic.K x 1 .50 ^^ W oot
I
_ 
27550 PS.t (uvr .b tz










ASSt^ME A NO.Co' SCREW
	
-fgZM L- i,x^M^CO^^ER^
S T E3 AR R 5 E/l s ^0 009 ^w 
Fors BE- co (: I to0, 000 Ps u Y i,,tr
PILLOW	 TY
P	 = 1 c0 000 (b. 009) z 1440 ass. (y it EE)
MAX. APP UED Lo►D, P = ^,2 It F, 	 PI
Py = 70.0 u* (Yrew
	





A 1.^1 COMPRESSWE L.o/►e^N^ IN ST/M
.m
ARE^r ^► — ?C (0.30?)Z (0.155	 i-
0. C754 oH?	 ,
AL.1-0 	5LE BOLT L.C>^D, PAr.ow c %AA0 LeS.
A5s`omr. BOLT -rOFZCkuCDTO APPMOxola" M LY
300 Ld5- THERCroRE, 5'rAn+coFFccmrrw7^l" VI E	 J
``	 '^	 5'rRES^S- t5
.3C11(«^^s)	 ^^•: 000^Q - 5.55`5 ►s% Cr+ew)
5TS.NDoFF N AT L s5 LE)CAti, Fort., Wei I CH
.1.
E^	 Fe _ 12500 rs	 C Rr-F. r
	
Fc	 1200






• 	 ^'^ '' ^ k ,a^ + ,^, M'^'*
 ^j, ;^ 1 ^ ^' 4t;^ ,{, Vyb.^''^ '^'^ ^,„'r'^3`^T	 ;' S.jut 5 a^x.^ ..^`xasi"^+r€^^g 	 ^^ Y	 '^""
^
t ^	 w..s;^^ ^^ "t w•^`'" ^ 2 `v9y^''^	 r.. .^'"x'^ r tw^^^.r 1 ^`	 ^ +b,^,^'3^^a,^,;'^z}'(^` 	 ,^	 ry	 %	 n t	 et`:^ra^c^4^"`^R^^^;v.,.;?.i^-.n^*! F't5^,+^SMi^as^ t.:^..'^,^a'x y^a`'m^'4^ 	 ^'^	 ^w,^^. AJ`s+.raC ;F^^.,.^•hv^.vU:[^^: '^. ^^,;^r'^.^`''.^^ s •.
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A. L' BOArtD NATtjaAL- FYtEqu+Ep-&c--IESf;
X1.1.5.1 M OTorx ORIVE, _F_L.ECTrt,-^ NIC3 ScknRq





I v^) W Gs ♦ [it }	 F. ^►
W;hERG	 = CONSTANT PEPEIJDIWG OP01-4 MODE NUP-AV L A00 M0W#-Yl.NI; CA0t-)FICjV(IATIQ/J
i	 E = MOW 605 OF g i-A'ST/GITY^ PS4 = 2.5 7o, id' ►3L
ISOArtD TH ICVWrISS = 0.0"t2 la.
/^ = -r0'r^1.. oc^RD ARCA = 11. 21 ILI=.
= POIsSOas M-r-,> : 0.12r7
W	 TOTS L WE IGMT pr- BOARA GOMfPONEN'T't	 0. %F Lis.
n / ( = a^OD[ Nc^Mgr► RS
C = ^.OMG^ST uNSuPrdRT^p O^ M lNSIOuI	 3.7^ ^A1.
d	 SNORTESTULISt^PPCirR.TED DIMCNSIoA^ = 2- IZ5 f^'•
Fort C Cld _ . 1. 75	 .:: 5.$0 \ MTC.• eoN^IGs^71^I►T e O Ia 1
^	 = 5..80 (2.5x10'')C'^.c xlq )3(1^n	 0.21 }c i- (0.125) ](0.25)(2.I 55)i
In X 350 cps
c I fmING C:jm uITS BoArM
A c To-rA&.. eo^r y o / MCA = 3.00 w. 6.5c : 19.$0 /14^
W= ToT/► L- Re-L&c wtIGHT st 0 50 Lis
d	 FOR Cold) s 1.Z5	 = 5.11 ( NITC,. ^O.^^/C.uctAT.ON Z
fl 5 .'T 1 (2-==(^ J Z)3 ( 19.50)	 0 i * I 1}
- (0.125) ] (0.5e^	 (3.'il^) (2.125))
fn = 322 cry
1
ts
rf O^ 	 roe
4.1.(o Bct-4piNG STRESSES - RIGHT GUSSET
fir
THE MAXIMUM L.OADS ON TIJC e141S:3r.T ARC DUL TO THE X-AX13 EXCITATIOt-A
oF THE PC i5oAmps REF. PG.fWS). Cor4s.pert scc-irio" A-A To Bt A
Se#.^ rL.-f -..urrorLrr-D SEAM 
-
Gr. -rwc=rA Po "-r5 "M"A tip" N  ; THE Lc>^DS A-T-
E: WERE Fzouvic) -m or- 0. 3-183 ass/q.	 PC.,. r*5
Re= R-	 RF-- R
m	 Rm 0.931 Re + O. 3415 RE




MOAAK 1.254R IJ 2 0.905 R
MMAV. 0. 905 (0.3-83 )
MM„ V. 0.3 42 o4- Los./It
214












ITEM	 DESCpuPTi "	 AatA, A	 No	 AY	 =_ 1011K
1	 2.000 x O.OSO
	 O. 1000	 0.225	 0.02250	 0.00506 0. oc.XXYl.I
O. 158 tC 0.200
	
0.03-15	 0-100	 0-00375	 0-00038 0. 000 115
0.1315	 0.02(s25	 0.00544 0.000146
Y'- = (MAY)/(LA) _	 0. 191	 C
T.4	 Z: IOWA + M AY'' — Y - E AY
1-1,	 0.00015 4- 0.00544 - 0.00501 	 =	 0.00058 1"4





	 27 530 ps t (u
u	 (Ix/G)	 0.0030 t_T )
Eby •=	 2T530(4.1'5^1.50) = 	 2^	 2 0 ^s^ CY^e^)
FOR 2024-T351 A%..A6& OY P6.Arc
F-ru c 65000 1•s% ( REF. C
F Ty _ 4 6000 Ps . ^ JJJ
M.5. LARGE BY INSPECTION
A-2. Y- AXIS EXCITATION
FROM PAGE 41 / THE MAXIMUM Y-AX I S ACGEL-
Ert^-rlo/a IS
Gy = 37.2
BOLT BENDIr4G 5rMF-ZS (REF.Pw6"232-2o4S)





W3 VYZ vYl	 6 b
^46 I
	
THE MAXINIUNI BENOInIG i %AONIC^aT0n1T?4E BOLT IS
eZ	 M = (wll6)e, + (Wz/(-) e2. +(w3 14 )e3
—e3	 e-, _ 0. (636 1r4
e:=1.309
e3	 1.580 1N
M = (0.50/6xo.636) +(0.50/6X1.308)+ (0.25/ ,4X 1-380)
M = 0. 286
	M = I. 15 ( 3-r•2 X0.286) =
	
12.2 Im -Les. (YIEL3>)
M = 1.50(31AXOA66) = IG.0 w -Les. Cvi.-T )
Pori A *(o boL.T
I. = 1'T . 8 1 x 10-16 eN4
Ci 	 0. 0(0.9 IN
(I / C ^	 2.58 sc 10 4 ••+3
BEhlD I t4G 5TrLL55
MC)
Sb; - (12.2 0 2.'Sa><lo-') _	 47300 rsL (YIELP)





ForL -r i4 r- AXIAL. s-rrLr- -s -s oLm -ro Tmc 300 Lo. rre.F- LaAJ:>
Sb ,L = 1.117 (300*/0.009) = 38300 Psi, (YILIV)
Sb, = 1-50(300/0-00.9) = 50000 r-sL Q L.T
Sb i t Jb,	 41300 + 315300	 85600 rsL (Yir- L.P)
	rz000 + S0000	 liZ000 Pst (ut.-r,)




MIN 	 117. 000
FRICTION CAPACITY A'T'
ToTm. L-ATE-rtAL- LOAD	 losf3'T-Zc9 (WI +%NT-tWa)j
^^ 	 (WcvN)Y ._ 1.5 ^ 3T.2 (o.5oto.So t o.25)^
(WCV,4)Y	 Gg.a Les
A-5.sur^n,,4c- scw'm-rfortqormo T0, 3cc Lz ^bc%Asw=oAoA p4o ^ cOr-rvrsc oEwr OF
Fm I r--ri 0 pa p 46
	 "r CMA L- CAO': Ag- '. 'rY ( 46 8 oL.,Tz ) IS
FF Co (0-2)(300) = 31610.0 Lxs
Fr




4.2.3 ATTACio-RENT OF GOZ-5F-r -ro P-4cur4rit2G PLATE.
FOR THE A-r-rAc"mr-s.3-r i;>F THE Guss rem
To ,n4r- r-mcwjr twvzourwn"G PLA-rr- -rmc
Crt ITICAL. U-OADI#AC* C-C:op4W'r IQ► l IS %&4
THE Y-AKIT PjrtCCr00 03, Sr-VFrtAl,- C4* *J-
!SCMVA'rlvr. Ass wmWrso"s wi&4. ibr- MADE
AsSwmaD IrMAr rH 3 o^AG pjrrcjo^ OF
+ THE LIDA-Wro BE rRA,-3smvrrC',p -rHrzot3coj
YMIC A?rAcHp vr;..m as 7-50 Lz:s. 5rco.,I>,
WY I
	 IT IS A"Umgb "Ar ALA. or 'rH IS L-0^1>
t	 13 CAMMICD ISYTHC TVrJ r;t I ,4r,'T
"S( "Ca
LOAD IS AS30MV-0 TLS Or TV%^r4Sr-lI-Tr-r-l>
"mcoGot vmm ^-wrAcwrwwc-wrS OF -rHr-
e	 WMAPAMOUND A"D YKC. C4>P"C.M'rCM "CUS-
I "G ro -mr-
T04 E M A K I MUO-A
 Y —AK IS ACCE L&VATIOM WILL. BE CHOWIiJ 0.4 PG. 90 'rQ Mrs, Gv = 33- *2
V4Y)P Y&4. = I. SO(T-50)(TB-Z) = 3-13.50 Las. Cut.T.)
FoR AN P-CCCJ-3T" I CITY e- * 3.015 1 &a 
;f 
THC mamcoo.3r ACM40VT THE mt4L-rM IdS
( tA )DVWb = 3-715 (Wv)vy-a- Jd 1400 , P4 - k-Bs. Co r.)
IN
T141C rtEAc'roc-,-*JZ AT EACH A-11 ,Ac-~m pAr rcDtPQr A(T-C s ► towpJI




P3 1 = TOS Loz-(uvr.)
Psi
	
2:M = 0 s 2P!
'z0 -oL70)+ ZP'5 '3 (0'b%'S)-
2.500	 2.500P'32-+ 1A5;0 Psi = 'TOO
	
(A eq. srAccS	 FROM Zfr4nILArtTR@Ap3GAX5 PS, =0'5P^51
"5 EACH)	 Ps I
	 2.500 
PsIL + O. rovs pst r- '100
ps% 224,00	 ou-r
f tP fpW-.L+ Psi	 227 Lss. wiL-r.)
f
ps RIVETS Artr- 1 18"DIA. AD ms lewoaAm lo". Au-owAs %..0 stifAm
	
Ps	 PER TW-JVT IS 388LZD(m - p-%,)	 ftrF-C3
P	 loss
^, 	 PA-1 227-





fdLARINCa IN MOUMT&NG FLAPIGE WALL.
LET Abr = dEAM114G AREA -	 RwCT DIA&A. x FI.A.AesC TM4CK.
A	 =
.,






FMOwn rtCF. C FOR ILCM -T351 PI.ATE	 Fbm(e00c	 1 21,0	 rS^/p.
F bm)	 _












FAom PAGr- 41, THE r••IAXlr-ItJM 	 -nits
^ • ^ GCE LE RA'rl O" IS




TNE. i5cwr 8£ ►vDiNc, z-rRE55 C^ni Be FouND
^' d^ BY VT^1-1^L .^^C^'T '?~^E f'O;..LO wING 2EV^TIUN-
R Hop *Ipj c-E	 L-Ev'[L- IS





= 41300 --- _ Co O900 Ps i Ole tp^
"	 ^	 3't. 2.
V43 w? V4 (012000 	 -79860 Ps4 (UL-.r,)
37. 
eZ
e SOL-r nx1AL STRESS
THE A-,CI^L sTREss rLr-S uLTS v: ItoM P(ZE




=	 38 300 Psi ( Y IEuD)
S67-	 -	 90 000 r5 L C u L.T_ )
g o LT GO M 61 ►^ E D 5-rrccs S
w
fb _ 16, fi J6Z =	 60900 + 3azoo	 =	 99200 PsL ( Y1 ELD)
. z58(oo + s0000	 =	 129s (.o rsL	 u LT,) J
^	 F ^^	 _ IBOOao 




4.3.E FR'IGT10N CAPI 1GI'SY 	 Xr cc► NyErzT=M WiCm. Irmcr--rAcr-
ToTN4- k.^TE-rtA&- L.oAD (dVDYN)-E 	 (WDY,.)Y X (G?/GY
' WI prN^	 b9.8 	 _	 8 9.9 tE^. v ^'r.






4.4 5TRE55 ANALY515 OF BRACKET.
-TV4C rftrV a CKAS ANA L--4315 C; F- -Mr-
fbC BOAMMS POM jBCY-rK yt,-0-AXjS
WDA I> I PJG, rr &^-A',r A ISS UME: D THAT
'fNC PG DOACLOS vy C ME cAr4T1 LZ,4Crt-
CD OFF 7-b-4C RtGwr Go:;sr--rrL.A-rC-
AC-ruA%A--f, 0,- ►E [:,.JD of THE PC
50Artp Arr-rtA ►JGr.rAGPJ-r 15 ATrACH-
MV^o.'S o f THE BrtA c r-c'r 	*'r
-
sKow"
Z THE  tz-F-r. TO ANJAi.-lV-C THE gK-r.
T LAJ i 4 !•L-- CO al, C- rL%J'A T 1 -4 a 1.*I' e C
1.45%
r-Artrx c t, HA Lr Tmr- -rc-rrA %- i> yr-i -
1 0.950






ZQ'TkA OF THE AZC>%J r- L4C:6kC*AfZE u L:r-
MAT L. ?-DT4 -T3'51
IMATS I GOAD S.
AL. - AL.
4.4-1	 -Y- Ax 15 LOAD NG,
A5 3 umr- -nor- ortAr-oct-r crtoss- scc.-no" I- I TO	 CM TVPI CAL. c-ir-rL 1-1-4F- E: ,.4-r 4 rtE LCP,&Cr"
Or THE bftACWr-T ( L Z i. 7c) --i. ). 7"r- ertAcvr-"r LAJIL.4- 8r- APJAL.V?-r-to A!; % PLATE:
IMPLY 3UPPO=IZP AT I-ra	 ITS rl>Gcs rrtcU, upjt>mfz- A	 L-OAD Wy^
z
A= ArttA =	 0.G-Z (0-0'3)	 0.0189 sm4-
S	 Wy' 
-
34-`5 	 (850 rsL(,jtx.)
A	 0.01sq


















MF„ = O W- ZRN
R H 0.5Wz = 0.5(44.95)
RK	 22.5 tz5.(uL-,r
Z: M = o r 1.5 c<) W ' - 0.500 Rv
Rv 3 W E z 3(44.95)
R„	 135 Les- Coy- )
i.Son FA 3TE..tE R5 t mz * 4 - 4,a u NG. GRES. FOR W H RCN
tPr) M." s 180 u s	 ( REF. e)
AzSvMC FA--.,TS"V its 'rOngoED TO 80% OF V  CLPP
(PY) ' = 0.8(1$0) = -L44,=tS.





M1.S. = (R: )Y — I = 1035 —e = + U:39
It	 ASSomoMG A cb&FF1c,E04T OF frPC'C'P40►.)
'!I
TH£ F."zaGT eOn3 CilPnclTY OF TTIE ^1rACMtN ►^rJT 15
FF = 210.2(144) 1 = 57.16^B^.
° ( 1-1511.5 GX44.95) = 34.5 ►.8^.
Fr 34.6-t = +067
)Y	 5
6EN08MG STRESSES,
Forz !SlrcTiom 2-- 2 ,	 M2.- t = 0.3 Wt' = 0.9 (44. 95) = 40.5	 (u L.T. )
Fort s6cTiom 3-3,	 M3-3 1.5 Wt v	 1.5(d4.95) -
SECTION 2 -2





 0 -75	 0.00944
0.015	 0.00013
0.003164	 0.001054-
O.O cccC:; ,2	 O . cc.^ ::^ c 1
0:15 2	 x 0.0315 0,00bS7 0.003ib6 9.001055
Rcr.
0 - 03
—K= ( M AX I MP A) -F O- 2T2 --4
0.30 C, =	 0.1SO-0.2^ Z W	 O.4-i^ .+^,
ZZo * XAPJ- AX
T =	 0.001 aa9•r..zl












F 0.01311 0.515 0.006-/5 0. 00348 O.00000
T	 2 0.03oOO
	
O	 O	 O	 0.00250LOGO
aEf.	 3 0,01311 o.5i5 —0. oaa ro-75 0.0031	 0.000W
—^	
E 0.05"L 	 0	 0 . 00(09(0 010O Z50
-.o3(T^rr^
	 G = 0.53Q to
.^3^	 I =	 IO # F. A%:, 	 O.00y4 i^ ..J,
7-3.3 c ("G) 0- 0115S ^N3
3-3 s =s 67 'A^^., O.a1-ra5
fb	 10;250 r:4 Loom.) :.
^% M. 5,. LARGE BY 1 NSMCf i O P4.
'78
ATTACHMENT— PIM TUBE TO CONVERTER HOUSING





BASED OW THE PEAK ACCCLE*ATIONS^TABULATEP ON PG. 41 TH c-! 'P/ 1,4 TUPF-
DYNAMIC LOADS ARE
(Wb'	 15 0. 3	 2. 2
W	 ,,1. 15 (1.38 k26. 1)	 41.4 LZ5.	 L P)
(wti,	 Ul. 15 (1:3	 3 1. 6)Co)	 50. 1
W	
G6.4 Lz5.(uL.-r.)
W py.4 )y	 (1.50/1.15)(41.4)
	 _ 
53.18
V4	 L 50/ l.l w7)( 50.1)	 = 6S.- I	 LZS.(ULT.
'1-5-1 X—AXIS LOA01f,4G.
7, Fy 	 4 Rs x	 (VV pv-, $ )
4Ps x = (VY Dy")x
Ps x = 0.25(wvy.j)y.
I.SoP3 	 12. S LZ	 (-f I r- Lp).
PS	 I G..	 LB.,,.	 U LT.
2 Als	 2 s it E M	 0	 2 R
2 R,^f 2RIA 	3.20RK
Rx	 0.4-7 (vqov-A)x
1. 160
Rx	 Z4.0 Les. (vir,7 Lv)
R IL	 3 1. 2 L55.	 u t. -r.
45.?i - Y- AXIS LOADING.
cvy,4)y
FY 0 = (Woy,,4 ) ,y - 4 R
.4Rv = (Vq D-f j)y
R-f = 0.25(vyDyl)y
Ry = 10.4 Lzs.(,itsLp
lZRY 12Rf
4.5.3 Z- AXIS LOADING.










ps t 	 LFs. ( ULT.)
Zps	




R 	 0- Z 1 (W vy-j)
R	 LB's.(YIELD)
R	 U35AUt-T.)
ATTACHF,A r- pi -r o -rHFto r-oup, # 8-32 uNc r-rvr.5. FA'S'rr-t jr-rL*5,	 FFkow. REP. e	 IrHE
Mir-jiNiur-oo, VIELP LOAt> 15
( P-r)iy 	42O LBS.
A550m ,c rASTCNrms To p qt.)ct> -ro boc7c, OF %e tra i-p
(Py)y = 0.80(420) v	 336 LR5.
THE MAX t"WM APPLIED BOLT LOAD IS R-A 24.0 os ty-t6p)
(PTY) LARcr'
Assumtv4G A CC)CrF'sC—IZ"-r Or rR I C*r10Wp 2 O.?_ Lt-rwrt:
.
Pj THY- P/tA ro p-Z: A"ZQ TWZ
cowtvKTr-m Hoos1 p4G, "n- 4c rrilvri op-i cAP.,%C-%TY OF T-"r— -Jo q" ,r rs
(PF:)	 %
	
4(0.2)(% 336) r	 2(68.5 Lgt;.
THE	 sHr-Ark rc:>ftC l: AT THE o @.4rCrtVrACC	 15	
(,It LP)




 11 90v^ +'
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	 ..i •	+.^,<<^.;i	 ,.+	 ,+:ail. pN r, _ i,;	 80
ATTACHMENT- DETE".GT ELECTRONICS TO f rORVYARD PLATE
 \1 I	 A s 3 u M y
•	 e X, t 2.00 w.
Z#-^ 4 .50,m. 
XI
SCHEMATIC rLEFRCSEwtTA.-rICD" OF G.ts, GOUTIGlM 	 s"TCR AC-r- p,/1T6• P0I ►.1T5
FRo". PG. 2s /W = S. I I L63
T"r- 1•0e.1-0WIr/Gs T^8 LE Il u zf cD To DETE M-i lNo r :-NT G>vErcA^ ►. ACCV LC12A'cl p ..M A*r ' H C
CENTr-rL OF Gor",V ITV.
tTEtv9	 W, G^ Cacs wGs WG^ Gs GR 1V4G A/C-;LGS GR WGz ll^Gtz
PG 0G^RL73 0.15 23.4- 32.2 19.05 24.15 37.2 33. 27.90. 24.98 36.0 4 .7.9 27.0oi35,93
Co ►4-4r- MM- M 1.70 z5.5 32.3 38.25 48.4555.1 64.5 82 .65 96.15 Z.7.3 31.5 40.95i 47.7o
Pln^1 rub r- 1.139
 
25.4 ! 32.2 35 05 ^f4.44^ 26.1 24.g ^b.o 34.zZ 25.13 31. ^ .60	 .635	 1 4 3 	 1
iZEM/1u^tDER 4 .48 25. 4 .132.1. 113,19 1143.91 27.4 is.0 i2z.15i80.64 28.2. 35,-7 12c.341 9.94-
$ . 1 2A6.141260,Sy 269.3Z^23c..59 229.99,287. t 8
AT THE PAG xAc r- G.G.
7. WGR	 2160.85GK Y 	 32. 2
x 	 $•I
G	 1:WGs _ 2G9.32 = 33.2Y	 Xw	 8.11




x - 1 . 15 (8. 1 1 )(3Z. 21 = 300:3 CBS. (YI!!:^P
(W_^Yr+) Y = 1. 1 5 (8. 1 1 )(33. Z) - 309-(. Lis. (-Y, r- .p )
W cYw )	 = 1 . I rj (8. I 1 X35.4) _ -330,,-2 ^►S. {YrE1D
(W oYw)	 = 1. 570 (8.11 X 32.2)	 391.7 LP's. ( IJ1_7:
W o .,N ) Y = 150 (8. 1 I )33.2) = 403 9 ►ns, (V cT,
(W py w) r =	 50 (8. 1 1 X35.4
	
4 30. f2 w. ^ uLT
EFx = O (WovOx — 4Rx
Rx = 0.250(Wo^N)x
1% x = 75.	 Las. (YiEuD)
R x c.3'7.  9 1135. ( V L.T. )
Z M = O =	 4. 500(WorN )x — 3.875 (2 R-L)
7-77O R7 = 4.500(W orN)x
R: - 0.58 1 (WoY•-)x
R a = 1 -74.2 1t5. ^Y+ELP)
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SUBJECT:
A.G.1 X - A X 15 LOADING
Rx	 Rx
A.C.2 Y-AXIS LC)ADING






PREPARED BY:	 CHECKED BY:
APPLIED PHYSICS L ABORATORY	 APPROVED: ^^. 	 PROJECT:
THE ±OiiNS ; {C^+^tClf":y UNWER":TY
PAGE NO. 82, OF	 DATE:
SILVER SPRING, MARY LAND 20010
E Fy = O = (W DIM),( — 4RY
Ry =	 0 . 270(%N 9YN)Y
RV =	 —«.4- LA5. (y1ELD)
R -y =
	
101.0	 u3s. (u t--r. )
ZM = O =	 'i-500(W0YN)Y — 4.812(2Ri)
:3.624 R^ = 4.500(WDY^+)r
R i s	 O. 468 (WDYN)v
R 14 5. 5	 Le,. (YiELD)
R- =	 189.8	 ai,. (vcT.)
G =j3.blPj'-+
	 4 '2 2 }Z	 -	 3.089
Z T = C-3 =	 2 . 000 (vV ovo)Y — 3.0W9(41F
12 .356 F	 =	 2 . V4^OC'/1I pYN, Y
F = 0. 1 fo g (W ova)v
F .. q9. 5 Les . ( ytcu>)
F = Co 4.6	 Ly s.	 v yr )
R E 5 u L -rAvxr . FtxtCE	 RS =	 R Y t	 z
kS z	 (77.4)'+ (^l9.5)^'	 =	 91.9 ^s.(Yic^)
RS s	 ^ I OI.0)^+ (G4.^^ z	=	 I I9. 5 Ls°_. (uj.-.)
4.(..2 . 1 BOLT SNEAR
THE PRCvoous AN^t.YSIS ASS"•ticD -n4A-r THE. BoL'rs AT-TAc-HeN6 TOE DETCC -r(3r?-
EL.EGTrbN ICS MOUWTsr4CG PLATE TO I-MM r-CrZWAMP P L-ATE WERE STn#,JDARP FOL rr t,
pREl.o^DVD So '1!i^'r LA'TCrtAL. %.OAC>S ^r"M Trvt.4 15Ms'rTE ►`> 13YFriCzl0P. N-O%N
AsSuMC A SMEAM OR SRC)6bErt_ 6OLrr I5 Br-#?-3G vSE:D.
Boa.T 51.4 L^M ArtcA. 0 AS ; dZ
A5 ( o.v o)L
A5 = 0.04 9
MhiC11^^1 (^ne1 5"r-^rt FORGE , Ps x	 RS =	 91- 9 Lp s OmLP)





S	 119.9JS V =	 1 19. 9 =	 24 50 rs 4 ( V IT.)
J E	 -S PE:GTi3;,.lM. ^.	 LARrj	 5Y It







A5	 NEAfL TCArLou-r ArCl^4 &	 2e--b = 0.08G ^^Z
1. C-1 =
	 I, O''i 0 PSL 01ELD)Y	 o.O z(o




PREPARED M:	 CHEChrI:► :':
APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY
THE !OHMS HOPf;INS UNIVERSITY









Z! F, = O = (%N DvN)-t — 4 R E,
R z , = O. 250 (w oy^)7
R z i = 82. G L.Bs. Yi LLA
(WDYN)a
1^2.eoo
-4. 16.3-I BOLT LOADING
E M = O x 2.000( WvY.4ilk — 3_8? 5 (ZRZ^)
-7. -r 5 0 Rs, = 2.000 ( lAl p -e•-s) ?
R f."
 
= 0. 258 (W1 oY.j) z
RzZ = 85.2 LBs. (Yi EL.D )
R7, = _I1 1 . I ESS. ( c.3u. )




MAXoMum APPWCD AX IAL. LOAF = R^ ( DOU' "TO X-AX15 WADI.)
R7 = 1'74.2 LBs, ( YIELb)
Rz. = !12:71.   2 alas. (u LT )
80L.T I5 1 14 - 20 UNC CRES.
	
(P •r) .^^,.,. _ 950 Las.	 ( R e F. e--^
AS SVMC FA3TCNCIZTORQuCp -c'O 80070 or 1(oCLI>
PY) = O. $O_( 950)	 760.0 Lis
	
5	 ( PY) i_ I = '160.0 IM.	 Rf	 1'7-4 . 2!
4.(0.3.2 JOINT FRICTION CAPACITY
LA RG 1
Assom PAC, 
1_ = 0. 	 FRIGT^OIJC^PA G ITY 1s
FF : 4(0.2)(ZGO) = GOB-0 LSs.
MAX. LATr-"L LOAF To BE 'YftAN3MiTrCD AcR t'-Z JOoN"1• 15
(WDy N):z
	
3 0:2 Lf5 (Y 1E-L.D)
FrM, 5.	 _ I 










TI '101-! 3  HGnK1%1 S UNIVERSITY
	




4.6.4- BEARING 5TRC55 — MOUNTING PLATE FLANGE
CCNSERVATIVCI.Y ASSOMr- P = RS
k. p = 9 1.9 t05. (yIr-LD)) 2CF PG. 8Z
. P = 119.9 cas. (u ^-r.) r
	
Abr	 BEAR1046 ArLCA : ^t
	
cl	 eowr DoAMETCrL = 0. 2.50 +04
t PLATE T4#cKNE55 = O. IT5 I.J_
Abr c 0.250(0. 125) = 0. 031 if-A.
22_J brY
 = 91.9 	 rs i (Y i r tir+)0.
P	 1I^.9
3Rru 
= 0.	 870 r31. (ut.T,)
FROM REF." C FOR 2o24 - T3S1 A6- AK.OY WITH (e/C> = 1. 5)
F bry = 63= Psi.
Fbru = 38000 "Pi,^
M.5. LARGE BY INSPECTION
y
.. 8G
4.6S E)ENDING STRE55 - MO UNTING PLATE FLANGE
A5svME THE mouNTo-ica PV►TC FL!►"GE -ro BE
A RECTA N G u &..Art FLAT r LATE W ► 'T h CW-E LO P4 V
APO
	
EDGE GL/►m PEP / T^+e OTHert ^.o,.iG EDGE
FIZEE AND 180TH SHORT t0C3E •,9 SIMPLY 5uPf'CRT-
Ep. THE LOAD I  AsSu"r-o-ro e1_ vN IPOrtrnw
OISTR ►BuTEp BY A WASHCM. I"ACTJAW-r, THE
WErSS OFTME "8ATW4TV8 F ► TT„JC^'l PA^CE'THE
SHORT EDGES SOPri-WHAT BETTCrt -T4{/ft.J
SoMPLY surPorrrr-p. Oro -rHE o*r"crr- NAapa
ASSuN1+ NG A Dl.TrL lBuTED t.OAD I S S LAC.2HTLX
VNcoN3Etiv^TWC.TO CoMP£rr-A?E ^rL-Tws
UNCERTA ► ,J'TY, THE: STRESS N,rca- SC MVLf1PL ► ED
BY A FACTOrL Or I• SO O,J TOr OF pCSiGN LOAP
r^GTOR
AT CCNTCrL OF CLANN'ED EDGE
s=	 3wb''
-7-( l + 3.2 cc3, 	 REF. K
CL = LONG D ►MCw43 1004 S LO2 j ► M. 1
= SHOrZT O ►N►Cr s ,opj = 0.ji4$
c< c (blcL) = O. X52





W61b	 2.3^-	 5	 1 Co1.88 o
AsSo,pw r- W% PM,.W. /bL
Jb	 2.3aro PW
AX
 -	 7.38(aP- mAlt i	 152.? PMr^x
t	 (°•^25^
Fmor-A PC-,. a l ,
 p,,,x - I"7A.2 tastYscup)






21 3 80, rsL CYLyty-
	
J 6 	 i5T•2(22'7.2 - 3E72. 0 Psi C ut-T:)
rnorn RGF. c., roc Lo-L4 -T3 AL► V ALA-oY FT Y A 5000 PS c., F -ru = ca t;  000 r-s
FTY	 48000
M1N.•• % _I 2784-1
a
'4.7	 5TRE53 ANALYSIS OF DC- DC CONVERTER.
THE VARIOUS EL[ME.aTS or" THE Pc-DC coNvEftmm wtLL 8E Ar^Al.Y?.ZP FaR
THE FOLLOWING ACCELcrt^'rs0r4S
G x = 32.3 ¢




ANALY515 OF HEAT SINN* 1.




oft	 2 FiR5T REM011G $uFPort.T RC A ,+D	 Z^.AM •c01
DE F t.-CT rmr- £ t.Y.
w = wL 5W L3yC t - 384E





A^	 RR y`Z + 48EI	 t1.60-^I
^-L THE NtL'r 0EFLCGT t0 ►.1 NT PC+saY' G = t'^._'T►4Gf2.Gc-ofzCt 3.10 -s
c 3
_5WL 3	 R-0




{3w^f6j Rc- _ ( 5W /8)
' 4r
	
Rt_ = Rtz = (3VY /lb)
• 4 FROM 504VA M PIAGrcArA
x	 ( 3w /fI)
(LIZ) _	 (6w /i^)
x
2
MI = 2 (31./1!o)(3W/1(o)	 91NL^512 )
MOrhENT DIAGRAM 1	 ,^
^1^, = 	;SL /fbX- 5w116) .- - (25vJ^/^12)Z
Aw ^ 
t
MN„x = C-16w12) _ (- WL/32)





H-- d.9Z1 ^ T
CO^.ISERVAT^V64Y ASSt^M^ ^/ = 0.125 1.85.
	
WA VC
	 6(WL /32) 	 ^ N(3.20)/32
bti 	0.921 (0.062)	 0.92 I (0.003844
6 = 169, 5 w
	
FOR g>V"AM iC- L.OXDaPJG	
/^ ?!^^ ^. t • 5 C 0r 12Cj ^b3x rT^ • J^^ —	 ^ LbS. ({^ ^.^•_
+b
	
IOIT Psi, ( ut•T)
MATI►.. 1S 202;4- T361 Awmi000wi AL-A-^Y PLATE.












ASSUME C.G. A'+r A pIsTA"CV e r 0. Ac /..^. /►QovE
tN7v:rtF, CC. THE DYrj^"lc L-oAD is
W!7
 = 1. 5 (0.125 LsSx 3 I. IS c ) z G LZ5. Co ur)
I:m = 0 = WE • e — F ( 3.20)
3.20F = 6(O.AO) : 2.40
9E..1o1r+G Moj%Ar p.1T O ►J S[GTIoN B-g IS
M 
g_ B : 0.40Z R
W ► IeRC R = (Wt /3) = 2 LzsCv`r.)
0 . 402(2) — O. 801N • lrl^ CVO)
^EI►+^^3Cs STRCSS
f _ 6 Nye-^	 6 (O.^ Q)	 ^ ^ tb	 6t.Z _ 0.921(0.:.5}^.	 8^ r c_
M. S. t-ARG' BY INSPECTION.
i;
4.7.1.3 Y- AX 15 LOADING.
DYNAMIC LOADgmG
Wy = 1.5 (0. 1 2 5 ms.X64.5¢) = 12.1 Lss- (v4T )
Fy = O = Wy - 3R
3R	 3R = 12..1
R ze 4 Los. cu r)
.1 I	 ASSuM.NG e = 0. 40 W., "rmc 'ro rA t. MOMENT TO GE
!
CtiMRMD BY 'rHE "T ►+RCG F.A 3TCNERS IS
M
W	
V = Wy - a 4.8 .w-,zs Co tm )
I Y	 FOR EACN rASTENCM
M = M'13) !. 6 •a-^s.cuiT)
3GREWs &rxr i` -4 -4o UNC CRES. (Fry - 3pOt--o Fsi.
MY '_ (!. IS/ I.SOX 1.(a)	 1.23 "..LJ55ILY.ew)SCR LW BE^+D^r+G SETLE^S.
5CREW 5YRESS ArLCA a 0.00(o os4-
SC RE W S Ec-rl oN .ADDoL. 75 ,	 = ('Xd3/32) P I(?f XO. I M) 32 = 1. 3$ x 10
f5 = KA Y = 8910 Psi. ( r ieLD)
CORlSCrLVATl V G%.Y A.SurnIP+G T1-/AT rHtS eTt3.CS$1>0ESaT RCuEVE rnx-; ci"%D^
1 11. S.	 FT Y 1 _ 3000J — 1Z LA Co ER890
JOINT f t+GT1oIV CAPAe;7Y.
AssVME SCRCvJ TCRQVCD TC 56'7, Y-CLP
P = 0.?)( 180) = 144 Les,.
AS g ur-,C A CoEFFIC-o&p -r OF FMiC-T-0" li = C%z
FF - 0.2-P- 28.8 L*
SuVCE. THCME ArLE 3 Scrtr-wS
23FF
 - 3C 28.83 = $6.^ Las
OFF
	
96.4M. S.	 R -I :	 1 - Ln aG E
4.0
CIA
A-1-7. ANNA LY515 OF P. AT S I N K 4* 2..
47.2.1 x- AX 15 LOADING.
w. GIB L
^+--- L =1.8Z5^
•1:ma Z- AX15 LOADING.
ASSOME WX = d- 10 055.
(Wx ) vy.,. I. 5 (0.1 O Les. x 32.3 ( )
	
,l) DYN.	 4.8 18s. Ccr;.r. )
M M,►x
 _ 
8 W L: S (q , aX I. a-c s
MMAf^	 ^• 125 Inf- Les. (ubT.)
3. _ ^M^^r (o(I.125)
	
^	 t^''C^'	 (.12 S (. 06 2 ^z
f6 = 15603 Psi. (01.T.)





'T EF O wZ-2R
(W^) vr ►+ . ^ 1.5(O. i Oass.X31.8^) 	 )1
( VVZ7	 A- 5 LZ3.0L.T.)
W7-
.. R - 2.4-  La 5 .(^ y LT, )
RFORSCGT I o^ 6- 8




fb '^ !8S PS L(y1T,^
M.S. LARGE 53 ( I KJS PECTI CQN -
4:7.2.3 Y-AXIS LOADING.
IDY"A M IC L.OAaI•,Ca
	
'	 WY - 1, 5(Q.40 I,as.)(64 .5 ^) = 9.`l LM (,vLT.)
	
'	 'F = 0 WY-2R
	
- 1	 R = O. rf W-f = 4.B5; 	CoL.T.)
	
1	 NSSaaM..aG e s 0.40	 THr- ECraP•/J:a M^MtrJ -r r^ 8^i
	
1	 CArtfTSCD b y CAOR 17ASYCOU i. IS
wy 	 M = R - e- -- 4. 85 (0.40)	 1. 54L e_  w- ^s Cu LT.)FOR Y/C L.D LOADING CONDITIOWmY = C 1.1511, 15OX1.94	 1.49 w-te„ CYICIt-^.
31
SCREW 6EPjDING s-rRr. s.




l , 4 9	
= 10 800 Ps L (Y I E LD)
_	 ^	 1.38x10"+
FTY = J(.A 0	 "L (REF. e i
FTr 30000M. 50 =	 - 1 _ 1 =	 LARGEf6 10,600
%J O1 NT Fft iCTION CAPACITY.
A55VME SCREW -rongoCt> TO YlEL.D
P . 0.80( 180) =	 1-+4- Les.
As5wmC A C-CE:	 tGoGN< T OF F-RICTo ON ^J = 0.2
FF : 0.2-P 28.8 Los.
31P4CE Th4ER[ .ARE. Z xRGWS




4.1-2 ATTACH"ENT OF TRAi-15FORMER T2. TO Co"veRTEFI NOu5+r-1G.
47,3.1 Y- AX15 LOADING.
EsT'IM^°1'ED y^l[^GHT cF TRANS^ofLnnERT2 = lil3) +.8.
'	 T2i.. HELD pOW^ 8Y O ►JC #^, -32 u+sC C2E5, ScRE w
(PY )+H .N	 2ZO LBS.	 REF. e
AS3 , 4AMti SCREW TortquEO To book of Yge1F.
T2	 (PY)l = 0.80 (2?0) = 21.0 Los.
FOR NCCE+-crtA-riot-i GY = f04. j 	 ( 2CC eG.41 )
1-	 Y	 WDYN)`r= I. 15 C 1/3X(, 4. ;) = 24.7 LzS, C Y4E1.A)
R X	 (PY ) 1 _ I : 216.0
- i _ LARGEM.S. = ^/^/ 
•	 ^ d { CY.^)Y	 24.
,'7.3.2 X- A)(15 LOADING,
(W DYPJ) K
—+I lr=. ag
SENDi"G STR`%.S I" ZC-rLVW
(WPyP4.)x = 1. 15 ( II3)(32. , 	 = 12.4 Le s.(YiEw)
MMAx. ={cwoYN )x L'/2 }
MNAJLX. _ (12.4 XO. a5)/2 - 5.27 +N- Lx (Y,rw)




S6- M„^ _ 2 Ob	 4 00 P5L- ;Y'E:_r•)
F-rY = 30000 rs4 ( REF. E)
tvi. S. = 1-TY -1 V 30000 _ 1 = + 0. ah Zoo on
J011%4T Frt tC-'r$ O d cArAC.TY
A5Sur,op4c, I O.2 NTH[ FrZI C--T+OwI CAPACITY US
FF = F (PY)`
 














ACTUAL BOAR.VP	 A5SUMr-D BOAR
I. ASSVNII: L.OAOED DOARD WEiGHr 0.20 LB--.
2. A SSumE O = S Q iLE+o ►.^/►►aCe.
3. ^SSVNtE GY = 64. 17 p' L-.- OO^MO ,-4PUT.
WoYN. = 1.5^(0.201.as.X64.5^1^Q=5)^ = 96.T5 LBS.c^^.-r.)
LET .ASSUMCO 6onrtw ArMA, A (3.ao)1 z. J..^ ►J^
Q	 Woyw	 96.-15 - 10.75 p si (UL-r.)
1	 A	 15
MI-,A	 '7.	 0. 152 qa	 C Pr-F. ¢ )
L
M f^-Ax. = O. 1527 (10.lS;(2 . SO) _ 10-2G sN- -65 La.
S6 	
6 MPAAV __ G(10.216)
-	 dEND^rJb ST'RESS^ 16 =	 t1-	 (0.06%)1- 	 K0000 P:^i. (u^Y
AL.L.OWABt.E FL.ELCUrVAt. ZrftCWC.%TH ) FFL	 4o^ooc^ rsi
FL=L	 40000M. 5. _
	
° 1 - 1
	


















A35uME THAT TKC wCiGH7 Orm THE LOADED ee.1,%RD ( LE55 •r"r WEIGHT or
'TRANSFCRMCR T2. WHICI-{ MOuNTS DlREG'R.-1' '*O 'i1-( E CoNYLrl:,"=R. MovSiNCa
Ar rot "T E) 13 0.25 LZ5. IT it, Aaso Az ur^cP THAT •n+E Ac*C-C&C: r4"',''o l
G 	 (04 .5 	15 'rHE tNPVT •ro "r-H r. BOARD wHjCK ExHjBjTS ^ 'irLl r+ S nn ' - s^ 1^^TY
wcYrD — 1.5 ^(a. 2g ^es)(sv4.5 	 Q = 5) = 120.94 LB--. (ut--r.I
AS3cswNC0 190Ar2D ARtA I A :: (3.?5 ): _ 14.06 2..
PRCS5uRF LOAp (^ ( Vvov" /A) = S• '^, PSG (OVr.)
MAX. BE Nt^ ,r+Cs r4C7n+► c..lr^ M c O. 15V l	 (REF.
m = 0.15 V (8.6x 3.SO)z 	 i.
	
6 M	 6(eb. t)
RCn+DiNG z•rr^cs^^	 a	
-LL	 = 25!30 rs'L (ut-r_)(0. ti61.
ALLA>VVAB%-C- F^+ ttuftAt,. srUtcN^ ^ FrL = 40000 rsL	 ( rcr-r- h )
M S. 





,.?-(o 5TRCSS IN COfdVE RTER NouSIM+G our To -rmAAISvoR pAr- L 'T2.
ASSUME LOAto DOE TO T rtnNS F= trnert T2 ES'r,rA1ATCD W=IC-,KT Z 1/3 IS. )IS
V1^	 1.5 ( 1 /3 t8 )(64.5	 Lea. (ucT.
A 55uME THE CCl j WC M"MM wau3sNG To BE A RCCT^NGuL ^R FLAT PLATE .^ 1-rH
3 UPPOfLTCD CGGES U"DER A L.-OAO	 =E.&TrtAL_ rtECTA@-lG%jLACt
A ZF-A.	 REF. 1C - TAO LE $- CA-,E 38




	Qi	 Foa o- = b ti 5.0 ^ ►^ .
a l p b, _a-3
(a.1b) _ ( b,/b)	 o o^
BY INTE^PbL.ItT O J	 ti 2.5
b f6= 323oo Pit- Cu ^T(0.050^i





( RcF, c )





5.0 ANALY515 OF FRONT PLATE
REF. DWG. 7232- 02014:
5.1 BENDING 5TRcSS.
L = A.125	 Q= 8.938
b=7.312,
IN MALLY, THE r0ftWArtj> OR_ F2ot4T PLA-rz
WILL. BE Ar4AI.H V..CD A5 A Soli D RLc-rA'''NGu LArZ
PLA-r PLATE OF C-L7NSTA1`4T TH ICKt^CSS W ITH
ALL. CDGE:5 Su PrOr^'rr-P . TH{= LDAP IS
oks-Icimcci Tc o ec urJ I F-arzt ovCS-c -rtic
F,NT ► RC —5Ll ' A<: E: . THC LOAM5 DUE -rte Tit:*
vvr- IG NTS c-F -n-tr Nlo'rc--,7r'c- ArJD	 Ic,,
BOX, A--SC.MMBL-Y PwV- Mc)- ,r OF -r1 .E: BArvrt-C
ASSErnBi.-Y Ar3D	 C-rc:.:,1-jIr:
WCIGHT ARE ^C—. QA 	 APF1-eCD Der. oi-:.
NEAR To Tt4F- SUPPbfZTGD CDCGL OF THE
PLATE. THCctEFeRt_, co ►as,D1=R^tiU -rHE
LOAF	 rvK-c7LZ
$U2t'ACC ► s A	 APPr--pi.cH.
W = LOAD cnl rr-to"W r PL.ATC ^ Po = I' 8.03 as.	 P G 12T
THE PLATE 13 C_RtYcCAL Fort 7- A X13 LoA0,r-AG
G7 = 31.4 ^;f	 Pc,. 41 )J
:• Wc"es'. = 1.5008.04:PIA) = 851. G L55. (uLm)
LET A	 EFFEO121VE PLATE: AREA







n t = f 3.03 LC- j ING5.
	
THE MAWl"* LJM ge,upltJG STMC—co	i3Y(RE1'. K^A5
fbV.,^AICYN^2=	 2
Fop, (aIb) = 1.22^(al:_^. K)C,w^ s (- C). 3644
0.3844(13.0?: t7.212)^ 
___ i"T 1rJ Ps.(u>_—.(O. 125
	
FOR GOL 1-T6 AL.Orltl"W" ^L-CiY/ FTu - A	 C.
M. 3. =
	
-! _ '_ry _ } _ _ ^.^: r . L
EG kG






















ice	 ^.,..	 _<:%1	 7
0
5.2 LOCAL BENDING STRE55 E5.
DUE TO BAFFLE A55EMBLY.
H	 CONSERV'/►T^./ELY A35uME T•KC LOADS
•	 AT POO Wrs A A14D 8 ,( DuC Tc^ "r te
ATTACH# -^Er r OF -rHr DAFFLE A315Y'.)
LOAD THr SlMPL -Y SVPP0M'rCD P5E•XMS
CD Ar-+ D EF RE3PECTwLLK. THr-
REAc.'rioNS A-' C4 E. iN -rural L.onp
`rHE Sinn pLY 3uP?0rL E0 BEAM G H.
<S ^M ILJ^Rt.Y^ "rHa rZCAC'r loNx A*r ^`i F
J	 //V YUR" LOAD THC 3 f N/PLY SuPPOrt7-ED
B"M ZJ.)
SCHEMATIC R£PRCStNTATiON or-r o WAD
PO s NTS ONS FRONT r LATE DuC Tip THE
AI'TAGHMCrsT or THr- BAFFLC ASSCN!ft-e.
SEAM CD ( A"D BEAM Er-)
IPA






FROM Mr. 60 , PA = Pp	 LZS. (OL:r.)
MMAM	
PA L 	 23(0.6 (2. ce)
4




X = C (ZA)()l(ZA) = 0.323
alt As 0W%tT- CMCTwE
T- _ Z?o ^- EA)e-- X • (a. AY-) = 0.00 t 5 -7 ^a{
(Z/C) = 0 . 0017B ^a3
0.0058
FOR WW-T(v l^^.AL+.OY. FTC 42000 Psi (RFC, C)











BEAM GH ( AND BEAM JJ)
P.
	 ^—IIpE Po = PE = ( 23 O.0/2 = 118.3 W.Wim)
M M,x = 2.1'25 R &.
R L = R Ft c: 11$.3 ►aS.C^t,T.
Mr,,,,x = 2.125(118.3 = 251.4
1.500 0.125
015(60X
l	 ^	 Z	 ^ RE F,
^EGT^ON B- B'
I


















:72 ', , 0.1 1634 0,05156 0.00195 I
x = G = CM AX)J(ZA) 0.395
I = Zola t E A%X = rc XA?C
= O. 00155 + 0.05156 — 0, 044,6 14
	0.0073'7 1"
Z - (X I C) = 0.0187 ,^3
m POI^Y	 25 Li 4
001.87
Fort	 AL-.ALLC^y , dew = 4 zac) 7 PsL; ( Fkrr. c)
FTU - ! 








LOCAL LUG BEN D1 tNG .
Com-5cRVATIVELY ASSUME t wG Tt> B.0 C P4 1rl —
-	 LEVER 6CAM Wo" 1-O/10 APPL-11;:7 A-r P T- "O".
THE MAG,Jl-rvpC OF TH 15 LOAD R E-u LT cNG
FROM THC A-"AcHmrr4-r of TFIE e^FFLE








CON^GRVwT1JELY ti^G^ECTr..^b Tr{E f'iL.^..tT
RADIVs AT S[GTtpeJ A-A ,, -mt r- ^f^osS-^CECIGr^`
IS TAKEN AS SHOW ►. E7_LOW_
'	 r•o ot4r "O"
A
T	 5 ECT. A- A
e= 0.3
	
	 BENA^NG ar+pMCNT r M — Po P_ = 2.'LO.Q`O.?)
M = GG.0 iN-Lr:. CV^-rl
C	 6 M	 6 (^^. o)$E/^SAWG STRL^S 7^
J6 4000 PsL -r-




5.3 LOCAL BENDING STRE55E3.
DUE TO DETECTOR ELECTRONjrc%
THE Lower't LUG ON THE FRO*. -r PLATE
W 1 LL BE ANAA.YT-ED IN MUCK 714 E SAME
W nY AS ITS CGR RE 5 Pof-►D t p+G Li..9 G QM
"BA-r"TuB - T9/P£ *l r- IT-r eIdG1 o" 'Tr4E
`I
	 DETEGTOCt- EL.EGTR-Or p IGS MOu^T^a.1Cs
PLA-rE ( REF. PG, 8G
0.625
	 Frtom REF. K,	 arr. ►.4D,P-+G sTnEss
AT THE C6N-rcrx or r.4 r- F i xED ED(.-t.!; es
^,2(1 t3.2a3)
FR OM PG, 81 P = 22'i'. 2 Lss. C ocr )
AREA A = Gtb _ (O.Z 50)(0.625) = O.4? r NZ
(A) = ( P IA)	 ( 227. 2)/(0.47) = 4 83.4 La/f psz
Poft of = (b/a) _ (0. r-25)AO.Z50) = 0. 833
oCa 0.58
Ac->Avri ADSuM^^.rC^	 = I. f
3(A63.4XO.c^2s)s	
^ 19 134 assULT )fb (0.125)2 (I t 3.2[0.58 )
FFtom REF.c: COrt co(o Tfo AL . A"=Y, FTV = 42000 Psi.
M. S. - 1 _ 42000 - I = LARGE- 





5.4 LOGIN BENDING 5'





Wl = 1.5 LB.
l
1— L2 v 1.05
Lt 3.40
5HOWId BELOW dS ONE OF TWO FLANG1=r THAI r'
SUPPORTS T -Hr- GitA-rtN!_ bow. AsSE mB LY• 7"tt
P.AR'rtGULAr FLs GE ^1t-50 SI^PPOrrrS T►►g
McTOR ` kovSto- ►G. X1`1 15 /^SSvMED TYtJ^T ^f
F. NT1RE WE tGwr OF THE C^MA'r tNG 130aC ^5sy.
13cArtrt ► ED BYTrIc OrsE r-L p4GE oNLY.
w ► = WCIGHT of Gcen-ro- ►G A55Y.
Ws, = WEIGNT OF MoTC 	"SC^. = 1. 0 LB.s
THE cR ITICAL Arco-Lx-rwrioi-A:5 Fort THi S
X — Axi ,S 1.0^Dt NG ARE
Gx
.AOTam = 41.8 ¢ RE F. PG _ 41
GXGty. "G = 39. 0 9
THE DYNAM It t►C^D S ARC
('4 try'i = ).5(1.518.x(39.0 ¢) 87'.7 5 ua. (v^-r.)
(1Nz)ov.4 1.5(L0L5.X41.80= G2.701z.(j vr.)
THE DE NDINCz MoMerwr wT sECT. A-A ► s
M f(W-)Dv,& L# + (Ws)oYti LZ^
M = 87.15(3.AO) 4- (.2.70(!.05)











ITEM VEsCRlPrt0r4 AReAl A X AV, Ayl-
1 0-125K0-150 0.053750 0.3150 0.03SI56 0.013154 0.004395,'
2 2-343x0.125 0.292575 0-65'75 0-201351 0.1-38A30 0.000381
3 0.11-5 y-0.750 0.093150 0.3-75O 0.035150 0-01 16184 o.004395
0,450375 A. 1 O. 1647 98 0.0091-71
C. = (MAX)/(2: A)	 4.5tv55
Xlo MAX:' ZAK = O. 0=5
Z- Cl. C) = O. 03ro
	
sb M	 304.2 10 1
	
Z-	 0-0-6G125ML
FOR 60461—'rfcm, AW"1014 UPA AWAOVI Fro	 AZOCO PvL (Rr.Fr-)
•	 M.S. Fru -1 42000 1	 LARGE10125.
d	 I:'F^A:	 D:. .. ..__
	
^I^ 
t- 1 -A : C.
.+^.	 P+	 ^c.:.a, trIr11 Y `7 L. r.r v.. ..ilJ lif
•	 X0.0 ANALYSIS OF MOTOR MOUNT.






s/	 1\	 1 d	 I	 X










FROM P^GE 41 THE CRITICAL ACCCi-t-SA-r10NS
L' oo
FOR TWC MOTOR ARC
Gx ^= '41•a
	
Y	 G=	 31. G
1. 2505
THE "o-mm weic-, T IS VV 0.91 LZ3. Orr. m.30)
	
J.4505 (csT 1	 \ W GYN ) x 	 I. 5(0.91 XA I.B; 57.1 W.(YvQYa) = 1. 5(0.9 1x 16.2)= 63. 1 LFS,
ACTV.AL sEc-Mori c-c (W DYn! ) _ _ 1.5(0. 9 1 )(3 I. 6) = 43. 1 LES.
AsSuN►E TH6 WEIGHT o Tt4r- tAO'COR Pi.Us
THE HOUSING Tp BE w = LOCO LSs (Mour.3TMD
TO THE FrtDIdT PLATE GRNT1rJG SVrPoR'T)
(Wl-wt^ rx c 1.'S^L.^O .AI.B)	 r	 t :.
1.000
	 C W DYN) y
 
= 1. 5 (1.00)(46. 2) 6 9.43 L:










PAC; E 11 0.. -104	
--	 --
h
I ATTAGyMENT OF MO TOR PLV3 M0ut.1T Toy FRONT PL.ATr- GnA-ro ^.bG 34jProrm.
MAXIMUM "AAoimG RESULTS FfUMM Y-A K%IS IWOOT.
	
Isi►o	
z Fy = O	 4 Ry
Rx	 4 Ry (WDvN)Y = 69.3 Las .
Ry = 17.3 iz*.(uL'f.)
Rx
	
Rr	 M M = O = 1. (.00 (WAY.4)Y — 2R% 1.292)
I	 2.584 Rx = I.LOO(te9.3)Ry
	 Rx = 4 2.9 Lbs. (uL.T )
t.292
	 rAsTEN6t2s ArzE #(o - 32 uNc cRGs.
R%	 (Worw) Y	
M ^ rJ. Y ^ C 4^ ^O.^D co ft SC2^ w PRE 4.onotf^




( PY) _ o. 8 C270) = 21 G
	
Y	 Asso.^lNG A e,-,rr-r.c%t::s-r of r-ni ez$ c'3n4
P = O.Z^ THr- FRtGTio pJ CAPA CITY PER
RY 
^	 A^'S'AeH•PotpaT Is
FF _ 0.2 (21 (o) : 43. 2 LBS,
BAsEb Qla Y %E Lai
M. S. _ 
(PY)	
_ 1 = LARGE(1.15/ I.So) R,^
y
	






A= CRO33-SECTlow1 ArtT:A = 2 (1.000)C0.10)
P c ^x 1^1. LOAD = (W o,ra)
 ft = 57.1 LBS.
TAKING'THt LoAb Tp BE COr.i+rtRCSSWE
fc - P = '-- "	 285 PS{. (ULT.)
A 0.200
FOR (0061-T6 AL..AU.=Y^ Few a 35,000 r s C C RBF G
M.S. LARGE BY INSPECTION.
6.11 Y- AXIS EXC ITA'MC*a
My = $ENv o r4G "omt 1T = (w",.).. C.
M Y _ 63. 1(1.(00) =	 101 1	 "S.coun
=e = 2{	 (0.1oxioo)3 =	 0. OI67 1?42
Ca a 0.50
(F-)z _ (Izr /C iE )
	
=	 0.0333 ^^3
^b	 MY -10 1
	
3030 ^si (ot.r,)
C^ ) a	 0. 0333
Fora 40Vl •T6. AL. ^"vOy 	 FTu _ 42^000 ftt. ( REF. G
M.S. LARGE BY IKISPECTION.
Ax1: EX CITATIO N,
ma = $EN1O1 MG Mom* r"T Z (W CrM )t « e
Mr. = 43. 1(1.60) =	 G9 uv- l,ss. (uw_T.)
ZYY x	 2{(0.10)(1.00)(0.60)}	 =	 0. 0.120 a ^•
C  = 0.651.3 .
(Ivy/C ) = 0. 111 14
9
^b _	 ^ 620C^„)	 0.1 t t ps^c^LT.^
M. S. LARGE BY i NS PE CTIO^1.
B:^ f	 A	 II^























A SSoMr- TOTAL WEIG"T OF fqu &PMEP-3-r
TO 8V SUPPOrX-fCD IS 0.2o Las. A" D-m-c^L
^^JJ	
wEtGH'r	 BrtACWZ-r 15 0.25 U1,5.
AGGE^..6rtATt0^ . 5 w^u.QE TAKer+ AS TF1?a^E
OF FoMWAM0 PLA rr..
. Ca x = 2 9.5 ¢ ^




7. (	 X- AX 15 LOADIr.IG.
Fop. uPWArzo X-AxI'S L-OADlt+G A'S sHQ.*aa A-r
TNE LEFT  A SSvN ►E "AtF -r-HE CQo , PME NT' wE iGHT"
(W = 0.10 485 AP t-'wiGD v,.jiPo r1i..Y oN 0 pC
5 10 OF "B[AM A-B A,.+1) -r-sir orrvg r-rte M^LF OF
THE IEQotPMC,-JT wEIGNT r Pz, 8 . 05 LZs-)g	 ArPLIED AT rwc. OtSc-r't.ETr PouJTS.
7.1.1 5ECT10N A-A BE t-JOING STRE55
FF = 0 = W + 2P- ZR
2R = W+2P = 0.20
R 0. 10 Lazl
M= MAX. MOMC ►JT C :LIZ
Mc R(UZ)—( w/2L/a)— P(L/2)®0.205
M= 0.10(0.345)-0.05(0.1'7;3)-0.05(0.1,40)
M = 0.01 tom,-^^f
6 = btz	 (.2 )r .1 )zi^
• 25 -ii	 , = '700 Ns i. (v L-r. )
SECT.A-A	 AwM.At
:. M.S. LARGE BY ► N5PCGTlOrA
107 ._ • • _ . _	 __ ^,t	 __-___ _ _	 _
ILZ. 5ECTION 5-5 GOMPitE3SIVE SWtcs5.
Pc = co r> pRc55wE Fortct 
_ R = O. 1O ^s/¢
( Pc )PYN = 1.151 (0-10X29-5) = -4--45 Lb3. (ut.T, )
A = (.25)(. 06) - .015 •a
M=
II 





SECT. B-	 M: ^, LARGE BY I NS PECTION
7-1.3  ATTACHMENT TO FRONT PLATE.
TH E azecKET v3 krTAc mcb TO TMT. 1rmope T PLATE. aY A- Sc-RCvj-S A5SuMEb TO
BE 02-- ,jG UNC CRE S Fort wN1cw ( PY)m-m. = 110 1.85. A3s4jnie...w
5crt.Ews •TORQvEb TO 80 '70 YIELD , -ro"rA6 ^t►WwABI-E T6t1SI6E 1.UAb
wou Lb BE A (O. a)( 1 (0)	 3 52 i B5. BIND Jo +MT Fr2 i c-r i oN cAPnc I -r-f %S
( N ; 0.2 X352) = 70.4 Laz.. TKus, FOR NI-L. D%rLECT IOMS of I.OADiI-1G
M. S. LARGE BY IN PECT ION
"1.2 Y- AX 15 LOADING.
'T.2.1 SECTION C-C BENDING STRESS











( VVY )DY*i = 1.5 C 0.20 X3T. a)
\NV )t YW = 1 I.10 LbS. ( t)LT. )
ZIMo = 0 - 0.425 wY - 0. G90 
0.(o9OP 0-42501.10)
P= G.84- cis. ( owr )
BE ►.tDt ►.1C^ momcwT ON n-c—n 7tJ G-C
M/c.c = 0.340 (O. O\Ny)
Mc-c = 1.8*j IN- Lbo. wvr.)
Ifsst^MC CoMBtNlD CvM^RES+ tVE ^'^rs>~SS
MlWE TG BCNDI*IG AND A3c ,^I- t.00kD,paG
P + Mc.c G _ P + GM,--c
A I bt ^z
C	 6.84	 GQ.S9) ti 1300Ors Oucr)
	
Fca Zo 24-T351	 FcY V, 37000 Mt ( REF. C10	 MIN
:. M.5. LARGE BY WiS PMT(ON.
108
7.3,1 SECTION A— A BENDING STRESS.
( W7- ),,,, = 2P = 1.50(0-20X31.41) 9.42 L55.(Uvr-)
SC"DO46 MOPACHT C t4'5CC--r,OfJ A-A = MA•A ;L- 0.205 P
MA-A =	 0 - 97	 (UL-r-)
SE:CTio" A-A amaw" ON PG. 10fa
- G MA-A	 r.jb =
^J*	 550 psi (uL.T.)
W	 0.1-7 (0-25)x-
6 M.5.00 LARGE BY INSPECTION.
7-1-2 SECTION 15-15 sr-i,4pir-4G =Rr-55-
0.4293P = O. 425(9.42/2) 2.00,r4-Lvs(.ovr.)
5 SHOW" O.J PV. 107
G me-S	 r4.1 2 . 00) 3200 r5c (Uvr.)
tb•
M.5. LARGE BY IN5PECTION..
All
r
5	 t !	 109	
----. 
_ -
8.0 ANALYSIS OF GRATING BOX A55EMBL-Y.
x









Y	 i	 +	 y
I	 I
GaA? I NG LA r4 i	 I




- ------ - ----^ T ,1
	
-	 39E CCTAiL 8




-1 GaATING RCST duTTON
	
l	 _2 GiiATING IZLST euT-ror4
DETA I L B
THE GrtAri"G SLAP4K AcCr-%-rrxA'ria43 ,%fXr-
39. 0 19
G -Y	 54.3	 REF. PG . 41
G -a 87.5
$WAM	 WmiGFtAT'mG bLAt-X 	 THC VYP4AMIC- LOADS ARE
( W cwm	 1.5 (0.55 )(39.0) = 32.2 ws (uL.T)
W = 0.55 Lb
( W Dv-4 )y 1.5(0.55)(54.3) = 44. 8 Lf.- C ut.T)




GRA-riWG FLEZY 15ti-r-ras.3 15 ARE KC L- Fr - 51 PLAS'ric r-o-a- o AjHtctl	 IS0,000 P'sc (rm I)
(1) BOTTot4
A	 d` 	 o.-Iss 4- (0. 1,T)
a— T-7 A= 0.0227






Ass4A,Dcv 2 Ft (20(-S I N 2 CK)
cos cc z (.oSo/. ouo) = 0.81333
OC = 1. 1-114 46 PAP-
I








8.2 DYNAMIC DISPLACr-mcwr OF GPATI^IG BLANK
OR x = ( wvY,.+ )/ K
X x 
( Ko^ )x - 4 (3 98 x 100	 2.023 x10 , la>`
XY	 (Wyv.r)Y -	 /14.82. a 14 x	 4 rte.K e y 	 A (3,88K 107)	 I1,
A SSUMC PrzsLOADING 25°h ABOVE Ef[Pp-C-rEQ DYrL►MIC ^IsPLAG^'M^NT.
(XY.)P
	
1.25C2.o23 10-4) _ 2.53 x 10" ,, ..^.
( XY)P = 1.2-5(2.8 i4 x 10" ') = 3.52 vc 10-4 ^.^.
THE CORttCSPONDt ►.IG PCtEI.oAD P 'CR SrR^NGiS(Px)P (3.3810 4 )(2.53x X0' 4 ) = 10.0? LBs.
^ pY )P - (3.98 x 10 4 )(3.52 YL 1 O'") = 14 .01 tp ,
8.2.1 FOR X- AXIS L.OADIp./G
THE I-OAD PER S!•RrNG 15
(Px)c = [(WDYN)x / 41 = 8.45 LES.
THE TOTAL LOAD ON 'rWO OF 'rHC SPrt p4GS I S
E PxIx = ( Px )P + ( Pr,) c, = 10.07 t B.05 = I$. 12 Les,
8.2.2 FOR Y - Axes LOAb #r4G
THr LOAD PrM sprt ING IS
(PY)D = [CWcYN)Y	 I. 20 L s.
THE TOTAL L:)AD ON TWO OF THE SPrt lrAGS Is
z PYL = C P'Y) ► t ( PY) o = 14.01 +- 11 .20 = 215.2 1 gas.
'THE Y-AXIS LOADi p4G m marcE CrC%riCAt-.
8.3	 S-Mr- S rN PAD.
A= Arax OF (D i soT-rpN	 O. 0IoA- •aJZ
Ip	 E PYZ = 25.21 .As .
P	 25.21
f = -- _	 2x20 P^^ to r)
-	 ^	 A	 0.0104
Fort KLt.-F-Bt u GCy _ 5w +0 Psi. ( ar-F. t)
54 A
M^5• _	 !	 ,,	 t IA K 1,F3^	 s.•1 ^O
nr•r




8.4-	 CONTACT -STRr-SS IN Gr?A-v C-. HLA"K.
BASED O►^l T?IE SAME C0.J5ERVA-rlgZ ASSurvAPTrO.JS MraDE r" THE A-)AL;131S OF
THM Mrr'tR.oR, THG c-Or-^PitwSSv JE STRCSS aNTM1r— GMTrw1G. 13 Gibs4 BY
f^ = --
	 C REF. ^^. Is6 )1.2 A.
^^25. 
`IJ^ _	 s	 2 0 15 Psi CVLT.)1.2(O. p10^)
THE GO.43ERVA-rrVEL-l/ ASSU••►Eb COMPRES31 11E Al	 vjAb6F- is Fc- = 2.500 rs<
Fc	 2500 _' _ + 0. 2M. 5.	 _ l =T
6.5	 FOR Z-AXi'5 wAniNG.
8.5.! BEND	 GJTrty-t;ts	 ftn,TrNG-
AsSVME -r"c c rwra c> TO BE A 390ARE REcTA"G0L krt rL.Az G -supp rL-rED A-r -rmS
GO2r.j2:rLS ar"Y.
LLT31DE	 Cl,- A.13^....
:.	 0, ' = 1'T. Oro
'yrV pYN)	 =	 72.2 Lbs. (qj
	
PG.110 )^	 E
C V4D Y14 )7.	 72.200	 X4.2 gas. ^^..z C u^-.)
.W	 1? Oho
MAW --END. MOW^91.1T r M ^ 0. IST7 Lo










G RAr i"G Ac7QALd_`( SV p roftTCD A-r 3 POt t-IT3 BY Q iDUTTONS, IT WILT— DE ASSUM UD
THAT 'rHr-rtE 15 No rR r-u4:>ADtNG 1N THIS D*REe.-r'oN S INGE 'PHr. 50 rTc)a5 ArEC v3FD
PrttMACt l6N FlDrR P03I'rIONIM6 Tr1C GMA-rfr4G.	 f e--AOSC Or -rH15/ IUv lMPAG:T L_OAD1.aG
f Gc2"DtTo00,%I 15 A35vMED 'ro GJCIS-r A"D -rHE D`IP4AN1We- L-OAD IS ^owtS6RWT^VE ^.Y




COMPrt1c"55 I-jE STRESS leJ PAD.
P =	 LOAD PE R PAD =	 ( 144. 4 /3)	 1t	 48. t Las.
A =	 ArtrA Or Di	 awryo..L =	 0.022.1 1.)t
f	 _	 P	 _	 SIB. I
	
=	 2I20 PsL Cui.T.) .A	 4.022'1
Fort KEL F- $1	 F^ =	 5A40 •sL ( REF. Z.)
Fc
^ S.	 4 =-? I =	 LARGE2i ^C
8•x.3	 COMPRCSSIVC 5'rRtS$ ^6.ocw^,.^ 1At Gc^T I wtG. '
^o 
r	
C REF PCB. 15^1.21rR^
45.1 11 65	 psi. (UST)
Fe =








A•(o ANALY513 OF QR TING BOX
- ^,	 1 .x	 ^, -	 t X








LET THE IAA X. SCWDt	 m0p.AEr.1T 0N 5ECTr0N
	
p	 A ^—A BE Go^sEN by
M = 93.2 ow- tz5. (ut.r )
i
btZ	 0.,IOG (0.654)	 12320 t- (^,.T.)
A_	 M ATcrt,A . t5 6061-T6 Awl+-► _ A%.J-a%f
FTU = 42 000 rs L REF.C-





R = 48.1 Los.
M^-A _ 0.390 P7-
MA-A = 0.390 (a$. I)




















ITEM orscp IPTint4 ArtrA A X AX AXCL
1
2












0.015328 0.0012.14 0.00015,q O
x = (MAX)/(2;A) = t0, 001214)/(0.01532&)
	
O.OZ9 ..A.
G = 0.228- 0- 019 = 0. 145 ate.
Z = 7110 +M Ax' - x- ZAx
I = o. 0000 1 (c + o. 60015 9 -- 0. o ooO 96
0. 0000-Tq
7 - itc)	 0.00053
` MA-A = I B.^^	 = 37-	 0.00M t►st. (ylT.
FORYIEL^7EO+CITi 7iJ^	 .
f6y = ( I. 15/ 1.50X35400) 	 27140 esL (Ytct.P)
F TY 42000




L ,..	 i..	 ...r	 ^,...
9.0 ANALY515 OF SLIT MIRROR BRACKET
( -TRipw NG MIRR.o pt MOC.151NGi
5.1 X- AX15 LOADING.
9.1.1 BENDING STRESS IN HOUSING.
FaoM PG. 28, W 5LiT m rzAaR
	 O. I LZ5.1.512 ( UZE P = W/3 ; 0. 05 um /^ )
- _	 FROM PG. 4 1 ,  °1-,- r PC A K AC C r- L.0 RAT , o N
Fort X- AX % 5 Lo^p WC, 41
®'1^0 i	 Gx = 34.9 ¢




PovN. = 2. X02 1.85.(utx- )
OCNpING MtyMC^T(5C^ A-A)SEc-rlo ! A-A
MA-A _ 0.'34 P + 1.14 P + 2 .56 PSEcr}o1.i ^rr..a ^CRrres MA•A 4.04P= 4.04 (2.G2 )





(1/ C) O. 02a ,.^3	 bt"01 NG MC-MLNT ( MAX-)
MMAx ,=7 0.50P + I.SOP + 2.l2P
M
, 
M^v- = 4.52P = 4.52 (2• 2
A MAK	 IN- Lbs. ` vvr—)
bc pap }NG 3Tfrr115
tf	 10-575
7b ^z ^ - 0. 25
	
400 s^ (uLn
FIAT L. 15 60( 1-T(p
	
A"ADY, Fro
 + 42=o PzL CRr-F. C)
J. M.5. LARGE Dy INSPECTION
_ 1 17	 _.—_ ..	 - • _..._. _ ___ _
 1/
5.1.2ATTACHMCNT TO FROWT Pt-ATE.
Assume MOMCNT / MMnlc , TO 6E -rAKE/.1 oo-r by wvj,, vE F-oRCES CN THE 5CREw5 AaVD
SH,EArt TC BE TAKEIJ OVT BY vOWC6 IP604S.
3.1.2.1 SCREW TEnI S I owl.
EM = 0 = MM^x — .SOF
0.50E = 11.84
F = 23.'7 1.85. CULT,)
ASSUMING A wo. 6- 32 uwc cr rtEs scrlEw 'ortgvEA T lo 80 d YIt'1,p
Pv = 216 1.a	 e
M.S. LARGE 15Y INSPECTION.
9.142.2• DOWCL PIN SHEAR.
PS = 5HEAR r ortCC FEft. P1K1 = (3P/2)
PS = 2(2'•62) = 3_9?s 1.8s.(osm )
A = PIN AREA ( MS 116555-1625 DIA. t . 125 t
A = (7(/4X.1251)s = 0.0123 Iw1.2
f5 _ p5 	 3.93	 320 Psi. (o L-0
A	 0.012.3
M.S. LARGE By IN5PECTION.
9.1.2.3 BEARING 1" NOVSIAZG WALL.




fbr Pp 3.93	 200 n^Cur.TA br	 0.02









8 G Ms_^ = O.IIOP = 0.110L2.6.1





btZ- -> (0.2Z9X0 .208)z
•2 ► g	 lb _ 150 Psi. (OLT.)
MAT 'L- 1-3 1607 - 1 -T6 AL. AIA.OYP
	A 	 Psi
(MIN)	 :. M.5- LARGE BY I N.SPECTIONI.
F'-.2T9^	 SECTION G•G
SECT. $ $	 5ECTi co" r rt. OPctZ.-r 65 F2YL ZCGT. 0-C tAry
G = O. I -i3 $N .
= CZ Icy = O- 001'. IN3
MCC
mC-C	 C). 57 I N - Las. Wtx )
11T(Mwx)
O.5?SECT. C-C	 _	 - 0.0013	 -440 rsZ (,jL-r--`/.	 ^ 






9.3 COMPR ESSI ON IN PAP
s
A35UME. MIN, DiAM. FOR — 4 PAP
cl = . 100 1w.
A9SG)ME WHEN C^MPRE'SSCD^ DI^MG"rE:R. OF
CAL4-rAC•r AMC & _ .075  I w .
.^ L








COMPf= I v E 5'r'rtess
^
^	 _ P,..,,.,e _ Z. G2
G	
A	 Q.0044 x Goo rs^ Cutr.)
Fr- wR KEL-F-51 r"vric- 5440 Psi
	
_ Fc	 _ 5440
R.	 -1 = t^yM 5 
	 r I C O	 E
9.4- COMPRE551OW IN TRIPLING MIRROR.
AS IN T" r. CASE OF -r"c E BEfL"f N1if M=rL AND 7"HE< GRATING BL.AP-3K. ASSe,MC
THE 6TrcC'S5 Giv es-3 BY
P'
fG = L. z ?t Rz
	
(!REF. PG. 15C:,
AGAIN As:sojm4 IN6 P'= 2P FtXX IMPACT I.C^AD,aCo
S _2C2.ro2)e	 1.2'IC 6.OT5 2	 x IOOO rzL tuer.)c	 i^


















S i y ^^	 n C ]'
DA
^I
10.1 CAM 5HAFT 5TRESSES.
i
M
2500	 SECT90M A- A
10.1.1 CAM 3H^FT SHEAR 5-rrtr-'5 --.
p	 MAX. APPLIED Torzgoe, T = 20	 t,4-Ls (1mr. m)
T	 FROM SECT. A-A r	 0.15625 iN.
t =
	 1t.3.
X = .2-2000 (.25oso/2) _ ©. 0134-r5
Cos a = (X/r-^vc.) = (O. o34'T 5/0. 1Si.'LS) = 0.6of-40
Of = 52.6? °
= 30-a = wi-3e
0 = 213 t ISCP = 254.33° = X1.44 RADIA 5
b = gVI, , = X4. 44 ( 0.1562s 	 0. c.94 1 84 .
us1wcG 1. 1f0 LOADrAcroR, T=	 1.975 w -Lu(.,o-r)
3T	 3(1.815)s = btu 
= p.C^9'1(o.cxZ^ " 2loo p%d (uLr.) (Ri-r. n )




40b0OM. S - S's-1 = 2100,-1 = LARG E
10.1.2 DOWEL PIN SHEAMSTRGSS.
T = 1. SO 1.2y^
	
^.^^rJ IpI- X85 (v^T.)
P= ( T /• 25Cx>) — AT ,,4 (I, b'7 5) = T. 50
a4wr 1s M.514555-r.o2, o.ocw ^.^.01. ►rn.
A - Cyr l-4)(o. o6Z6) -	 0.0031 wiL
P - I. so
^s =	 = 2420 "s (u^-r.)
A	 0.0031





























+ i (w- h0e	 1. 226
Yj r V, — 5.000 = — 3.174 Less,
AV, =(Ll2.)(h,*6o) = 4.533 Le-.7 .
V-6 V2 + AV, = 0.1513
Y4
 Y3+	 25.2") ELL
AV,. -L h. e -- o. oi i ik:;.
VS 9 V4 + AVU 5. 8'30 L55.
'.A A V
IO-Z CAM SHAFT KEY
PRE—	 U
FROM VCAVICS
'Kmmo 0 = 1(4(2X){3(?x)— jC41A)l +R, -R 2l.





 +- 'Ro Y,






4 X2. 	 4 (0.16 7x—a. = 2 cc - 
26 LES 64 .
cxs)









M^ = Vi e =	 (1.2^6X.o358)
M^	 0..021'9 w- mss,
-------------- V3	 Vt	 CV2 Ys)
f
_ L	 VZ	 _ L 3.774Li
	 CY^	 4.533
J = 0.832(al = 0.208 06.1.
V2	 M2 = wi g — Vey
-	 2
MZ - 0.370G^ to-4-Las.
us t^sCs ^ f . 1 5 PAc-rot rom Y. &Lo
MMAta	 1.15 Co.a7m.) = 0.42" tN- t$s.(.Ytrg
_ G M.A,.x
	 6 (0.4 262 )_








'ry	 1 - 3000 
_ i = t.At2GEM.S.	 - 1000	 ---




















. 1260 DI^. (Mint.)
A-z-zVM%C MIN+MO M CA" FLIP 1V5 , 1 i1nIN
	
o• 49Q tIJ.
A 35v,ME TorcQuC: To	 1—,,,.. CAN Ovr— tC OrnE MAW- I M OM A PPL-I CCS TDRQvE, T.N = FRICTION FORCE
:. TI T = I. 8'I5 11J- ►.mss cuer) 
_ (Nx. •Iqo)
A'S5 umc A CCr FF +C I C►.1T Of F" IC-r,0-41 ^ = 0.20
F = P 	 = 0.Z65 1.85. ( uLT.)
P IM *14CAR / RCA .  A =-4  G 1243) = 0.01.z I +aZ	 _
A	 0.012( NeC3uGl^bL£




1 .. i ' r1
 rl L. L
_ _....
:
10,x- GRATING ARM 5TRESSE5.
F
®	 ScRew 5H^2
1• JLT.	 i• 5 CO. 5 1	 Ls-s. CuLz - ^
1.200
	
n m = O = 2F^ (0. 8-75) — F (z . -42 5)
A	 A	 ^ ^	 1,'T 5O F^ = 2.325 (4? C^^)
2.32' 	
Los. ('Jur')
6HC.At iN 5cRcW' ATTACN1ti1G. c.,rwr NPj
oir
k	 ^_ C	 ^RM To G^-rtwG ces_wm NCGuc.ib".
O.eZS	 BrwDu•+G 5-rat55
o. sT5
M = 1.2ob^ c 1.200^O. r t)
M = 0.918 !r!- X55. (uLT-)
C = (0.6-t.5 r z) = o. 3125 .^
IZ5 (. o58)3t _Ogg(•cp25)
REF.
OSA









mA-r co,.. i - -rt.	 nu^Y.
SECTIOrs A-.+i
M.S. LARGE BY INSPECTI O N.
Ar`NiOVED:.._..
L N0. J 2 (a	 _ ..
10.5 GRATING ARM COLLAR STRESSES.
.14
SECTjoN A- A
O = 2F,(O.a75) — RO- 063)
F^, = 1.7 t.t5. (CELT.)
MA& = 0.463O R - 0.63 (1.'1)









N 294 PSC. (uvr.)
^O^F:it'^ ^ r:^S^.J'o^^ T^ ALVIY^ INV W1 ^^'^.
M.S. LARGE BY tNSPLC rIO'-L
f^
1 1. U AWALY515 OF Uv5 1-^0.5.1NG-




F•oR LOADING IN THE X At-4D Y AXES DtftEGTlOtvs, THE Fout..c wl r.IG MODEL wILL
BE A55UMEG`'Z
1. r ^F 1^	 MM I	 2
P„ IF RL,	 RR P	 I
L. = I b . `O	 1.03
f	 PI' = WC IGNT OF FWD. PLATE SAFFLt A3SfY.^ OETEcT.M LEc-rrtOAJ14% Mo-rOm,. Fioos$.'3c"
G'
Si- rr msrtf2orts, GRAA' IF4C3 A"D Z6?POR-,r ° = 1 g. O$ LES.
PZ = W 61G HT 4F ArT PL.A-rF-, AFT Er- D c^P, trM—rVr M onmort = ^ . 7r7 L^ `
I/1( = WEIGHTOF UVS Hous('NG^ NA13C.HAriDwARC THCPWIAL. WSUL.
FROM "r,^HE v466- irs or -rv1E INDiviouAl4 ITEMS AND MRC DETAIL.ZD DrzAw IP.1C1 r`
THE FoLLtOW#PJG mon.1 r*JTS AIRS CA 6C-uLA-M>
IN -LZ5.
M2 = 7. I ^^-Les.
514E^R DIAGRANA
MON►CNT AT u N. RF_ActT10-1, M 1- = Mr + t.o3 Pr
t t8.08
	
ML	 132.8 + t.03( 18.0$) "' 101.4 ^N-.6^..
RR = co. 11 Ins
Mc pAr-T AT fZ.H.f'fAC'rjwr3, MR = M;t I -o3P-L
+2.41 MR - ?• I t- Lo3(6.sS) - 13.8 ^.^:•ubs
RI_" = (MR/ IC.. f a).	 0.83 Le.5
-v 55 R R ,r	 0. 83 Le: '^ +
°	 DvC`To Pt l °RL^r ► = is. o8






. puE To W^` FL = RR -
t 82.E T"r. ToTA`. RCACTsC)PAS ArZF-
1"r	 R a_ 15. (.7 Lea. +









^-	 MAXIMUM BEwtOING MOMENT = M MAV	 t fol. -4Z
	
FROM PG _ 40 TH& CRITIG/1L. MI c-cL*;mAno S Fort X	 LOADI N GS ARE
`	
G  _ 31 
•'
GOY= 20.9¢
UTIL.Mis-4G A I. 'jO LOAD FwCT0VL ! THE DYNAMIC BE"DING MOF^CNTS ARE.
x► C MMNc, CYN . C ^. 5 C I O I.dZx 3l : 1) _ 4731 so -as (u1.-r. )
y MMAx)c^cN:	 1. 17 (101.42X20 . 9) = 3i80 i N — L.&5 (uvr.)
FOR WEIGHT RELIEF, THE NOuSaMCs HA3 POCKC.-TS ir.1 WHICH -THE Nor-%sr4 `'TN^CIWpc.^S
'	 1S REDUCED FROM . )9 -1O .04, = TO 6,E u`TRA-^-Or'SERV/^'r1VE^ T1-lE FOt.1.OWtNG 'G2oss—•
5Ec-?i014 ASSuMES A Ty PIC .AL. 'I-IeGK.NDSS of .04- cwt:m EN-rr2E Arcr-A.
Y
IX 12 6.580^6.2r^5)3— 6.Soo(8' 1 25^^	 ` i
I
^	 —1. 	 I x - 12.35 In14
x	 X	 sio5	 G =;''4 . 10 If1• 3
8.128
K _ (/C) = 3.01°
LY = S. I8 4 I N 4	 +,
Y	 G- = 3.2 1-1
e.5oo
	 „	
7-Y = (Ir / C )
mouss"GS Crto3l'S - zECTIbri
THE srcecsSvs i► 2E
x M M. )	 ^4 T3 Y	 .
	








FOR 35(o-T(o AL.A6#-OY C^S-rl.;c^ 	 = 30cXj0 r L	 (REF, G„
J. t-URGE. 6Y 'IN5 PECTtoW
Xr
^. X29
ATTACHMENT OF Fwo. PLATE TO H.OU:ilNG. -
I Ns
Q 30
11.2.1 x- AXE IS LOADING. 4
THr- PEAK DYt`4AMIC. 'tOADS ARE	 \
tC PIY 	 I Ir7 18:0b L153. x31.1 ^	 64 Go. 6 La3.(YicLD)
	
t	 _
x Pl u _ ^1 .50 ( 18. oa ass. x31.1 )	 8d 3. °4 w5A uvr.
M`hY = I • 15(82.8	 X31. 1 ) = 2961 +N - Lss,(YIEw)
M t 	1 .^O(132	 -Xx	 V	 •$ t... -t.65 31. 1 ^ j	 3$03 tN-t.85.(uLT.) 	 ,
tl2•Y JOINT FRICTIOW CAPACITY -
.	 \^
SCREWS ARE * 8- 32 uNC CRtS.	 \
M IN. `r1ELP LORD 15 420 LB S. ( REF. a^
As5ow►C SCREws TCmtROVD To 80To OF YIELP	 \,
(Py) = 0.80 ( 420) = 336
^1 sStsrnE A CoEPF,CtEN-r OF FRtGTtari of O.'L
FrzI G"'r to 4 r-Citcc rc—m sCfLf w t5	 ^^ 7	 l
S,Nc-E Tti r- C /► RE 1 .4 oc=ws *vi F- CR iGTloaJ CAPACITY of ITF^ JOOPJT is







xPt Y 16 4(0-
11.2.1.2. FASTEN E R -MOStON
CO1JSCRVA 'TtV;CLY: ^3suN►E CML-Y 6 Scrz.CW3 Z1^FECT O VE I" TA1^,tNG
M = O = ,AM1 ° 3F(7.3127




3F	 FY - (2961 /21.()*,(.,)
F	 (38(p3/21.9-3f.)- 1? 6.1 ^65.(u^-r•:)31 IL
	 u










IT Is CO ►NStiRvATI gELY A53vMCL -CHA%r
" CS C.L—__--,	
A5 /^ G TN^ v'E
R ^1J^^. GT I S:^N^^/^)
 .
BZr-WiNCs moms 4TH 	 Fe. ='(1-TG. 1)(0,15) - 26 . 42 .N - f.ES cour.)
r BCOM NG 5 REs S
Elul a
b	 z 80 rsl, Cut.-r.)
 
0.62 (0: 33^)^' ^^
M. S. LARGE BY IN5PECTION
11.2.2 Y— AXI S LOADING.
TH F. PEAK DYNAMIC LOADS ARE
Y PI
Y 
= 1. 15 18.08 Las. X20.9¢,) = 434.4 u3s. (Ylc^a)
	yPl j = 1.50 (18.09 I$s. (20.9 )
	
566.8 Las. (ALT.)
ym,y 1. 15 (82.8 1-4— LIKA20.9 ¢) - 1990 IN- Liss. (r^::n)
y I„ = 1 .50(8IZ.8 w- css-X20.9 C5 - 2596
)I.2.7.1 JOINT" rRICTIPr4 CAPACITY
2: F^ = 940.8 Las:	 C rtrtr. PCti. 130) .
Y PI Y = 431.6 rss.
	
M. 5. _	 FT- _ 1 _ X40.8 - 1 = LA RGEYP, Y	 X34.6
nor
II.Z.2.2 FASTENER TEI, 13 tor►
	





F - 35.792 i
A^ F.7Fy = (1990 ^^35 92) = 5^ -7 Les. Ct - uD)
8.938	 ,






n.2 Z.3 LocAL. TAe ec p4ot r4cm
	
^INGEt=O RCf~5 L^^^^^"F-ORY-/^;XIZ b0AD1NG^	 '
M.S. 'LARGE BY IN5PECTIOP4
11.2.3 7-- X 15 LOADIN G.
11 -5.1 FASTC r4 R TENS O^l. 	 _	 -
FOR Z •= AX t5 LOADINCol Ca j = 31. 4 	PSG. 40
•	 Po Y = 1.1 5 18. 08 Ll;5.)( 31	 LB-5- ("Y e E t^ )
	
P^ . ! .' O{ 18.08 t. s.X 31 • ^3	 8 S 1.6 LA S. (u L- r. )
THCRE ARE 14 PAVMJERS. LaAb prM FA3Trr-"r- t 15
7-ply = (C5-Z.g/-14) = 4G.G LBS. (-y CLj>)
AL. LOwABLE Py
	
336.0 LAS (acr. rc-, .130)
























k i ♦ 	
r
	





















LET Rx, RY, Rz' r-mcATE PiCAGTI pr.15 QN HOVSoNG TC3APPuEC LOAD WX.
ALSO, L -r (Rx )A = (RXIS = RL
( f^^')A = (RC')B = Ri
MA , = 0 Wx( 3.5T0) - 2 RA7.GBO)
15.360 RY = 3.570 Wx
	
RY ' = O< 2'S2.4 Wx	 -
Fort3TAnC LOADoo-AG W%TM W r = 'b LB3.
RY' = 9.3 0 L55.
A33uME -rHc x#, a RCACTION33 MAY BC DC*rCft&^tPJCD DY Ct7.13DtR^^10Es THE T-r^ucryrcL 'Ta




Re = W b (3CL+b) = 0.9430W
„ 	 M
M'	 2	 R2 : w-°3 (3 b+a) = 0.05-10W
a	 b	 L
RL (Ri /Z) = 0.4715W = 15. B6 LBS.
Ftm = ( R-LI Z ) = 0.026SV4 = _1 . 1 Les.
	
CL 2.450	 Me = w(qe/o) = 1.-9 I w
b = 14.440
=M : = Vq(ctb/L:)0.304W
	L 14. a9a	 R;l. z (M e l^t^ o) = 0.233ZV4 = 9.33 Lm
RJR = (Ms!'t. *60) = 0-M9(W * I. 58 LBS.
u

R	 4 h . ; ,dSa` ai,.'^'`-yrrF+, ._;a,`.r.
	 k 1.	 •<sa '•^ F T...r' xt . i <: = 1v4i	 s^sa,	 ^ ,ia v ',,.^. 3t#-.	 , ,,,,,r y^ , sip=.^ ` . ;t'	 .^5.`	 i	 .Zya' q	 Sa ff;..'ti^:. ,r-. +;^ Al-M ''"" xk VM. aI^	 y	
.,
v_.,.s v',+l"-^	





. a . nw ar	 c ,	 4	 'G c; "^,..,r+:	 "	 t	 r,t'.	 '$: v„	 .i,,	 .,^",	 k, s.	 °
_,_	 t :"r
	
f	 ^+k-d .^:., .,z:t i
	 '^^ y . d'r.. 3 r3.°r. e	 Zk ,	 s





11.3.4 TABULATION OF APPLIED LOA05 AT INTERFACE MTG.POINTS., L53.
I
DUE TO LOAD Wx DUE TO .LOAD Wy DUE TO LOAD We-
J) Px Pv PZ Px @ •r I	 P-e >Y	 @
F Jar h!^	 A 18.86 0.30-9.35 O	 1 1 -7. 1 0 	 O O -4..23
	
10.00
P0I "T 8 18.86 !-9.30 'J 2.3J IT. 10 O O -4.23 10.00
POINT G I. 14 - 9,30 -1.58 O 2.901 O 0 4.23 10.00




'	 ..t	 •_	 1	 . 	 1111
	 _	 `	 ^•	 ^•
11.3.5 MOUNTING FEET LOADS ANALYSIS.
11.3.5.1 FOR X-AXIS LOADING.
^	 11.3.5.1.1 MOUNTS C D ( MOUNT G SHOWN),
"
Px = 0.0285W = 1. 14
	
Px
Py = 0.2324W 9.30 gas.









,, -	 R +E+x	 Rx	 Mc^	 Mc-L
i.00-0
	^,	 = `	 3.08 -- ;
FoR STATIC-LOADING -A,
E Fx' = 0 
_ Px- R x	 Z" FP = 0 = RLL - Pa
RK = P x	 - 1.  I .;tr t.e5.	 R'g	 Pr z 1.58 t.93.
EFY =O= RY - Py
RY = PY
 = 9.30 Las.
M M; z O = 2.38 Px I. 00 PY Mc.,
Mc, 2.38 (1.14-) - 1.00 (%30) = - G. 5,9
EMX = O = 3.08 Py -2.38 P? - Me?.
Me = 3.05 (9.30) - 2.3S (1.5 8) 24.88 sN- LBs.
Mca = M. +- M.' = 25:74 ,N- Las.
XM Y O 3.08Px -T -	 Pt.T 3.08 (1. 14) - 1.00(1.58)	 J. 93,,4- Las.
e Nous^w^, PsmcAR =	 RY t R.,	 S. 4Z tDS.
e oqR own, Psmg ^m	 Fix + Rt	 1.95 L03,
NOW
\`	 ,.	
VAC';. , a _ 139
1 ...	 "Y rr	 ira eJ!
FOR X- AXIS LOADING.
11.3.5.1.2 MOUNTS A4. ES ( MOUNT A SHOWN).
Px
Px = 0.. 4715 W = 18.8G iBS.	 PE
















Fort STATIC L-CAD I N G
EFc 0 x PA Rx 	 EF'Z — 0 = PZ — RZ.
Rx = Px - 16.	 RE. z 1'E _ 9.33 IBS.
Z Fv O r PY RY
Rv - PY = 9.30 tBS .
EM, = 0 = 1. 00 Py - 3.00Pin + MA
MA, = 3.00(13.SG) — 1.000-30) 47-29
ZMx = O = 1.53 PY - 3.00Pz — MAZ
MA2.: 1.53 (9.30) - 3.00(9.33)	 13.7(o
MA  c M^ Z t MAi = 49. ^- ^ ►v-zs.
E MY = O = T- 1. 53 Pjc ,- LOON
T = 1.5308.13G)-- 1.00(9.33) = 1 J ' 3
§4005OWG I P514CAMRYit Re'	 1`3.17 u5s.





11.3.S.Z FOR Y-AXIS LOADING.





1.00 F _ .
FOR 5TAToC LOADING
7: F7y
Ry = PY = 2.90 LtS.
E Me = O = Mo t - x.00 P,r
Mc l = 1.00(2.90) = 2.90 IN-1..85.
E M X = 0 = Mci. - 3.08 -Pr
Mc,, = 3.08(2.90) = 8.93
	
1.85•









X:FY = O - PY - Rr
_ R Y - Py -	 1Z. 10 Les.
Y M; = O _ 1.00 PY - MA,
MA a = 1. oo(1-7.10) =	 1-1.10 aF1-,8s,
Mx = O - 1.53 PY — MAZ
MAZ = 1.5'1(1"7'.I0)	 2C.16 erg- t.t35.
=Pt
s






.11 <.. - 1i1 •.^.	 ^.I ^ti^7, i•i^	 ! ^.. :-tl :..J. .. .... •.i
11.3.5,3 FOR Z-AX15 LOADING.









+x 	 Me 	Rf az
1.00 — 3.08
FOR 5TATi C LOADING
X FY = 0 Py - Ry
RY = Py = 4.23 LBS.
Z FZ = O = Pz. - R7.
R. = P? = 110.00 X85.
'm Me 0 = Mc, - 1.00 P.,r
Mc, = 1.00 (A. 2 3) = A. 23 rn+- Los.
Mx = O = 2..38 PiL  - 3.08 Py - Mas
ho4cs = 2.3$(10.00) - 3.02i(4.23) = 10.77 oN-LBs.
McR = Mc1 + Mci = 1 1 .5? ► N- LP.S.
ZxM Y = . o = LOOP?-T
'T` 1.00 (I O . QO)	 10.00
+L^
p p r.-. r A R,
Ps p l` I'l 0	 ED
PAG il	 14 3
I - t A- '- ft	 LA 1	 0 1
FOR E-AX15 LOADING.































ZFY = 0 Ry - Py
Ry Py 4.23 1. 85.
EFZ = 0 P& P7
R7 P Rj	 10.00 LBS.
O = MA, - Loopy
MAI
.
= 1.00(4.23) = 4.23 IN- LBS.
0 I.SS Py 1. 00 Pj + MA 2.
MA 3.00(10.00)- 1,5'3(4.2-'5) 2 13.53
MAR [ MA,7+ MA.."	 23.91
EMY = 0 = T- I. OOPj










5UMMARY OF CRITICAL STATIC LOADS.
i
/1X15 JOINT 5HEARInNG "	 AXoAL
FORCE,
L$ S.




IN - LQ ^ . I N^ tF35.
X
A' Z1. 04 9 ,_$0	 43.24 19.53
15 2 1.04 -- S ` 30 X49.24 19.53
Gl 1 .95 - S. 3A	 25 .74 1.93
D^ .1 .95 9.30	 25.7+ 1.93
Y
A' O 1 -7. 1 0	 31.26 0
B' 0 I"7 . 10	 !	 31.2 0
C^
_
0 2. 90	 9.39 0
D' ® Z. 90 9.39 O
A' 10.00 - A. 23 23.9 1 10. 00	 1
8' 10.00 - A. 23 23.9) 10.00 
C 10.00 -4.23 1 I.'57 10. 00
D' 10.00 4.23 1 I .57 10.00 
POINTS ARE AT iNTEhaFACV- OF NOIZTHA+%Crtl C AFJ ar%^r-1GCT isoL.^-rc:,m",CG.VV.L:T.
?;,.. . - •r^.
	
. ' .te r-. .. ...	 r....	 .	 -	
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11.3.7 ATTACHMENT OF MOUNTING FEET TO HOU51 NG.
11.3 .7.1 BOLT TEN51 ON JOINT FRICTION CAPACITY.
BOLT TENSION
EACH MOUNTIN G FOOT IS ATTACHED TO "SHE NouS t NG BY TWO NA51004
STAInt LESS STEEL 3CRCWS. ( FTu J = 140000 rs L) . AssopAr- n vALoE
`	 FOR FT^ = I00,000 PSG. BASED Op.-3 A TE1431LE r,-rRESS AfLCA,A-rc 0.0364 X14
t	 .PYtew = FTy x AT = 9G40 LB5.
A55uME THE FA'5Tr_"r.M3 ARE TortC. om up To 307o of Y t l: LV
P' = 0.90(3 40) 227G
THE t.4AY it-AuM APPLIED TCt4Z%L L L,O^D RC5Ut_'TS FROM'sC-•Ax v 3 LOAD ►rdG A-r
POIt-Ts Ai, 8 (arr. PAR. 11.3 .4 ). THE s-wrtG LOAD PC.tc, FADTe .tJ£T'Q I S
P = ^ i8.8rc /2) 	 9.43 L85.
BA5ED ON A 1 . 15 K ICW Lco%o P.AGTOK AND AH AcccuwrWrio ►a of 31. 1(^ ( arr. PG.40
PaYN ^ ! . ! 5 (9.43 X31. t^ _ '
M.5. = P _ 1 _ 32 (a - LARGEpoy"	 337
`	 JOINT FRICTION CAPACITY
ASScjME A COEFFactCtVT of FRIGTtQty p 0. 30
FRICTION FoQc_t/ PE = p P'	 593 1.85.
JOINT FRIG-rIO,J CAPACITY, FF = 2F , = 156(. LBS.
Mom rAR. 11.3 . 4 AND THIo ACGCL.Cr%ATIOro 5'rA 3VLATCa ON PCB. A-O,*roc Dvr-%► MM
$HEA R LO^D3 ARE
P5
x 
= 1. 1 5 f(Ga =31.1 1)(P3=13-17LBS)l = 471 Lz . `YIF-Lt>
PS 
Y 
= 1. 15{(G r =20.9 j)(Ps = 17.10 Lss)j = q 1 1 L35. C ytc






BEARING STRESS IN HOUSING PAD.
AssuMr- 15r—ARir4G AC-&Ao pw3T WAL.L. COF HOOSIPACm W PAD AMCA





t	 RAM DCPT14 M .0. 56 to&
145pAbr 	 O. 1
fbrIj - (PS).A.X	 A71	 3Z50 rzL-C-flew—)
	A, 16r	 0.145 "0
FOR 356 AL.ALLO-f CAS-rl p4cb.  C Fbrij)mep4	 34000 isl
M.S. LARGE 5Y INSPECTION
`..
11.3.8 MOUNTING FOOT FR IGTI©N CAPKITY.
FortcE RK.40. TO PREVENT SL IPPIw1 z DUC To TGRsiON
A55uME THAT THC cc NwrACT ARJE-A BF-rwCEtJ
THE isoI.A rort MOVIJTIIJG FOOT A"D-THE NR
MOUP.SrIPJG BRACKET CA#-4 BE APPRLOKi"ATED
gY A G1Rcu4I►ft ARF-A OF DIAMETEm D = 1.C)Cx)2N,
THE 114sIDC D ► AMETErt,8 I Witt- BE -rAKG.•I A5
THE SIaGLM HOLE CL -ArLAWc^ DI^MC'Mrt t-err,
THE SCREW U-59:D 1N THr- ATrtCHMG.►T. THE
FORGE F1 W 16" BE DErr p4Ep AS THAT pArLr CF
THE FAS-rE ►^ER. PRCw^D 2EQ^lr>:Ep Z'o Pr,:,c^Ea-r
ROTATip14 IN THE X- 7- P%.ANE DUE -rO A -%^QgVE
F	 A60uT -rH E Y-^x13. IT IS A S- Stan_D °rHA-r
THE PrzoQ6*M IS A"A L oiGotrS Ta 'rrtA-r OF A
.	 Frtl«Ica Disk ,u8.3CcxEO Tb ulvlPo^M
wr. i x. THC NN1^XIMU M PRE5-54irmr ForL SUC 4
A DISK C')ccomS AT r = d/2
LET PQ mAxim4im	 r= d/2
•	 (d/2)	 RcF O )•• P = P-- r
WFiERC P IS PRfSSGRE A7 ^NY RAD1t1S r. i
AREA Or c IrtCQ I^ AFEREPTrAL.. E LCM C NT, dA = P-qr r J r
:. NOt f^ ^AL FORCE o" T-0113 ELCWMIVT', d = P dA
dF 1 4(dl2) -2Vr-dr) = (7t,Pad )drtp r
fopt	 o/2-7( Pa
F, = J (npod)dr = C7 pQd) dr =
	
d C O- d)2d/2
	 d/Z
KRICTION ^ORC>L	 NdFI
70RRUCI T - C , pdFl) r	 t Nnp,<J)rdr	 ;.
.h
T = Nn PadJ
dlz-




gUT pa. xd (P-'d )






.	 ! 1, Y ,	 ,	 1 1	 ''^' 	 ^ :' 	 lye
r,
A5suMI1%4Ci A 9'/32 DIAM. 0. 2131 CLZAMA"CE, HOe.0 POft A I/.4"DIA. 5cREv, i AND
A r-oE
.fFIcmpj r  OF frrZ lc-rlo,.j p = 0.35 BE-rvuE .Cl.! M^TING SunFACCS
a
-0.35(I.0=+-Q r >81)
FORCE REQb.TO PREVENT SLIPPING DuF- TO 5HE^R.
•	 iq
LET F2
 Be THA-r PArCr OF THE TOTAL
	




iON FORCES LI^RGE ENOU6Ff °tt^PRC•/Crl
	
S	 R PPAGE RCLA-rt*4 C TD 'TH E qW0 5u2FAC,C_(
.S	 . 14 COM'TACT AS A RL$uL.T OF SHChr %4Qb
FaIZCES Pa,
	
2	 N F2 c Ps E
i
AGAIP4 A 5SueY►t^ P 0.35
F-2 =;Ps/P) _s
FoRcE R1rGt`p. -ro PItEy'CrJT SL.I PP ( NG'DOM TO	 07 r-RTVFIt>I I r.lG P AoME:,-J '.
A.SSuM.E, THG Mcor,rr s *jG IOQT^fS"SL! sECT1=Ti-rc)'' r-J
® V CRT U  P4
	
M CasAr- -jT A r p  i T „ A:"or pii, ` er"itoi ¢
._M. Lr--r F3	 ,T, FE -rw^ P.Arr.-r of - 'He TvT^L- Przc%.c6w






OUT 2.wL _ F ;
M
W	 `	 a O= M° 3L
F3 _ 1.50 (M/ L)
L	 OF' L, p _ x.250 •.^.
	
F3	 t . -z c) M
THUS/THE 'rOTAL PRGLOCAD iRVg(j IrLGP "TO MAt tJTA#P` —rHE !N-rr:c rtvrY OF —HL' JO^^JT I^
Z!'`F _ F + F2 t F	 ^:92.T + 2.8GR + 1.2n M.




Iv9OUNTS A 4 i3 ARE CRITICAL FOR X -AXIS LOADING. THE APPLIED LORDS ARE
Ax. IAL^FoRCE, PA	 %= 9.30 
€ ESS.
SHEARING FORCE PS 	 = 21.04 L-Es.
C^YERTUP.N ING "MOMENT, M	 49. ZA I N- LBS, REF. SECT. 11.3.6o
TwI5TING M©mcwT, T	 = 19.53 IN- LBS.	 1
FROM SECTION 1,.1.3.8 THE TOTAL PRELOAD REQUIRED TO h4A1 ►.1Ti o#J THE INTC42RiTY
OF THE JOINT, 1s i
E l= = 8.92T + 2.13G PS + 1.20 M
f NJTE: 13ECA,',35E OF THE CR ► TICALITY OF THIS HT'rACHMEr.iT^t.ID TH E USE OF FRICTION
TO TRK-45.1..IrT LOAD SOME OF -THE CON5ERvATmm OF THE PREYIoas NNALY`^ .Q:, `;
(AND THOSE To Fot.t_ovj) moor NOW 6E ABANDOtJED. THE RE 'So-4A,,%-r rat~C^-
UEHCY OF Tl4E 51r.IGt.E-DEGREE OF Frz=DoM 3Y5TEM ON THE 15oLAToP:t aPR11.lt;^^
15 Apprt-ox 1MA`M L`e ?5 Ham• ( 1 NS`MAD OF THE 90 H-,.) Ar•ID THE. ACTV^L
TRANSM I^S51Bit.ITl^ fq^ IS 3.5 Ir4-5 -rr.AD 4F 10.0. -THE 3CT RAr.LDCL.1 %41e,
RATION Re5PON5L 1'S N1C2t GRIT1Gl6.. THAfN'T}I[ SHocw- mc--roo-mc uNDCiZ
-rp4r-5r CprJDIT101J5• 7HE REVISGG PLCSPONSI: IS
Gx =	 nC^So =	 (TSX X0.^75^
• Tf2	 2
Gx = I G.-7 S
E)A5ED ON A 1.15 YIELD LOAD PACTOR . AND AP.9ACGCt-r-r rto" of 16.79IT14E
REGZUIRED PR.Et.QAD 1^F FOM D%v►r-LAnMtc LOADiWC-> IS
^JM F = i. 15( 16.Z^^^.92(19.53^ +2.8621.04) + 1.20(49.2)
E F = 5635
THE FASTENER. USED 1 5 A 1/4"- 28 otjF Ba.'r Fort W HICH F-ry = 185000 Psi
THE BoL^T HA.. A -t'ENSILE SIRES? .eRE/A, AY = O. 03C,4 .N. A,.ID Wow i'.E 'rORquEO
TO 9CF76 OF YIELD. THE W
 PRELoAb AKiAL. Porto- 1S
i
	
P.=  0.9[ 185000 x 0.03Q4)	 GoGo LES.
PP _ 1 6o^dM. 5.=
	 -1= +0.0-75
	




11.4 ATTACHMENT OF AFT PLATE TO HOUSING_
FRoM PAGE 121 IT IS SEEN MOAT -rHE WEIGHT OF THC /AFT
 PLA-m AND LTS
M0v ►JTv 0 COMPONENTS, Pz, , 13 mucm LE55 -rt4A" THAT Or THE FoRW.%rtp
PLATE ,AND rr5 MoU"TCD CoMPoNENTS^ Pr. THE' ,^+um8rrZ OF PaGK- <,P
P0114TS A"D THE FAiSVF-NEr 51Z>` 15 10CWTIGAI. Fo g acrr •t A-ffAcNMENT5.
TNU3, T"C1 AFT P LATE AiTAr-i4mr^3-r I.OA9>S ArtE I.oWErL-rHAf-J THE FprzL-)ASUP
rL.ATE A'TrACko-Ac"T LOAP5 For uJHICai AMPLC tMArtG# p*+5 OF SAFE" WVMC
ExHiBITED. THEREFortE/
M.S. LARGE BY ItysPECTIOIJ
—151151
11. 5 STRESSE5 DICE TO HAKDONG LOADS.
0 ESTIMATED
FROM STATICS
F = o W - 2R^ - Ra
2R RR = W
2: M = O = 2.OGOW 17.435 R Ft	 --
R R O. i IaW
R^ = 0. 44 1 W
At sot^ Nb A A-Co LB. zPCc-'TROMETLR A-D A It Nor-jDL o"Cs LADAP, 'T ►1Er
M AIK. WO LOAb 15.
R L.	 0'.441(,40)(2) = 35.3 tz5.
t_
k52
CON3r6R-4A-rtVEl.-f XS30 r- THE 1WG TO 6E ^ c^N^nLeVER Wl" A ooto.ACNT tiCtM.
e = o. 25
M- Rt,Ke
M = 35.3 (0. 2.8)




fb = 6lNi = 6(9.83)
o	 btZ	 ^.6z(o. Sc^^Z•rr
_	 fb 300 n
2	 5. LARGE BY ,N^ F-
e^^ .y
 ^w.^
	 •,4q A •1 t r.	 ••,.•' • r,•. ,...
	
.^{^ \3 'w.. J^ J. ._'VV
	 ^	 _.. .._—..—r..._ r_• 	 . I.. .._ .._
	
_
MO ANALYSIS OF MIRROR









12.1 ANALY515 OF E-E ERT MIRROR
THE scHrM^TIC Pr prtESEIJT/t rior^l or THE
MIRROR SuPPoit r Fort. X A"D Y /AXCf L:.•^r
ING 15 S KOWk ATTHC LrF-C. IMMF-D4ATe L`(
'8E1.0W I S TN C Etku %VAL,Er.1T Sr ,Rir4G-
SSYS-C C+M IN W N IGH Fort Vpf7.j4CAS Ird PA re-A,t..-t
Kin, = A K %No KeY = 2K ( K ESEI#JG ro
"SfiRING coNSr^N " Fort AN INGIvIOUAI.
ASSUMP'r' toN S :
I. FRO tai PCB. 41 THE M 1 rtRo S. ACC r Lzm `'r
NRE AS Foi.LOWS
Gx= 34. 2
Gy= 2 1 . 0 
-
G z = 34. 1
2. MIRROR W/EIC^NT vtj	 3. 1 ms.
3. Folk cxcrwTlord IN `r "z PLJ►NE or- T-Hu
M IRROR I FM IC'T109J Fprt,CCS NCGL.I cjI
4. KEL-F • 81 PADS•oR "SPRINGS" Prtet.,DA;
12.1.1 DETEfZMNA'fooN OF SPRING tow►STA#-)"T. 
X= ^ c! o.-r85^ (0.500)
A= O. 1'9(o # P4. t
0. Of6Lz - 0(b 	 L
(KEe= F-a1)	 180,000 m 
A E	 6.,196 (1800c1--) )
	
PAD C 1232-01 -60--3 	 K=	 O.O(o
K= 5.38 x 105 Lras./ ..,, .
Kex = A (6.981010	 = 2.352 W. 106 tB4•j1N.
	
Key	 2 ( S. 'a $ x 105 ) = 1. 1 -70-, x 1 66
e55
12.1.2	 DYW ANA IC LOADS
(Woypi.)x 	r	 1 .5 ( 3. 1 LB-5.)34.2
	 )	 =	 159.0 LB5. (uLr.)
(W DYa•)Y = 1 .5 t 3. 1 LB5.)( 21.Oq	 =	 37.7 L55. (va.)
DYNANI iC D1-jrL.ACEMC ►.1T
F =	 ryLO.	 (YV DYPI } =	 K X
o1Z X	 W QYN) / K
x"	
( 




_ (WoY..) 	 g-r.7
—	 83.08 x 10' 	 10.CoKe *f	 1. I Itx 10 `
ASSV ►N1E PRC60AO,,4G Z^07c> AMC>VC D'Y&&AMIC DEFLCC.TlC^f%1
(Xx )p	 =	 1.2=! (6^t.6fl	 10"^ } =	 8 ,4.50 x 1©'16
(XY )p	 =	 1.25 ( 83 . 08 ve 10- '-	=	 t rJ3.85 x 10' `	 w.
GorzrtCSPONr>i rzG P12C60AD PER "SPft,.JCz*
(Px ) p	 =	 ( 5.88 x 10s )( 8.450 w: 10"5) - 43.7 LZ s.
( P Y ) p	 = ' ( 5.88 x 10')(10. 385 > 10" S ) = G I. 1	 Las.
FOR X— AXIS LOADING
THE LOAD PER SPRl o-►G 1S
( Px )p - [(WDYN,)^c ^4 ^	 =	 39.8 tBS.
THU5,TC'rA6 LOA D CAN *"NO OP THE SMIPJG IS 1S
E Px	 =	 ( P  ) r + ( Pp. )o =	 49.7 + 39. 8, =	 89.5 yes.=
THC -m rAL. LOAD C0-1 TNC	 SPR,nJGS Is





12 .1.1.2. FOR Y -Aw. 1'S LOAa104G
THG LOAD PETE SPr21NG IS
( P,, )o s t( vvN )Y I2.I z	 A8.8 L85.
THu3, TOTAL. LOAD ON TWO OF "t SP1tlNGS IS
E PY = = ^ Py )p 4- ( Pr )o = 61 . I + 4 S. a = 109.9 LBS.
'ENE TCJTAL LCAp ON THC OTHC rL T wo 5 rrtstiGS IS
P,r = ( PY ) r _ (PY) o = 6 1. l - 48. 8	 12.3 Lis.
12.1.22.1 C0MPf r-SSIVE STrtE •L-'S IN PAD.
THE MAX IM UM L.0AJ> oN ANY pr.)£ PAD 13 109.9 LaS .
1050
:. fc. =	 =	 56^ P=A L (uyr.O.191,
FOR K E L F- e 1I 
FGY ' 5440 r 5 C (rtcr. t)
:. M.S. =
	
i = SS(0O -1	 I-ARG-
^G
12.LZ.z.t Co"-rAr'r STRCSS IeJ M,rtROrt.
GONSERvATtVEL.'Y ASSUME THE PAD 'tom ®E: A rkiCGiP	 DIE OF RADIOS
R UNc>EZ TOT^L. w.Arn P = 1o9.9 Ls5. TFiIS ccruicspoNbs Tc cAsE #2,'TA^.-L£
^l OF REF. K.
P	 A T ANY POINT Gk OIJ -r" r- ; ort Ac- r OP c—coirAcr, THE
Q	 C.C)N+PMC S54 VC S*rrtCSS 15 4:3I VF" By
2W R R: r L
r	 R	 A-r t-. p fc = (c) ►^+ ^N . = P / 2'tr R:
C0"3LfLV^TtVCI=( AS54JfAC- s rnt55 AT F- = 0.8iZ oS
t%VERAGC OVCrt E:"T l rlC CO ►JTACY -%JMFAcC
2?CRf R -(0.5K)	 1.2?r,R	 LZW(0.25)






25 00 N1466 - LARGE
•	 fG
1 57
12.1.2.3 may, - Ax 15 LOADI NG.
 .
12.1.13.IBELIDING STftES^ IN MIRROR,
Fom ,--AXIS ^c:CE,LCR.A"r# o ",THE
M Irta O K Is 3WPP C7 MTED
 
BY I-Hrt =4
PA I Ct. of PA" LLEL P[zM I.,O^0> P fADt
T' IS As5 iit1E: D -r-HAT THC Pon Ictrtari
CA^A B>r REPetr-SVr., r-D b y T)^tMCZ
S i ^n P t.Y su P Po rvr C D 15 I~ Ar-% !S L;I,C rw rroA
R CA C -r 1qowl PO I	 A$ B ,a N G, r I tQ
TH 1 MaCRic.6.I ^4	 :rrt 'rH AT F.:at 1
25'7o OF THe TOTA6. "trttZ(.-)M
WE I GHT DUC TD T^4z t v 1 t'C UNCo
TrtcArQbuLAr°t 5CG-`TIOP45 TMC
rtcr.n g ,N,r.tG 50% of 'rH r r- i i rrr* vrr.
wclv"T is co ►a-+nr mcta TO eE,
OlV1DE:0 QquAu -Y 6ErWC.CftJ At L..
THmcc LOAD G/ MR*fIt-JC9 t-tCr+t@t.:('G .
TH u3,
W^a = flt3Xo•Sa13f) +^o^z^X^.t)- i_2^' ^^s.
^ E-C = CI/3S(0.50X3..!)
	 = 0.52 t^:'U?
W/CA = ( 1 /3xo-50)(3.Q+(o.z5x-.A t)=
owc1.15- 16c.kNo1$ )





/, c	 go 51N L
	
A	 B
Tc L.^rA SI ICA rL,
 











V = G5. 98 LBS. (uLT.)
-"^i	 1"'^ O.3T S
R[F
158
(2gaL 7() = Co5.98
^5.^'X
o	 2 L	 •2(1.04)	 14.72 Les/1N. (vLT-^
 
(p Z
SCNDING MONAC"T XM=	 J VG3X - j` qAL COS ^x dx = - - i SINS0 it	 L	 ?C	 L
TNIE MAX. MOMCNT OCCUrZt AT Y. = (t42)
M	 t^1^^x = ( q  o LL ?(`)= IA.72 (7.04(3- 14 )1






!^ Act	 AdL	 To
L. 504 x 0.350	 0.525 1.02 15 O. 53 13	 0.5151	 0.00
2	 0. 375 x 0. 850	 0. 3. i 9 0.425 0. ,133	 0.058 +0.019
0.844 O. 674	 0. G09 . 0.024
d = G = (,ZAd / Z A) _ (0.674/0.844) = 0.799 -a .
lo + ZAdz- d • E Ad = O.OZ++ O, 4609— 0.539 = 0.094 ,a9
_ (11C) = (O—O94 ^C^.799) =	 ®. 118 a
MOC"Dr "G 5 T ;RC ^^ 	
_
'73.9
-	 O 11 3
62G rr,^ 
Fart A NI.NL mvM TE ^-51IX A6A-OW AP.1.0 S'rftE ^S OF 10000 PZL (AZ Pr r,-
MA JUrAC'rUr-CL(Z5 TuGGt-TtON )
FT	 lOt)O,M•5• _	 _I	 I	 + 0. GO6 2G
i"
159
12.1.23.2 COMMESSIV£ 3TRCS5 II ►+ PAP
THE TOTAL SWE.AM WAS S.• 014 TO BE 4Z5.9$ LZ:S. HALF OF 'r"13 LOAD IS
APPLIED AT POINT A o)-+ BEAM AB, A zomis,.Art LOAD 15 APPt.tE.D AT POINT
A DuC TO-n4C LO^DING OF BEA" AG. 'TKJ 15 -rHE TC?TnL DY^►/^MtC
toAJ> ON -ME • PAD A r Polo* r A Is
( PA )D = 2{ L ((.5.95) I = (.5.98 LPG.2
9d 32 	 A =4=	 O.?85 1 (9/32) = t7.0c.21 '.)
E(Kt:c-F) ' 1$0000 rsL




PAD 7232- 015(6•3 K = I. 19 x 10 S LBS.l+N.
K£. c 2 { 3(1.19 x 10'5 ) 1 = 'T. 14,-IC 5 up-_1,..1.
DYP-JA"IC- DISPL.ACCrI^r-.I•r
x:z = [(PA) D / K ]
( PA D G5.98 LBS. (ULT.
?C^ = (,5.98)( 1. l9 X 101 = 55-45x10— 1 ^_
A:5ZUM,NG 25?o ABOVE X7 FpR rrzr- i-oA o9"c-2
(Y,? ) p
	
1.25(55.45x10-5 )	 10`S .N.
cort2ESPo#4p ,m c— Prmtic),KD, (PA)P s (f._I.9xlO^X6°.f.31x+o5)
( PA) P - 7(0.05 L93-
7OTw1 CpMPRCS r s Jr, i.OAD
(PA) = (FA)D t(PA) r
( PA) = GS-SS  + 7G.05 = 142.03 L1=5
C = ( PA)	 1,42 003 	 22°O P5^
 
F'ey = 5440 rst ( Rf r. Q
Fey






1 2- 1 -2 3-3 CO"TACT 5TrtV-S5 IN MIRROr
CO pa5ErtVRTevEL.Y A %jr^oWCv
Pte) 
Z	 CRe^. ^^. 156 a
142.03 1900 1'-sL (uvr.)
M S 
Fc — 
t = 2Spp —i = + ^. 32
fc	 1900	 —





SECT I ON A- A (c 0.3-n 1:	 IN
Tmr;. MAXIMUM LOAD APPLICC 'rO,'rHr. :40E "-rz,rtomcLAmp is Dr.rM.,it"r-D At;
FoLLOws
Frtom PG. 157 P WOULJ> 8C VqUA IL -rO	 VqAb + -LWIDC
w-(vL.T.
A*Sur o%%mG Ant ADDI-re0oQAL. @-OAD r)or rcmo rmr-L-OADI OJ ^ Or Ar LEAST 46--:+
u-, r. P-ro-rAL. = 100 LB5.
Assur,nr- THAT -rH t -s -r o-r^ L. LOAD I S A P P 1. 1> Ar #A -t PA FwJ O F' A I-00 IN. L-0 C-3
	
SCAp-4 :S%re%FLy	 A-r iT5 F- r-30'S Uo-jiT" A	 av-3 A-A
ABOVE,
pr loo Les.	 PL	 100 1.00)
4	 4
M MAIL = 2g IN- ►a5 (u/.-r.)
A—A
(0.31I I Z ) = U . 177
	
L	 ( 0.'12- 0. X 0 -3 1 )"/1
INU4
r i (v L-)
0.0009'ZL)
MA'r 'L. IS (*OfA- T6 A%.-ALA-CY PLA-rL
M 'S L ,"% Q	 N f T-"' F- C: T I
A X02
12.3 5TRE55 m4 MIRROR CLAMP CENTER)_
Aii
THE MAX tMlut.n G-OAP APP ►.%ED -m, 1-mE cEN'rcm
 C 1.A M P i 5 TA K Ei h, ^!5
 1
i
PA = 142.03 Les. OEM PCB .159)
/	 C4NSCrtVnTtV66,',f A3surnE T-H^-r TNt3 ►-OAD 3 Ac-TS
A-r TH C E ►a D Or' A GA " -n 4G V C.rC- OF L4-"C--" L-




M MA,c a PL	 112.t73(O.35) 	 '49•? tw1-t^5 fi ^a LT.^
GMMAX	 (A 9.-T)
	 222 1-L (ovr.)fb	 btu	 0:7 (0.4 Z )'^
l7
"A-r tL . 1 s r or i - -r6 A L ^ tti.A QY r LATE
:. M.S. LARGE BV INS PC -TION.
_ 1r3
12.4 ANALYSIS OF MIRROR CELL ( AFT PLATE)
REF. DWG. NO. 7232-0151
SEGT(O!J 0-B
Faa" Pc,.159 THE MAX-MUM VALUE OF P 15 IA  L85.(ULT.). ASSUME Tip:..
LOAD I5 /APPLIED tN SVCW A M^I-4mr.
 t ^z -ro P"oDuCG BEo`30trJCs STrm55ti5 tt%J
THE 4^ r4Ttt..CVEREp "T^15" PaWrtow or THE MoRrtpR CEO..
J
M = M+A^L, BC.^aGt^^G r•n ac•^'T	 PL.
M =
 14 G (0.3) = 42.fo tH-use . Cu^^; ^




fb -^ 14 )0 P's i. ( u r;rr
— -	
MATL.. 1$ GsQrol^l^ks GUf^1NUMA^+-mil(
M.S. L.ARSE BY INSPECTION







12.5 ANALYSIS OF MIRROR CELL- REAR COVER.( AFT END CAP).
12.5.1 STRESS 10 REAR ccwc-rt.
TH E M I R2cUR CELt- R EArt COVE R W II..L
CONIMERVATIVELY BE A"A1 LYZVD AS
A fZCC.TANCyuLArt. FL^T PI.ATE, -IMP i.Y
S UPPC7M-Ml> ON AI.IL r-cuM CDGr_'5
UNDcrL ^ UNIf'-ORJ^/11.Y DISTiU(5l)TEI?
PrtE ,s5u ftr_. THL STiF^^•.I^t+LCa EKF^GT
pF THE PLC INF-0Mc I"G R i g5 I S 9+CG-
L7<c_rc D.
TH C PAAx .MUM STRC55 15 G ►vC-J Imo+
1~cF, K, TA BLE 'X - c,A-5v ?".
U-) bZ
+b _ 3z
V = SHORT siDr. or PS.ATIr = G. 9,77 N.
CX =
	
3 1Dc O;' PLATE = 10. Co ttJ.
(0. 1b) - 1.4 r75;
t = PLAT TH i C"Cl.-S = 0 . 03 ►.a.







_ 2^? I?Wb (c). o
FOR DYNIAMIG LoApI j G 01= AFT stv^.CAP
G z = 3 to. l f^ ( Tzra r. m..41J
:. 1N fJ•►^ = 1. 50 X0.35 La- X ^^ • 1
W ora :18.95 Ls5 (u^-r: ^
PLATC AMCA, A = ckb	 0S.7c:) ^a
c4DY wow..N	 s	 0. VT (o r 4 ( u LT))
C0t4!5r_ iVATI ,JCL.Y AS'S VMC drHAT AT T}-4 E -r/ N1t:. or 5 IM D CO3. _lErTIso.J ^N I" TCrP.IAL.
PRE5Su2E OF 1. 0 FAc. ExIS"M 014 1'}1 E Cr_,'lICR	 'tC) DIFrIvrtV jJ-rIA. RA-r!:15 OF
P7tES5(jrtC L4Acp5S W I-r)-fI N 1 ANp WIT1foQ'r -r"C: SPEcTreornC^t>e<R.
F-r,r	 34*C)00 Psi F-6rL 6ofo1- -rib AL. ALLOY SHCV: 'r (RrF. C,
FTY	 30,000
b
'	 T1_	 24.7 1'7 ( 1 . 0) = Z47 17 P t, L
Y:
IZ.J•Z AT-rACWMCnI'r pF rzcArt ccVE 1Z TO AF 'r PL^TE.
ZTOTAL AiZr—A U ► uert Prtc35c.>rtE = Cb 8.'1O .N
`	 Prtt s,une Lo•.o CZ
	 1.0 P*L
USING A 1.50 LOAD FAGTOM
W I -- 1.50(C-8.70) = 103 L$:^.
-rHLrtE Artr- 11 Scr'tEwS. THE J OAD f Eit 3rcRCtN s5
P
j	 Scr cws ARC (o- 32 u0c, cmr-s. Fort wK Iem (P^r) I..a	 i?O ^^. (REF. ^,




t	 M. S. _ PY ) _ i a 2 6.0 	 LAKGU
r	 ,
